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1
INTRODUCTION

When, in &'%(, Rumelhart and McClelland proposed a connectionist pattern associator that took present tense forms on its input layer and produced past tense
forms on its output layer (Rumelhart & McClelland, &'%(), the domain of inflectional morphology at once became firmly established in the theater of cognitive
science. Like other connectionist endeavors, this demonstration flew in the face
of the physical symbol system hypothesis, one of the fundaments of mainstream
cognitive science. But unlike other connectionist accomplishments, it infringed
on a particularly sensitive area of cognition: Influenced by Chomskyan linguistics, language’s creative capacity was the stronghold for high level symbolic
processes. As a result, Rumelhart and McClelland’s ideas found considerable opposition (Pinker & Prince, &'%%), and, on the basis of the evidence suggesting
that only the productivity of irregular inflection requires an associative system
(Bybee & Slobin, &'%#; Bybee & Moder, &'%)), the influential dual mechanism
model of inflectional morphology was put forward (Pinker, &''&; Marcus et al.,
&''*; Pinker & Prince, &''+; Pinker, &'''; Clahsen, &'''). In this hybrid view, an
associative system, although necessary to produce irregularly inflected forms, is
accessory to a default symbolic operation that abstracts away from the properties
of lexical form and operates solely on the grammatical properties of the word
forms. In the English past tense, for instance, the default process V+ed explains
the production of all regular past tense forms (e.g., ,-./+ed=,-./012
34005+ed=3400501). Irregular past tense forms, on the other hand (e.g.,
6783–6-83, 5978/–59:;395, 3:–,085), are produced by an associative memory.
Applied to inflectional productivity, the default process produces past tense forms
9
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for

novel

verbs

independently

of

their

form

properties

(e.g.,

6<.783+ed=6<.783012 <.7<+ed=<.7<<01). The production of novel irregular
forms, on the other hand, relies on similarity to existing forms in the associative
system (e.g., 6<.783–6<.;83 can be produced on analogy with forms such as
65783–65;83, 6,783–6,;83, 4783–4;83). The latter process implies that people
are unlikely to produce novel irregular past tense forms in the absence of similar
forms in the associative system (e.g., <.7<–<.;<). In contrast, single mechanism
theorists maintain that inflectional morphology does not require a symbolic component at all. All forms, regular or irregular, are produced by an associative system (e.g., <.7<–<.7<<01 is produced on analogy with forms such as 6.7<–6.7<<01,
=.7<–=.7<<01, >.7<–>.7<<01, 687<–687<<01).
Two claims that have been taken as fundamental support for the dual mechanism approach are investigated more closely in this dissertation. The first is that,
in a diverse set of circumstances, there appears to be a preference for a default
inflectional pattern, regardless of the phonological properties of the base form.
The second is that novel inflected forms that are attributed to the symbolic system are always acceptable, while the acceptability of novel inflected forms that
are attributed to the associative system is contingent on the support of similar
forms found in the lexicon. This dissertation challenges these claims by proposing memory-based learning (MBL) models that oﬀer a natural account of these
phenomena in the domains of the Dutch noun plural and the English past tense.
In the relatively short time that memory-based learning has been applied to language processing, it has succeeded in covering an impressive range of phenomena, and although much of its application has been in the realm of language technology (for an overview, see Daelemans & van den Bosch, #$$*), a substantial
body of work is relevant to psycholinguistics (Daelemans, Gillis, & Durieux,
&''+; Gillis, Durieux, & Daelemans, #$$$; Krott, Baayen, & Schreuder, #$$&;
Krott, Schreuder, Baayen, & Dressler, #$$?) and inflectional morphology (Nakisa
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& Hahn, &''(; Hahn & Nakisa, #$$$; Eddington, #$$$; Daelemans, #$$#). Like
connectionist models and other single mechanism approaches, MBL takes the
view that the creative language capacity relies on analogical generalization
rather than on symbolic manipulation. In contrast to connectionist models, however, an MBL model does not function on the basis of implicit knowledge that is
stored in a network of connections, but makes analogies by a direct comparison
of a target exemplar to the set of exemplars constituting its memory. Another
contrast with connectionist models is that MBL makes a formal distinction between generalization (the production of novel forms) and retrieval (the production of known forms). While a connectionist model has a learning phase during
which weights are adjusted to enable the correct production of most known inflected forms, MBL models do not have such a learning phase. Instead, they assume that known forms are accessed through retrieval. Because MBL models determine the inflection of novel forms directly on the basis of their similarity to
stored exemplars, without a separate learning phase, they are also known as lazy
learning models. Apart from the debate about dual vs. single mechanism models,
this work can also be seen as an eﬀort at characterizing inflectional morphology,
and in particular inflectional productivity, from a memory-based point of view.
The empirical part of this work comprises three chapters. Chapter # investigates
the issue of inflection in atypical circumstances. In inflectional systems such as
the English noun plural and past tense, the observation has been made that irregular forms are regularized in situations that fall outside their normal context.
Typical examples (a comprehensive overview is given by Marcus, Brinkmann,
Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, &''*) are the inflection of names (we refer to the >::5
family as 590 >::56 instead of 590 >005) and borrowings (although the plural of
>740@-8 is >740@08, the plural of 5-.76@-8 is 5-.76@-86). The fact that this systematic regularization is inconsistent with single mechanism models that are driven only by phonology, constitutes one of the pillars of Pinker’s popular book
Words and Rules (Pinker, &'''). In the dual mechanism view, the phenomenon is
11
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explained by assuming that the memory system cannot be accessed under any of
these circumstances (technically, because the representational formats of the target word form and the stored word form mismatch), and that, because the memory system does not produce any output, the inflection is based on the default
symbolic process. In other words, this view oﬀers a unified explanation for regularization in this heterogeneous set of circumstances: memory failure. Chapter #
proposes that the unification of these circumstances (through their common reference to a single inflectional pattern) is an artifact of the relative poverty of the
inflectional systems studied by the dual mechanism advocates, and that it does
not occur in somewhat more complex systems, such as the Dutch or German
noun plural. As an alternative framework, a single mechanism view is proposed
in which non-phonological information sources, in addition to phonological information, account for inflectional behavior in atypical contexts. The test case for
this theory is the Dutch noun plural, which has some surprising properties. Its
two productive inflectional suﬃxes, –en and –s, stand in complementary phonological distribution and, even in contexts that would indicate a default pattern
(which should be a single inflectional pattern, at least under any normal interpretation of the concept ‘default’), both suﬃxes behave regularly. Interestingly,
there is one exception to this rule: Borrowings have a tendency to take the –s
suﬃx regardless of their phonology. This situation is a conundrum for the dual
mechanism model, because, even if it retreats to the assumption of a double default for the Dutch plural (Pinker, &'''), the contexts that are assumed to trigger
default inflection in the dual mechanism model cannot be grouped under a single inflectional pattern. A single mechanism model, however, has the potential to
address this state of aﬀairs quite naturally, by showing that, in most cases, plural
inflection relies on phonological analogy, while for borrowings other information
sources influence analogical processes. Fortunately, Dutch has a systematic nonphonological information source that can be associated with borrowings. Because borrowings tend to keep the spelling pattern of their language of origin,
12
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their atypical orthography can be used by a MBL model as a correlate of the information by which language users identify a borrowing and hence determine its
inflectional pattern.
Three memory-based models are developed in this chapter: a model using only
phonological information (MBL-P), a model using phonological and orthographic
information (MBL-PO), and a model that, in addition to the two information
sources, contains a measure of the predictability of orthography from phonology
(MBL-PO+). The hypothesis is that the MBL-P model gives a good account of
Dutch noun plural inflection with the exception of borrowings, and that the
MBL-PO and MBL-PO+ models give a good account of the full range of Dutch
noun plural inflection, including borrowings. This hypothesis is tested in three
studies. In a first study, the memory-based models are confronted with the task
of predicting the plural suﬃx of each form in a lexicon of )&)* Dutch nouns by
removing the form from the lexicon and using the remainder as an analogical
base. A comparative analysis of the errors produced by each of the models supports the hypothesis. The goal of the second study is to demonstrate that the
non-phonological information source used by the models is also applied by language users in an online production task. Participants in an experiment are asked
to produce plural forms for pseudo-words that are presented auditorily and accompanied by a Dutch or English spelling, or without spelling information. If
participants use the orthographic information in the predicted way, then the English spelling condition should elicit more –s suﬃxed plurals than a control condition with no spelling, while the condition with the Dutch-spelled pseudo-words
should not diﬀer from the control condition. In a final study, a simulation of this
experiment is performed with the MBL-PO and MBL-PO+ models, which are
used to simulate the spelling conditions, and the MBL-P model, which acts as the
control condition. The results of this simulation are then compared to the results
of the experiment.

13
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Chapter ) investigates the Dutch plural in more depth and provides a reference
for developing memory-based models of inflectional morphology. To do this,
three tasks are investigated: a lexical reconstruction task involving more than
&% $$$ Dutch nouns, the simulation of an experiment by Baayen, Schreuder, De
Jong, and Krott (#$$#), and a simulation of the experiment in Chapter #1. In the
lexical reconstruction task, the goal is to predict the plural of existing Dutch
nouns, while in the two experimental tasks, the goal is to predict the plural of
pseudo-words. Next to demonstrating that MBL provides an excellent account of
Dutch plural inflection, the goal of this chapter is to examine the requirements
for successful memory-based models of inflectional morphology in general. It
also gives an overview of the eﬀects and interactions of the core parameter configurations of the MBL algorithm, the representation of source exemplars, and
the class labels that are assigned to the exemplars and that are needed to classify
a pseudo-word. In several of these domains, novel techniques are introduced.
Notably, it is shown how a generic algorithm for detecting inflectional patterns
allows memory-based models to address the full range of inflectional phenomena
in a language. For the Dutch plural, for instance, this allows us to predict voicing
alternations, a capacity that the models developed in Chapter # lacked. Furthermore, some refinements are introduced to phonological segmentation methods
for the representation of exemplars.
On the basis of the results of a large number of simulations, recommendations
are given for the diﬀerent aspects in the implementation of a memory-based
model. At the same time, an attempt is made at providing a theoretical basis for
these results and attributing psycholinguistic relevance to the parameters of the
model. Substantial attention is given to the optimal value of the parameter k (the
number of distances that needs to be taken into account for analogy) in per-

1

Because the focus of this chapter is on plural production in normal contexts, the
English spelling condition of that experiment is not included.
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forming a successful lexical reconstruction study versus its optimal value in simulating a generalization experiment. Importantly, the optimal values diﬀer for
these two types of task, and there is a good reason for this.
The chapter also addresses methodological concerns about making inferences
with respect to language processing from simulation results: Given that a model
has many degrees of freedom, as a result of the many ways in which information
can be represented and algorithmic parameters can be varied, what does a single
simulation result tell us about the underlying model and the underlying theory?
Finally, Chapter + presents the litmus test of inflectional morphology. Instead of
immediately focusing on empirical data, the issue of English past tense inflection
is approached laterally. First, the phenomena of regular allomorphy and irregular
productivity are examined: How can these two phenomena be explained given a
target form and a lexicon that is ordered by similarity? Aided by visualizations of
the productivity of the diﬀerent inflectional patterns given a target form (productivity profiles), a satisfactory answer to this question is developed, resulting in
two possible strategies for memory-based models of the English past tense. The
first strategy fixes a value for k within a limited range of plausible values (a traditional nearest neighbors model). The second strategy avoids an arbitrary value
for k by using a decay function and taking the entire lexicon into account.
Following this, the results from two core studies from the literature on the inflectional productivity of the English past tense are re-investigated. The first study
addresses experiments reported by Prasada and Pinker (&'')), in which participants were asked to rate the likeliness of regular and irregular past tense forms
of novel English verbs. Under the dual mechanism account, the productivity of
the regular inflectional patterns depends on the symbolic system, while the
productivity of irregular patterns depends on the associative system. Hence,
Prasada and Pinker’s hypothesis was that ratings for regular past tense forms
would be independent of their similarity to existing regular or irregular forms,
15
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while ratings for irregular past tense forms would be dependent on their similarity to existing irregular forms. Although they argued that their data supported
these predictions of the dual mechanism model, we show how MBL models can
account for the results of these experiments and how they tie in with the theoretical framework developed earlier. The crucial property of this framework is that
the generalization of both regular and irregular inflectional patterns to novel
words is driven by a single analogical process.
The chapter concludes with a comparison of MBL with minimal generalization
learning (MGL), which was introduced in another core study in the literature
(Albright & Hayes, #$$)). MGL is a recently developed single mechanism model
based on probabilistic rules. A central claim made by the model’s developers is
that, in contrast to exemplar-based analogical models, such as MBL, it can identify islands of reliability for particular inflectional patterns, resulting from a structured approach to similarity. They argue that this would be impossible on the basis of the variegated similarity used by analogical models. This claim is
investigated from methodological, empirical and theoretical perspectives. First,
the results of an empirical and computational study (Albright & Hayes, #$$)), in
which MGL was compared to the Generalized Context Model (an exemplar-based
model), are re-examined, and it is shown that some of the results attributed to
properties of MGL must instead be attributed to an artifact of the procedure that
was used to scale the model output to participant ratings. The conclusions that
are reached in the present study are less favorable for MGL than in the original
study. Next, a simulation of the results with MBL models shows that islands of reliability can be very well accounted for by a memory-based model. Finally, a
theoretical analysis identifies fundamental weaknesses in the decision strategy of
MGL and also shows that, apart from this strategy, MGL can be seen as an implementational variant of MBL.

16

2
DUTCH PLURAL INFLECTIONA
THE EXCEPTION THAT PROVES THE ANALOGY1

We develop the view that inflection is driven partly by non-phonological analogy
and that non-phonological information is of particular importance to the inflection
of non-canonical roots, which in the view of Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese
and Pinker (1995) are inflected by a symbolic rule process. We used the Dutch
plural to evaluate these claims. An analysis of corpus data shows that a model using non-phonological information (orthography) produces significantly fewer errors on plurals of non-canonical Dutch nouns, in particular borrowings, than a
model that includes only phonological information. Moreover, we show that a
double default system, as proposed by Pinker (1999), does not offer an advantage
over the latter model. A second study, examining the use of orthography in an online plural production task, shows that, in Dutch, the chosen pseudo-word plural
is significantly affected by non-phonological information. A final simulation study
confirms that these results are in line with a model of inflectional morphology that
explains the inflection of non-canonical roots by non-phonological analogy instead of by a default rule process.

2.1

Introduction

The process of inflection allows us to express a variation in a word’s meaning by
a variation of its form. For example, in English, ,-./ and ,-./01 indicate the
present and past tense, respectively, of the verb 5: ,-./, and in Dutch, B:0/ and
B:0/08 indicate the singular and plural of the noun B:0/ (book). However, a
particular inflectional contrast is not always marked in the same way. For example, while most English verbs take an –ed suﬃx in the past tense (,-./–

1

An earlier version of this paper was published as Keuleers, E., Sandra, D., Daelemans,
W., Gillis, S., Durieux, G., & Martens, E. (#$$?). Dutch plural inflection: The exception
that proves the analogy. Cognitive Psychology, *+(+), #%)–)&%.
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,-./01), other verbs mark the past tense through vowel change (6783–6-83); in
still others the past tense is unmarked (975–975), or marked by a more complex
transformation (5978/–59:;395) or suppletion (3:–,085) of the base form. In
Dutch, while most nouns take an –en suﬃx in the plural (B:0/–B:0/08), many
others take an –s suﬃx (C050.–C050.6), still others keep the plural of their original language (@;60;@–@;60-), and a few form the plural through partial suppletion (C00@-8–C00.;7).
An interesting property of inflection is that although inflectional contrasts are
sometimes expressed through various inflectional patterns, for most words only a
single pattern is considered correct. For example the process of –ed suﬃxing does
not produce a correct English past tense for the verb 6783 (*678301), and the
vowel changing process used by many irregular verbs does not produce a correct
inflected form for /7=/ (*/-=/). For Dutch plurals the situation is slightly diﬀerent in that some nouns can take either an –en or an –s suﬃx without a change of
meaning (e.g. both -<<0.6 and -<<0.08 are correct plural forms for -<<0.), but
in general only one plural is considered correct. The generalization that can be
made for the examples above, and for many other inflectional systems, is that no
single pattern correctly expresses the inflectional contrast for all members of a
grammatical class. This observation leads to an interesting question in the cognitive domain, because it contrasts with syntax, where one can posit operations
that produce a valid, i.e., well-formed, construction for any member of a grammatical class. It is this property of syntax that is central to the view that human
cognitive functioning, and particularly language processing, is distinctive, because they are symbolic in nature. For example, a syntactically correct aﬃrmative
sentence in Dutch can be formed by the rule noun phrase+verb phrase (10 B-.
4:.5 [the ball rolls]) and an interrogative sentence can be formed by the rule
verb phrase+noun phrase (4:.5 10 B-.D [does the ball roll?]), regardless of the
words’ individual properties such as meaning or sound. When we consider
morphological processes, however, it is clear that inflected forms cannot be
18
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entirely described as the result of operations that are valid for an entire grammatical class (e.g., verbs, nouns), and that the cognitive processes that drive inflection must at least be partly conditioned by lexical information.
The extent to which inflection is conditioned versus the extent to which it is information-independent is at the core of a scientific debate that has been going on
for more than two decades and which opposes two views on inflectional
morphology: the dual mechanism view, which holds that inflection is partly information-independent, and the single mechanism view, in which only a single
context-dependent mechanism is needed to account for inflection. The core of
the dual mechanism view (Clahsen, &'''; Pinker, &''&; Pinker, &''') is that a
productive morphological process (e.g., –ed suﬃxing in the English past tense)
generates inflected forms symbolically (verb+ed) by default, but that this system
is blocked whenever there is output from the context-dependent system. In the
case of the English past tense, this means that the –ed suﬃxing process is the default system and that it is symbolic, while the remaining inflectional processes,
such as vowel change, rely on lexical memory. On the other hand, the single
mechanism view holds that inflection does not rely on symbolic operations at all,
or, in other words, that all inflection relies on lexical memory. In the latter case,
the processing mechanisms in inflectional morphology are entirely diﬀerent from
the symbolic processes assumed in syntax.
Better insight in the opposition between the dual and single mechanism viewpoints comes from studies looking at generalization behavior, which in inflection
take the form of the so-called ,;3 test, named after a nonsense word used by
Berko (&'*%) in her study of children’s acquisition of English allomorphs. The
idea is that while asking to inflect existing forms may rely on rote learning, inflecting a nonsense word (e.g., this is a ,;3, now there are two …) always requires a word formation process, the nature of which is reflected in the choice of
inflectional patterns. If linguistic productivity at the level of inflection is symbol-
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ic, then this should be reflected in responses on a wug test. Participants who are
asked to express a particular inflectional contrast for a nonsense form should use
one and the same morphological process for any nonsense form that is presented
as a member of a particular grammatical category, regardless of any experimental manipulation. But if inflectional productivity is partly or entirely dependent
on form-specific information, one should be able to manipulate the choice of inflectional pattern by varying certain properties of the nonsense item that are unrelated to its grammatical category.
Bybee and Moder (&'%)) demonstrated that English past tense inflection is at
least partially phonologically conditioned by explicitly manipulating phonological similarity to existing verbs and showing that participants produced vowel
changing forms of novel verbs (6<.783–6<.-83) with a strong resemblance to
vowel-alternating verbs (6783, 4783, 6<78, etc.). The consequence of this finding,
i.e., that inflectional productivity cannot be seen as entirely symbolic, was taken
to the extreme by Rumelhart and McClelland (&'%(), who suggested that if
phonological generalization occurs for novel verbs that are phonologically similar to existing irregulars, it could also be the process for novel regular inflection,
reducing inflection to a single, information-dependent mechanism. Rumelhart
and McClelland implemented a connectionist pattern association model that was
trained on producing past tense forms of existing verbs. An important finding
was that the model could in fact be trained to produce past tense forms for regular as well as irregular verbs. Moreover, due to the model’s distributed phonological representation, it could produce an inflected form for any sound pattern,
whether it had been trained on this pattern or not. Because Rumelhart and McClelland’s model used a single mechanism to produce varying inflectional patterns, it brought support to the idea that lexical memory drives the inflection of
all known forms and that generalization to novel words is a process that is essentially driven by phonological similarity.

20
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Pinker and Prince (&'%%) formulated several objections to Rumelhart and McClelland’s approach, some of which were specifically directed against its connectionist implementation and are outside the scope of this paper, while others were
objections to any model of inflection that uses phonological generalization as its
driving mechanism. The central theme of the latter set of objections is that there
are circumstances in which irregulars and nonsense words that sound very similar to irregulars are regularized nonetheless, making their inflection inconsistent
with models driven only by phonological generalization. A comprehensive list of
these circumstances is given by Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese and Pinker
(&''*). Probably the most prevalent condition is when the word to be inflected is
not in a standard format called the canonical root. Marcus et al. (&''*) define
this standard format as “an ‘address’ or distinct identity as a word in the language; a part-of-speech category; subcategory features (e.g. transitive or intransitive for verbs, count or mass for nouns); a semantic representation; and a
phonological representation” (p. &''). As the kinds of word that are considered
non-canonical roots, Marcus et al. cite surnames (we refer to the family of the
British Labour Party’s former leader @7=9-0. >::5 as 590 >::56 instead of 590
>005), unassimilated borrowings (although we know that the plural of >740@-8
is >740@08, we do not hesitate to say that the plural of 5-.76@-8 is 5-.76@-86),
onomatopoeia (the swords C78301/*C-83), quotations (a sentence containing the
word >769 three times has three >7696/*>769 in it), truncations (in France,
Hollywood movies are often .7<-6E8=901/*.7<-6-8=9) and acronyms (several
trucks of the @-6=97808>-B47/ -;36B;43–8F48B043 are called @-86/*@08).
Other circumstances in which Marcus et al. claim that memory is not accessed
and which cause a problem for generalization will be discussed later in this paper, when we examine the relevance of these circumstances for the Dutch plural
system. The essential point is that in the dual mechanism view the memory system cannot be accessed under any of these circumstances, and that, as the mem-
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ory system does not produce any output, all inflection is performed by the
default process.
What Marcus et al. (&''*) show is that there are indeed circumstances in which
phonological generalization does not fit the facts. However, the question is
whether this means that a symbolic process is at work. It is often tacitly assumed
that the only information used in linguistic generalizations is phonological. If
one does not assume such a restriction, one should examine if the conditions in
which phonological generalization does not work, are indeed circumstances in
which memory is not accessed, or if, instead, they are circumstances in which
generalization relies, at least partly, on non-phonological information sources.
Our approach in this paper will be to show that some of the circumstances listed
by Marcus et al. (&''*) are in fact circumstances in which memory is accessed,
but where phonological generalization does not fit the facts because similarity is
not determined by phonology alone. We will use the Dutch plural to show that a
system driven by phonology alone does indeed fail to correctly inflect some noncanonical roots. However, we will also show that specifying a symbolic inflectional rule does not help in resolving this failure, but rather that it can only be addressed by a system which implements non-phonological generalization. In the
remainder of this paper, when we use the term generalization, we will take it to
mean analogy in the sense of a k-nearest neighbors or memory-based learning
model. In these models (see Study & for a formal description), a novel word will
take the inflection of its neighbors in a similarity space defined by all relevant information sources. The point we want to make is that in some of the circumstances in which a default symbolic rule is claimed to be necessary, generalization is driven by analogy, and that the information sources on which the analogy
is based are partly non-phonological. This idea is certainly not specific to the
models we will use in this paper, and we accept that the results we obtain using
this approach may also be obtained with models that have other methods of gen-
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eralization and that have already successfully been applied to the domain of inflectional morphology, such as probabilistic rule models (Albright & Hayes,
#$$)), connectionist models (Daugherty & Seidenberg, &''+; Hare, Elman, &
Daugherty, &''*; Plunkett & Juola, &'''; Plunkett & Marchman, &''&; Plunkett &
Marchman, &''); Rumelhart & McClelland, &'%(), AML (Eddington, #$$$;
Eddington, #$$)), the general context model (Hahn & Nakisa, #$$$; Nakisa &
Hahn, &''(), and the network model (Bybee, &''*).
2.1.1

Non-phonological information in inflection

As mentioned above, the problem raised by the inflection of non-canonical roots
(henceforth NCRs) may not require a default mechanism but could in principle
be resolved if an information source other than phonology accounts for the
prevalence of regular inflection in certain conditions. In other words, when a
novel NCR is to be inflected, similar sounding words may support one inflectional pattern, but words that are similar based on other information sources (most
likely stored NCRs) may point to a diﬀerent inflectional pattern. Ultimately, the
probability that an inflectional pattern will be applied to a novel form is determined by the support for that inflectional pattern among its neighbors, which are
those words that are most similar to the form based on a weighted function of all
relevant information sources. As an example, consider the plural of the surname
>::5 in English. Although one identical sounding example may give support for
an irregular plural (e.g., >::5–>005), when we take into account that neighbors
can also include inflected forms of surnames that we do know, starting with
those that are most similar to the form (e.g., B::59–B::596, >:41–>:416,
6=:55–6=:556, 4:59–4:596, etc.), we would find more than ample support for
regular plural inflection. Moreover, because all information sources are considered simultaneously, there will also be similar sounding non-names among the
neighbors, but given the general scarcity of irregular plurals in English, it is very
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unlikely that these words would increase support for an irregular inflectional
pattern.
What the example above shows is that a surname like >::5 can only be incorrectly inflected as >005 by a single mechanism model (SMM) that is driven exclusively by phonology. Such an SMM would find an exact match in the common
noun >::5 and would retrieve its irregular plural. When other information
sources are considered, the problem no longer occurs, which demonstrates that,
theoretically, NCRs can be correctly inflected on the basis of lexical analogy
rather than through restrictions on lexical access. In the case of the English plural, such an extended SMM would make the same predictions as a dual mechanism model (DMM) with respect to the inflection of NCRs.
However, beside this theoretical argument, it still needs to be shown that an
SMM can be implemented to correctly inflect NCRs, preferably in a domain
where DMM and SMM make diﬀerent predictions. Also, it has to be shown that
language users perform in a way that is compatible with the predictions of such
an SMM. A strong demonstration would show that the type of information that is
used in the inflection of NCRs is not restricted to explicit markers such as surname, which could be considered as a restriction on lexical access “in disguise”
(see below).
But what would this non-phonological information be? The idea that semantic
information plays a role in inflection has been given attention recently by Ramscar (#$$#), who showed that when participants were asked to produce a past
tense form for a pseudo-word (6<478/) that had both irregular (1478/) and regular (,78/) phonological neighbors, their response was mediated by the pseudoword’s perceived semantic similarity to those neighbors. Participants produced
an irregular form more often if the context in which the pseudo-word was presented was more likely to include the irregular but not the regular neighbor (as
measured by latent semantic analysis), and vice versa. Furthermore, Baayen and
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Moscoso del Prado Martín (#$$*) demonstrated that irregular verbs in Dutch,
English, and German form denser clusters in semantic space than regular verbs.
The relevance to inflectional morphology is that if semantic information is not
distributed randomly, but is correlated with certain inflectional patterns, analogies based on phonological information are diﬀerent from analogies based on the
combination of phonological and semantic information. Thus semantic information could guide the inflectional process in circumstances where models operating exclusively on phonology fail. At the same time it is doubtful that semantic
factors fully explain the inflection of NCRs. For example, the approach will probably fail to explain why in many inflectional systems unassimilated borrowings
are highly consistent in the inflectional pattern they take, as this would assume
that borrowings only express concepts that are semantically similar to words
with that particular inflectional pattern.
The approach taken in the present paper does not rely on semantic information
per se, but on the idea that the information that is relevant to inflection is the
same that enables us to directly or indirectly classify a word as an instance of a
particular category, be it name, borrowing, onomatopoeia, acronym, or any other
category that is identifiable as having a particular inflectional behavior. The information source we will focus on in this paper is orthography, of which the relevance to inflection may seem obscure at first. As we will show, orthography can
be particularly useful to identify certain words, such as borrowings. In English,
for instance, French borrowings have spelling–sound correspondences that are
not found in the native language lexicon. Consider B-..05, =-B-405, 3:;4@05,
and 47=:=905; =9-;>>0;4 and 08540<4080;4; @0@:74, 40604G:74, and
B:;1:74. Although these correspondences need not be the only way of identifying a borrowing, or may not even be required for doing so (illiterates may be
able to identify borrowings), this type of correlational information is one poten-
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tial source of similarity. Moreover, it has the advantage of being objective and
quantifiable for the purposes of experimentation and modeling.
2.1.2

Non-canonical roots: United in a common inflectional pattern?

Marcus et al. (&''*) objected to the argument that non-phonological similarity
may account for the inflection of NCRs. An SMM may well be able to inflect
NCRs by using non-phonological information, but in their view such a demonstration misses the point, as the additional information may be seen as a restriction on lexical access “in disguise”. If the presence of particular non-phonological
information always leads to the same inflectional pattern, then there are two
possibilities. Either the information plays a part in the process of analogy in an
SMM, or it causes lexical access to be prevented in a DMM. According to the latter position, an SMM in which NCRs are identified on the basis of similarity misses a very simple and elegant generalization. Extra information is added to account for a phenomenon that can be captured with a single, non-analogical (i.e.,
symbolic) mechanism. This is an unfortunate stage in a scientific debate: If the
predictive power of two models is equal, the debate no longer centers around the
demonstration that one model outperforms the other in accounting for the observed aﬃx distribution in an inflectional system, but rather around the issue
which model should be preferred in terms of elegance. However, this status quo
only occurs when inflectional systems are considered in which one frequent and
highly productive inflectional pattern is complemented by one or more nonproductive patterns, which is typical for the inflectional paradigms of the English
language.
More convincing evidence for a default mechanism must come from inflectional
systems with several productive inflectional patterns. The concept of a default
mechanism predicts that NCRs will be treated homogeneously in any inflectional
system, regardless of the number of productive inflectional patterns. The DMM
would be faced with a problem if one type of NCR step out of line. In contrast,
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the inherent flexibility of an SMM could accommodate inflectional systems in
which not all NCRs observe the same default behavior. As the inflectional aﬃx is
determined on the basis of similarity with other words, diﬀerent types of NCRs
(e.g., onomatopoeia, quotations, etc.) can take diﬀerent inflections, and even
within a particular type of NCR diﬀerent inflectional patterns are possible. In
short, whereas the DMM requires NCRs to observe rigid inflectional behavior, the
SMM does not impose this restriction.
As it turns out, an inflectional system that fits the requirement of having more
than one productive inflectional pattern has been taken as evidence for the
DMM. The German plural, which has eight possible inflectional patterns with
diﬀerent degrees of productivity, was used by Marcus et al. (&''*) to demonstrate that the infrequent –s suﬃx is the default pattern. Marcus et al. asked participants to rate the naturalness of novel plurals that were presented as roots,
borrowings, or names, either rhyming with existing irregulars (rhyme condition)
or not (non-rhyme condition). When items were presented as canonical roots,
participants rated the irregular plurals higher in the rhyme condition than in the
non-rhyme condition and rated the –s plurals higher in the non-rhyme condition
than in the rhyme condition. When the pseudo-words were presented as names,
participants rated the –s plurals higher in both conditions. Finally, when pseudowords were presented as borrowings, the –s plurals and irregular plurals had
equal ratings on average, such that no diﬀerence was observed between the
rhyme and non-rhyme conditions.
These results oﬀer evidence against an SMM using only phonological information. Such a model predicts the same inflection for a pseudo-word in all conditions because, as far as its phonology is concerned, the pseudo-word remains the
same. But do the results oﬀer evidence for a default mechanism? If the default
mechanism of the DMM is valid, the ratings for pseudo-word plurals should not
diﬀer between names and borrowings, since both are instances of NCRs. In addi-
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tion, there should be no diﬀerence between the plural ratings within each of
these types. However, this is not what was observed: Irregular plurals were rated
lower than regular plurals for names, but no such diﬀerence was observed for
borrowings. Marcus et al. (&''*) suggested that this may have been “due to subjects’ ability to treat some of the borrowings as fitting the native German sound
pattern and hence to rate them as being like roots” (p. #)%). Thus, they conceded
that borrowings can be inflected by the memory system if they have a canonical
sound pattern, in violation of the DMM’s basic assertion that NCRs are inflected
by the default mechanism regardless of their sound pattern. Treating borrowings
as canonical roots would not make things better. In that case, there would be no
explanation for the observed diﬀerences in the ratings between roots and borrowings. The ratings within NCR categories were also more variable than would
be expected on a default account. Admittedly, an amount of variability is to be
expected in rating data, but the results did not suggest that irregular forms were
unacceptable for NCRs and that regular forms were acceptable beyond any
doubt. For instance, participants used a wide range of the *-point rating scale (*
indicating a perfectly “normal” or “good sounding” plural) to express their comfort with the default plural, both in the rhyme and non-rhyme conditions, and
for borrowings as well as for names. Furthermore, for borrowings the mean rating for the best irregular plural ().?) was hardly lower than the mean rating for
the default plural ().'). Such a finding is not expected on the dual mechanism
account: If borrowings are not marked as roots, they should be inflected by the
default mechanism in all cases. The same goes for names, where the mean rating
for the best irregular plural was #.'*. It is diﬃcult to see how participants were
able to rate irregular plurals of names and borrowings so highly if they based
their decision only on the output of the default mechanism.
We believe that these results do not oﬀer clear support for the DMM and are
more compatible with the idea that non-phonological similarities between words
aﬀect the inflectional process. Whereas the DMM must invoke ad hoc interpreta28
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tions to explain why the ratings for the default and irregular plurals of names
and borrowings are not distributed in a clear bimodal fashion, an SMM is not a
priori incompatible with such a distribution of the rating data. Thus the data
show that the German plural, which has more than one productive inflectional
pattern, is an example of an inflectional system in which NCRs do not display
uniform, default-like inflectional behavior. Rating data collected by Hahn and
Nakisa (#$$$) for plurals of given names, surnames, truncations, acronyms, and
product names thoroughly substantiate the idea that German plural inflection is
not uniform across or within categories: In most cases, the participants in their
experiments did not rate German plurals uniformly within a category and ratings
across categories diﬀered widely as well. However, in some cases the data clearly
suggest a role for non-phonological information. For instance, Hahn and Nakisa
found that irregular plurals of given names were more acceptable than irregular
plurals of surnames. An SMM can accommodate this finding by including relevant information distinguishing both types of name. In the DMM, on the other
hand, the only explanation for this phenomenon would require participants to
treat surnames as NCRs and given names as common roots.
2.1.3

A test-case: The Dutch noun plural

We will address the issue that non-phonological information plays a role in the
inflectional system of the Dutch plural. As mentioned above, we will investigate
whether orthographic information codetermines the plural form of a noun. The
Dutch plural has two suﬃxes (–en and –s), which are considered to be in complementary distribution (Baayen, Schreuder, De Jong, & Krott, #$$#; Booij, #$$&; De
Haas & Trommelen, &''); van Wijk, #$$#; Zonneveld, #$$+, but see Bauer,
#$$)). In other words, a noun’s regular plural suﬃx can be determined on the
basis of its phonological profile. In general, this situation also applies to novel
forms: Both suﬃxes are productive in their phonological domain, which makes
them both candidates for default application under the DMM account. Linguistic
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analysis reveals that, beside productivity, both suﬃxes have the characteristics of
a default inflectional pattern (Baayen, Schreuder, De Jong, & Krott, #$$#;
Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, &''?; Zonneveld, #$$+). Even staunch advocates
of the DMM observe that there is no single default in this case: Pinker and Prince
(&''+) remark that “the two aﬃxes have separate domains of productivity … but
within those domains they are both demonstrably productive” and call it “an unsolved but tantalizing problem.” Finally, Pinker (&''') writes, “Remarkably,
Dutch has two plurals that pass our stringent tests for regularity, –s and –en …
Within their fiefdoms each applies as the default.”
Congruent
types

Incongruent
types

Incongruent
types (%)

HIJK

LJM

HH.IK

HLNO

HOM

M.MI

KH

P

K.KM

Long vowel [or diphthong] + sonorant
consonant; short vowel + two sonorant
consonants

OPN

PN

HN.HH

Short vowel + sonorant consonant or
front vowel (monosyllabic)

HNI

OM

HM.KQ

IJO

HHK

HL.HI

PP

HN

HI.NH

Back vowel

HMM

J

H.MK

ə + sonorant consonant

OPM

M

L.OI

JJ

HQ

HI.NH

HPN

KM

OL.OK

KQ

—

—

M

—

—

Phonological template
Default suﬃx –en
Obstruent
Diphthong; long vowel [or diphthong] +
glide

Default suﬃx –s
Front vowel (polysyllabic)

Short vowel + sonorant consonant
(polysyllabic, last syllable unstressed)
ə
No Default
Stressed short vowel + sonorant
consonant (polysyllabic)
Idiosyncratic

Table 1: Applicability of a phonologically conditioned default plural suffix for 3135
monomorphemic Dutch nouns from the CELEX database.
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Note that virtually all Dutch plurals take either the –s or –en suﬃx. Only a handful of nouns have other aﬃxes. About ten nouns take the –eren suﬃx (e.g., the
plural of /781 [child], is /7810408) and some words of foreign origin have kept
their foreign plural (e.g., -R;-47;@–-R;-47-) even though for most of these
words the regular Dutch plural suﬃx is also considered correct (e.g.,
-R;-47;@6).
In addition, there are a fair number of nouns (see Table &) that take an irregular –en or –s suﬃx, i.e., the noun’s plural suﬃx is wrong from the perspective of
its phonology (e.g., the plural of broer [brother] is broers, but its regular plural
would be broeren). In a DMM in which –en and –s are the default suﬃxes in their
phonological domain, such plurals must be stored, along with the plurals that do
not take an –en or –s suﬃx.
Although there are many indications that the regular –en and –s suﬃxes behave
as default suﬃxes in their respective phonological domains, some may take the
view that ultimately there can only be one default suﬃx, in which case all –en
plurals would be default and all –s plurals exceptions, or vice versa. To demonstrate more clearly why such a single default approach would not fit the facts,
Appendix A discusses Dutch plural formation under the circumstances in which
Marcus et al. (&''*) claim lexical access is prevented and default inflection applies. In all but one of these circumstances, the preferred plural is primarily,
though often not entirely, determined by phonology. A further argument for a
double default (considered from the DMM perspective) is that in most cases
where one plural is preferred, speakers will not find that the other plural is unacceptable. Compare this to the situation in the English past tense: Regular forms of
nonsense verbs always sound acceptable, while irregular alternatives sometimes
sound truly unacceptable (e.g. today I <.:-@<9, yesterday I <.:-@<901/
*<.7@<9). This suggests that the unacceptability does not arise because the inflectional pattern is a recurrent non-default suﬃx in a set of stored lexical items
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(as in the case of the irregularized nonsense items in English). The only exception to this seems to be when a suﬃx conflicts with Dutch phonotaxis (e.g., an –s
plural sounds awkward on a word that already ends in an s sound). Thus, if one
accepts that the circumstances that are listed by Marcus et al. elicit default inflection, then one must accept that both –en and –s function as default suﬃxes and
that the preference for a particular suﬃx is primarily phonologically determined.
From the above, it is clear that a sensible characterization of a default in the case
of the Dutch plural needs to assume a phonologically conditioned branching
structure before any inflectional rule is applied. Such a modified default mechanism is still compatible with the DMM in the sense that it occurs whenever lexical access fails, and that it is fully predictable for all inputs. As in systems with a
single default, the DMM predicts that the inflected form of an NCR does not depend on its type or, in the DMM view, the circumstance which prevents lexical access. Within a particular category or circumstance, however, the inflection of
NCRs diﬀers from that of single default systems, because, although it is fully predictable, it is form-dependent.
As Appendix A demonstrates, the position that there can be only one default
(i.e., either –s or –en) would give rise to many errors for the inflection of NCRs
and this would, by itself, constitute an insurmountable problem for the DMM. A
phonologically conditioned double default, which follows the dominant principle
for circumstances in which lexical access is thought to be prevented, oﬀers the
best possible characterization of the Dutch plural in the DMM framework. However, there is one apparent exception to the double default account: Borrowings
have a tendency to take the –s plural, even when their phonology predicts an –en
plural (Haeseryn, Romijn, & Geerts, &''?; Bauer, #$$&). On the DMM account,
this suggests that these words are exceptions, and are therefore stored. The contradiction is clear, because on the same account borrowings are often brought up
as examples of non-canonical roots, which have no access to the memory system.
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One might suggest that the Dutch plural is perhaps an idiosyncratic case. Most of
its borrowings originate from French and English, languages with almost exclusively –s plurals, and it is sometimes assumed that if words take an –s plural in
their language of origin, they keep that plural in Dutch (Bauer, #$$&). If this is
the case, there may be exceptional storage for borrowings. However, there are
several reasons why such an account would not fit with the dual mechanism account. First of all, borrowings in Dutch have a default-like behavior in the strong
sense: Of all the types of NCR their inflection is least dependent on phonology.
Secondly, in German, which is closely related to Dutch and also has many borrowings from English and French, Marcus et al. (&''*) did not consider borrowings to be stored, but, on the contrary, considered them as examples of default
inflection. Finally, most foreign words probably do not enter a language with
their plural. If these words do take an –s plural after all, it is most likely on the
basis of analogy with stored examples.
In what follows, we will study the plural of unassimilated borrowings in Dutch
with the purpose of comparing the success of the DMM and SMM approaches to
the Dutch plural. We will argue that an SMM in which lexical entries have
phonological as well as non-phonological representations can capture the nonhomogeneous inflectional behavior of NCRs in this inflectional paradigm. Furthermore, we will demonstrate that an SMM has more explanatory power for
this inflectional paradigm than a DMM. We will develop our argument in three
steps. First, we will look at how well the DMM and SMM architectures fare when
predicting the plural of existing NCRs in Dutch, i.e., which errors each of them
makes and which model best captures the language facts. Second, we will investigate whether language users use non-phonological information to identify
NCRs in an online language task. Finally, we will show that the qualitative patterns in the experimental data can best be captured by an SMM using nonphonological information.
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2.2

Study 1: Predicting the plurals of existing Dutch nouns

Corpus analysis oﬀers a relatively straightforward way to test the DMM claim
that NCRs can only be inflected by a default mechanism. The prediction is clear:
All inflected NCRs found in the corpus should have a default inflection, i.e., the
inflection that is predicted by the phonological conditions on suﬃx choice. Obviously, occasional prediction errors are to be expected. However, on the DMM account it is not to be expected that particular types of NCR systematically take a
diﬀerent inflectional pattern than the default pattern. As we pointed out above,
linguistic descriptions of the Dutch plural suggest that the latter situation might
nevertheless occur in this inflectional paradigm, more particularly for borrowings. When describing the results of the corpus analysis we will follow linguists
in their assumption that only unassimilated borrowings should be considered
NCRs. Although the appreciation of whether a borrowing is unassimilated or not
is somewhat subjective, it is probably a good generalization to say that the more
recently a borrowing has entered the language, the more likely it is unassimilated. This is also the criterion we will use in the analyses reported below.
We will also investigate the performance of an SMM on predicting the plural
suﬃx of existing nouns. To do so, we will use a computational model of an SMM
architecture in a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure. This evaluation
method runs through the entire set of nouns, leaves out one at a time and predicts its plural suﬃx on the basis of all other nouns and their plural form, i.e.,
each test word is novel to the model. If linguists’ phonologically conditioned
rules for the choice between the –en and –s plural suﬃxes are a good characterization of the Dutch plural, one cannot expect an SMM with only access to
phonological information to perform much better than the double default mechanism, and we expect both models to make roughly the same errors. In contrast,
a model that also uses non-phonological information can possibly discover similarity relations that do not fit the phonologically defined categories. Theoretically, its overall predictive success could be better or worse than the success of the
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double default system or its phonology-driven SMM counterpart. As remarked
earlier, one source of non-phonological information that could lead an SMM to
treat the set of borrowings as a separate category might reside in their letter–
sound correspondences. As in many languages, borrowings in Dutch are characterized by atypical letter–sound correspondences. A similarity-based mechanism
that has access to orthographic information could capitalize on these correspondences, either directly, by taking both information sources into account when
computing similarity, or indirectly, by computing the predictability of a word’s orthographic representation from its phonology and using this measure as an additional information source. An SMM treatment of the Dutch plural would be supported if it turned out that an orthographically enriched SMM model makes less
errors in predicting the plural of unassimilated borrowings than the default
mechanism.
2.2.1

Method

2.2.1.1 Materials
Test items were selected from a list of non-compound nouns in the Dutch CELEX
lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, &''*) for which both singular
and plural forms had a frequency higher than zero2. Of these words, $.?% did
not have an –en or –s plural (mainly Latin, Greek, Italian and archaic forms) and
were discarded as test items. Another ?.%*% had two attested plural suﬃxes: –en
and –s. Since inclusion of these items would have needlessly complicated analyses and skewed results, they were also discarded. Our final list of test items consisted of )&)* words. About ()% took the –en suﬃx, while the remaining took
the –s suﬃx.

2

A frequency of zero indicates that a word form has been added to CELEX for reference
but that there is no actual occurrence of that form in the corpus.
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2.2.1.2 Procedure
The default model
Our implementation of the default model was guided by a morphophonological
description of the Dutch plural by De Haas and Trommelen (&'')), which to our
knowledge is also the most exhaustive description available. De Haas and Trommelen define the phonological domains for the –en and –s suﬃxes with reference
to phonological templates that are defined in terms of the phonological composition of the word’s final syllable, stress pattern, and number of syllables (see Table
&). Additionally, they define one template for which there is no clear suﬃx. As
#.*% of the test items were covered by this template and as the default component must be able to inflect any word, we decided to probabilistically assign one
of both plural suﬃxes to items covered by this template. The same procedure
was used to assign a plural to about $.+% of test items that were not covered by
any template because they had idiosyncratic phonological patterns.
Table & summarizes the applicability of the phonological templates to the test
items. Each phonological template in the leftmost column represents a condition
governing the choice of plural suﬃx and is thus part of the default mechanism.
Four columns are shown for each template. The first column details the default
suﬃx, the second column lists the number of test items whose observed inflection was congruent with the default suﬃx, the third column gives the number of
test items whose observed inflection was incongruent with the default suﬃx,
and, finally, the fourth column shows the incongruent types as a percentage of all
the forms matching the template. For instance, the first phonological template
fits the phonological profile of &)'# nouns in the corpus. All these nouns are expected to take the default –en suﬃx, but the actual number of forms for which
an –en suﬃx was observed in this set of nouns was &#*), while &)' (ca. &$%)
took an –s suﬃx.
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Memory-based learning models
The SMM approach to Dutch plural inflection was implemented using TiMBL, the
Tilburg Memory-Based Learner (Daelemans, Zavrel, van der Sloot, & van den
Bosch, #$$+). TiMBL implements several computational methods that allow
nearest-neighbor learning to be used eﬀectively for language learning tasks (see
for instance Daelemans, #$$#, for German plural prediction; Krott, Baayen, &
Schreuder, #$$& for predicting linking morphemes in Dutch). We will outline the
methods used in the implementation of the memory-based learning models that
appear in this paper, but for exact equations, we refer to Daelemans et al.
(#$$+).
In memory-based learning models, each lexical entry is represented as a sequence of feature values and a class label. For instance, if we choose to define
lexical entries by the features onset, nucleus, and coda, the word B4::1 (bread)
will have the feature values /br/, /oː/, and /t/, and a class label, for instance its
plural suﬃx, –en. The class for a novel item is then determined on the basis of
the class of its most similar, hence nearest, neighbors. The number of neighbors
participating in the classification is determined by the parameter k, which is
standardly set to & in TiMBL. The distance between two exemplars is, in its most
basic form, defined as the number of mismatching features, so that two exemplars that have exactly the same representation have a distance of zero. This is
called the overlap metric (Aha, Kibler, & Albert, &''&). When the overlap metric is
used and k is &, this does not usually mean that only one exemplar is used to determine the class of a test item. Several entries can be at the same distance from
the test item. For instance if the entry B4::1 (/br/, /oː/, /t/) were considered a
test item, it would have several neighbors at distance & (a mismatch of one feature), among which B::5 (/b/, /oː/, /t/), 4::1 (/r/, /oː/, /t/), and 8::5
(/n/, /oː/, /t/). With k equal to &, all of these entries would have an equal vote
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in determining the class label for B4::1. With k set at #, these words would be
joined by all the words that have a mismatch in two features, and so forth.
For linguistic classification tasks, however, a more appropriate operationalization
of the distance between two exemplars is obtained by using the modified value
diﬀerence metric (Cost & Salzberg, &'')), which has shown its use in various natural language processing problems (for an overview, see Daelemans & van den
Bosch, #$$*). Whereas the overlap metric is restricted to exact matches between
feature values, the modified value diﬀerence metric allows for the computation
of graded similarity by treating feature values that occur often with the same
class as more similar than feature values that have diﬀerent conditional class
probabilities. Using the modified value diﬀerence metric means that similarity
between exemplars will be much more fine-grained, and that fewer exemplars
will occur at an equal distance. Using TiMBL’s standard setting for k at & in conjunction with the modified value diﬀerence metric means that usually only one
exemplar determines a test item’s class. For the models reported here, we set the
value of k at * to obtain a higher level of robustness.
Because some features can be more relevant to a classification task than others,
TiMBL also uses feature weighting. The weight of each feature in the similarity
computation is determined by looking at its information gain, i.e., how much
each feature in isolation contributes to the correct class prediction. A normalized
version of this information gain measure, gain ratio (Quinlan, &'')), is the
standard feature weighting algorithm in TiMBL and was also used in the models
described below. We implemented three memory-based learning models. In our
first model, which was exclusively driven by phonological information (MBL-P),
each item was represented by the onset, nucleus, coda, and stress of its two final
syllables. In the second model, which operated on phonological and orthographic
information (MBL-PO), we added spelling information for the onset, nucleus,
and coda. Finally, in a third model we added values reflecting the distinctiveness
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of each grapheme–phoneme mapping (MBL-PO+). As we will illustrate below,
the computation of these distinctiveness values is completely data-oriented, using an elementary inductive process on the existing phonological and orthographic information.
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Figure 1: Information representation in the memory-based learning models used in Study 1
and Study 3.

Figure & illustrates how we expected each type of information to aﬀect plural inflection. As an example we use the word >40-/, an English borrowing (pro-
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nounced /friːk/ in Dutch), which takes the –s suﬃx in Dutch (>40-/6). The
MBL-P model, which uses only phonological representations, determines the
plural of /friːk/ on the basis of the distribution of the plural suﬃxes of its nearest
neighbors (with k set at + for the purpose of this example) in phonological space:
/piːk/, /riːk/, /poːk/, and /zaːk/, all original Dutch words that take the –en
suﬃx. Consequently, the MBL-P model erroneously predicts an –en suﬃx. In the
MBL-PO model, which also contains orthographic representations, the set of
nearest neighbors changes completely. The words that are now most similar to
>40-/ (/friːk/), determined on the basis of both phonology and orthography, are
650-/ (/steːk/), B40-/ (/breːk/), B0/ (/bek/), and 40/ (/rek/). The first two are
English borrowings that also take an –s suﬃx; the other two are Dutch words
that take –en. This shows that, by using orthographic information, the inflection
of certain borrowings may be substantially improved. However, because borrowings are infrequent, there may be cases in which the MBL-PO model does not
find enough similar borrowings to warrant analogy.
Therefore, a third type of information is added for the MBL-PO+ model. Since
borrowings often contain graphemes that are not expected on the basis of their
phonemes in native Dutch orthography, a metric that captures this low typicality
can provide a basis for treating borrowings as members of the same category. We
used the same memory-based learning approach to determine how distinctive a
word’s written onset, nucleus, and coda are by trying to predict them from their
phonemic values. An orthographic feature (for instance, onset) is distinctive if
there are few similar sounding words with this feature. In our implementation,
distinctiveness ranges from zero to one and reflects the proportion of words with
the same phonemic pattern that have a diﬀerent orthographic pattern. In the
example in Figure &, we see that the spelling of the onset of /friːk/ has a distinctiveness of zero, i.e., all phonological neighbors correctly predict the spelling
<fr>. On the other hand, the spelling of the nucleus is incorrectly predicted as
<ie> by all but one of the phonological neighbors. Hence, the spelling <ea>
40
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can be considered highly distinctive (.'&). Finally the spelling of the coda is
correctly predicted by all neighbors but one, so that it has a low distinctiveness
(.&$). Equipped with this additional information, the MBL-PO+ model identifies
similar exemplars on the basis of phonology, orthography, and orthographic distinctiveness. For the exemplar >40-/ (/friːk/)2 all neighbors are now English borrowings and all of them take the –s plural: B40-/ (/breːk/), 650-/ (/steːk/), 4-71
(/reːt/), and <.-71 (/pleːt/–. While phonological and orthographic similarity can
still be observed, the high distinctiveness of the spelling of the nucleus is a clear
attractor for words that have a similar atypical spelling–sound correspondence.3
Thus the MBL-PO+ model has the capacity to naturally compare a novel borrowing to other borrowings, even in cases where there are few borrowings with the
same phonological and/or orthographic features.
2.2.2

Results and discussion

Table # lists the number of errors made by the diﬀerent models as a function of
the type of word and the observed suﬃx (–en or –s).4 A distinction was made between early and late borrowings, other types of NCRs, and original Dutch words.
The classification of a word as a borrowing or an original Dutch word was based
on the information in a representative dictionary of Dutch, the equivalent of the
Oxford English Dictionary (WNT, &''') or on the most frequently used descrip-

3

It may be useful to note that the neighbors that are found are diﬀerent from task to
task, as more weight is given to features that contribute more to the correct prediction
of the class (feature weighting). For instance, the spoken onset will contribute most to
our knowledge of the written onset and so it will have more weight in determining
similarity when the task is to predict the spelling of the onset. Neighbors will then
primarily be words that have a similar onset while the similarity in nucleus and coda is
of less importance. In the same way, when the task is to predict the spelling of the coda,
the coda feature will have a higher weight than the other features, and neighbors will
be primarily words that have a similar coda.

4

A detailed analysis of these errors can be found in Appendix B.
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tive dictionary of Dutch (Geerts & Den Boon, &'''). For each borrowing, we noted the attested date of entry in Dutch, so that we could make a distinction between early and late borrowings. Early and late borrowings were operationally
defined as nouns that entered the language before or after the year &($$. The
results for the default model indicate that the claim that NCRs are always inflected by the default mechanism should be rejected. The default model incorrectly
predicted an –en plural for a surprisingly high number of late borrowings (more
than half of the total errors it made). All but a few of these misclassified borrowings would clearly be recognized as borrowings by native Dutch speakers. Moreover, many of them are very recent (e.g., 47>>, 68-=/, 6<7/0, 5-/0, 5:87=, 34008)
and some are even quite novel in their original language (e.g., >40-/, <;8/,
S:785, S;8/). In addition, the default model incorrectly predicted an –en plural
for a number of other NCRs. Most of these were plurals of letter names (B, =, 1,
etc.), but we also found instances of eponyms (S:;.0, >:41, ,-55, etc.), several
quotations (7/ [I], G-8 [from], G::4 [for]), and one onomatopoeia (-7 [ouch]).
In contrast, –en plurals were well predicted by the default model. Most of the errors were made on French and Latin borrowings, regardless of the time period,
but the incidence of errors was not nearly comparable to that for the observed –s
plurals, especially when it is taken into consideration that the majority of types
in the corpus take an –en plural. Moreover, the large majority of cases in
which –s was predicted instead of the observed –en were errors on words ending
in /ə/ and on polysyllabic words ending in a sequence of a stressed short vocal
and a sonorant consonant, the two patterns for which the plural preference is
least well-defined. We also found one error on the eponym S-<:8, originally
meaning a dress from Japan, but we doubt that many speakers of Dutch still
make that connection.
As can be seen in Table #, the performance of the MBL-P model mirrors that of
the default model: The numbers of errors in the diﬀerent categories are very
comparable. McNemar’s change test reveals that there is no significant diﬀerence
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between the two models’ overall performance (McNemar’s χ² = $.$', p = $.?*).
Moreover, when we look only at the performance on late borrowings, the test
again shows no significant change between the two models (McNemar’s
χ² = &.?(, p = $.&%). When we take into account that both models essentially use
the same information, this is not surprising. While the default model captures
the phonological regularities of the Dutch plural by relying on a rule system, the
MBL-P model does so by generalizing from similarities between items in a
phonological lexicon. The fact that both these models are exclusively phonological and that both encounter the same problems in predicting the plural of NCRs,
specifically of borrowings, indicates that phonological information is not suﬃcient to correctly predict the plural suﬃx in Dutch.

Model
Default
Model

MBL-P

MBL-PO

MBL-PO+

N

HO

I

K

Early Borrowing

LI

ON

LI

LN

Late Borrowing

LLL

LQI

HJI

HLM

Other NonCanonical Root

LJ

HI

M

M

Observed –en,
Original Dutch
predicted –s

JP

JH

LM

JQ

Early Borrowing

OO

NQ

LM

OJ

Late Borrowing

JI

JP

ON

OK

Other NonCanonical Root

H

O

N

O

Type of Error

Type of Word

Observed –s,
predicted –en

Original Dutch

Table 2: Inflection errors, by type and model, on 3135 monomorphemic nouns from the
CELEX database.

In accordance with our hypothesis, the MBL-PO model, in which orthographic information is added to the lexicon, performs better on the inflection of late bor-
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rowings, making about a third fewer errors on –s plurals than either the default
model or the MBL-P model (McNemar’s χ² = +$.%( and )(.#', respectively, both
p < .$$$&). The MBL-PO model also makes fewer errors on other NCRs, a reduction that is mainly due to the names of letters with an –s plural, all of which are
now inflected correctly. The model even overgeneralizes this to the letter 6, the
only one that takes an –en plural. For some quotes and eponyms, an –en plural is
also predicted instead of –s. The MBL-PO model also makes fewer errors on –en
plurals in all categories, except the set of “other NCRs”, where a few more errors
are made (the letter 6, the name S-82 and the numbers 1470 [three] and 1;7C081
[thousand]).
Finally, the MBL-PO+ model, which adds a measure of distinctiveness for a
word’s orthographic features, performs quite similarly to the MBL-PO model.
Some further reductions occur in the number of errors on late borrowings, although these reductions are only marginally significant (McNemar’s χ² = ).&(,
p = $.$?). A closer analysis reveals a slightly diﬀerent pattern of errors for the
two models. The MBL-PO+ model produces more errors on the plurals of French
and Latin borrowings, such as 604@:08 (sermon) and <0867:08 (pension), which
many Dutch speakers would not consider to be borrowings at all, while the
MBL-PO model has more trouble with words that are much clearer borrowings.
While the addition of orthographic information constitutes a clear improvement
with respect to the DMM and the MBL-P model, the MBL-PO and MBL-PO+
models do not correctly predict the plural of all borrowings. They continue to
make such errors for three types of word: (&) words whose spelling pattern is
similar to that of other borrowings but which are inflected diﬀerently, (#) borrowings that have been orthographically assimilated or that have no distinctive
orthographic features but whose plural has not been assimilated to the regular
Dutch pattern, ()) words with a spelling pattern that is clearly non-Dutch but
that also resembles no or very few similarly spelled words. Especially in the latter
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case the MBL-PO+ model oﬀers an advantage over the MBL-PO model, as its distinctiveness information on grapheme–phoneme mappings allows the model to
abstract away from the specific grapheme–phoneme correspondences in the
word.
To summarize, while the performance of the MBL-PO and MBL-PO+ models
demonstrates a clear improvement on the prediction of Dutch plurals for NCRs
(specifically borrowings) when the similarity mechanism can identify members
of word categories on the basis of orthographic information, it also shows that
this information does not guarantee error-free performance. Note, however, that
this does not aﬀect the present argument. Our goal is not to show that orthographic information is suﬃcient to identify borrowings, nor that it is even necessary to do so. Our claim does not so much concern the role of orthography in the
process of plural production, but rather the importance of non-phonological information for identifying members of a non-explicitly specified category in order
to achieve good performance in plural prediction for borrowings in Dutch. Thus
our use of orthography is merely instrumental and stands in the service of the argument that an extended similarity model is more successful in this task of plural
prediction than the rigid default mechanism of the DMM framework. Any other
variable whose values correlate with the distinction between borrowings and
other word types would be equally good. Hence, there is no contradiction between the claim that adding orthographic information to a similarity-based
model improves plural prediction and the observation that a subset of prediction
errors on borrowings remains. It seems that the foregoing simulations confront
the DMM with an unexpected problem: The correct prediction of the inflectional
suﬃx for NCRs, usually a strong argument in favor of a default mechanism, is in
this case a strong argument for a single mechanism model with access to nonphonological information.
A possible shortcoming of the simulations is that data that are based on written
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corpora, such as the data contained in the CELEX database, may not always reflect the productions of an average speaker in online language production. A second point of contention is that while the simulations clearly show a relation between orthographic information and borrowings, they do not establish that a
non-phonological information source such as orthography can directly influence
inflection, i.e., the similarities that are exploited by an SMM may well exist and
hence be useful in a computational model, but still be irrelevant for language
use. Our argument will be strengthened if we can show that language users also
rely on non-phonological information for the purpose of plural inflection. We will
again use orthographic information in order to address this question. Even
though orthography need not be the primary information source for discriminating borrowings from other NCRs and canonical roots, the results from Study &
show that it is certainly a dimension on which this discrimination can be made.
Hence, our next study addresses the question whether language users can use
their knowledge of the relation between spelling patterns and borrowings when
they simultaneously hear and read a pseudo-word and have to produce its plural.

2.3

Study 2: Plural production task

On the DMM account, there is no explanation for how a contextual information
source such as orthography can influence the inflection of novel forms. In the
DMM for the English plural or past tense, for example, an output is either information-independent, when it is generated by the default mechanism, or based on
phonological information, when the stem is phonologically very similar to a
stored item in the memory component. In the DMM as applied to the Dutch plural, the choice between the two plural suﬃxes is strictly conditional on phonological templates and hence entirely independent of other information sources that
characterize word categories. The memory component will only produce a re-
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sponse if there is enough phonological similarity between the novel item and
stored irregular items.
Given the rationale of the DMM, participants who have to produce the plural of a
pseudo-word are not expected to base their decision on the spelling of that pseudo-word. Whether the item is presented with a spelling pattern that is typical for
Dutch or with a foreign spelling pattern should not make a diﬀerence. If anything, the use of a foreign spelling pattern might increase the probability that an
item is treated as an NCR, which would make it more likely that the (phonologically conditioned) default plural is linked with foreign spelling patterns. Hence,
the DMM predicts that participants in a plural production experiment will choose
the default suﬃx equally often or more often for pseudo-words with a foreign orthographic pattern than for pseudo-words with a Dutch pattern.
2.3.1

Method

2.3.1.1 Participants
Thirty first– and second–year students in Germanic languages at the University
of Antwerp participated in the experiment as a course requirement. All participants were native speakers of Dutch.
2.3.1.2 Stimuli
Since the goal of this experiment was to test the eﬀect of foreign orthography on
the generalization of plural suﬃxes in Dutch, we generated pairs of pseudowords with identical pronunciations but with one member of the pair having a
typically Dutch spelling pattern and the other member having a typically English
spelling pattern.
As the first step in this procedure, we selected, for each language, all mono– or
disyllabic noun lemmas with a length of + to ? letters and with a frequency of
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over one per million, from the CELEX lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, &
Gulikers, &''*).
We then used the LEXSTAT program (Van Heuven, #$$$) to generate Dutch– and
English–spelled pseudo-words by making new combinations of positional trigrams occurring in the lists of English and Dutch words. To make sure that the
spelling patterns were representative for their respective languages, we selected
only those pairs for which each member’s mean positional trigram frequency
(based on the token frequency of the words in the lists of English and Dutch lemmas) was higher than the median. Furthermore, we selected only those pairs for
which the Dutch spelling was more representative for Dutch than for English
(the mean positional trigram frequency computed on the Dutch lemmas was
larger than the mean positional trigram frequency computed on the English lemmas), and vice versa.
We then used an automatic phonetic transcription procedure developed by
Daelemans and van den Bosch (&''() and selected only those words with identical or nearly identical transcriptions in both lists (e.g., English /breɪk/ and Dutch
/breːk/ would be considered matches). All pairs for which the transcription was
identical to that of an existing word form in the Dutch or English CELEX database, were removed.
The selected pairs were split into four sets according to the default plural that
the DMM would predict on the basis of their phonological pattern (see Table &):
“default –en” plurals, “default –s” plurals, “borderline” plurals, and “not –s” plurals. The pseudo-words for the set of borderline plurals contained items ending
in /ə/ and polysyllabic items ending in a sequence of a stressed short vowel and
sonorant consonant, i.e., two patterns for which the plural preference is least
outspoken. The pseudo-words selected for the group of “not –s” plurals were
items ending in an s sound. As words with a final s almost never take an –s suﬃx
in Dutch, this set was added to prevent participants from using this suﬃx with48
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out considering its applicability. Given our focus on borrowings, which take an –s
suﬃx, we had to be sure that participants only used this suﬃx in the context of
the Dutch plural rules. Additionally, because English words ending in s do take
an –s suﬃx, the consistent use of –s plurals for this set of pseudo-words would
indicate the use of the English plural system instead of the Dutch one.
Subsequently, &*$ English–Dutch pseudo-word pairs were randomly selected
from each set. For each of these pairs, three raters judged the acceptability of the
phonetic transcription for the two spelling patterns. On the basis of these ratings
+* pairs were selected from each set.
Because the presentation of pseudo-words in isolation might lead participants to
assume an English context for pseudo-words with an English spelling pattern, all
pseudo-words were embedded in a spoken and written Dutch question template.
For each pseudo-word we created three sentences that diﬀered only in the presentation of the pseudo-word, which had either an English spelling pattern, a
Dutch spelling pattern, or no spelling at all. In the latter case the pseudo-word
was replaced by four dashes. Furthermore, because we wanted to examine the
eﬀect of spelling independently of phonology, a constant presentation of the
pseudo-word’s pronunciation was necessary. Hence, for each set of three written
questions, we recorded one spoken version (including the pseudo-word) for simultaneous presentation with the written sentences. This spoken version was
made by a female native speaker of Dutch, who read the written sentences with
the Dutch spelling of the pseudo-words. The sentences were recorded at a ++.&
KHz sample rate. For each sentence triplet we created a target sentence that
served as a cue for the production of the plural. Target sentences were formulated as a positive, negative or neutral answer to the question and contained a
quantifier (all, some, lots, many, etc.) that required the use of the pseudo-word’s
plural form. For instance, if participants first heard a question like “Is a /$k/
rich?”, they would be cued with the target “Yes, all — are rich”.
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We also selected '$ English–Dutch near-homophones from CELEX to act as filler
items in the experiment. The filler items served to discourage the participants
from developing a response strategy, as they required the production of the
correct plurals of familiar nouns.
2.3.1.3 Design
There were two main factors in this experiment, spelling (English, Dutch, or
None) and item type (default –en, default –s, borderline, or not –s). For each
item type, there were +* items. In order to avoid repetition of pseudo-words, the
assignment of items to spelling conditions was counterbalanced across three
groups of participants. Hence, participants were presented with &* trials in each
spelling condition for each item type. A total of #?$ trials (&%$ containing pseudo-words and '$ containing word filler items) were presented in the experiment.
After each block of '$ trials, participants were able to take a brief break. Trials
were presented in pseudo-random order. Each block contained two thirds of
pseudo-word sentences and one third of word-filler sentences and an equal number of items from each cell in the design matrix (Spelling x Item Type). The numerals and adjectives in the prime and target sentences were evenly distributed
over these blocks.
2.3.1.4 Procedure
We used the DMDX software (Forster & Forster, #$$)) for the visual and spoken
presentation of trials, and for the recording of the responses. Written sentences
appeared on a computer monitor. Their spoken versions were simultaneously
presented through a pair of open-air headphones. The microphone used to
record the responses was placed on the table slightly to the left of the screen.
We informed participants that they would be asked to answer questions containing real words or pseudo-words. Because the target sentences always required
the use of a plural, there was no explicit mention of plurals in the instruction.
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The structure of the trials is shown in Table ). Five seconds after the onset of the
visual prime sentence, the target sentence was displayed below the prime sentence, which stayed on screen. Participants were asked to start reading the target
sentence aloud from the moment it was displayed. Their responses were recorded directly on to a hard disk at a ++.& KHz sample rate. Five seconds after the onset of the target sentence, the screen was blanked and the next trial was displayed. Participants were first asked to perform two example trials. They
reported no problems relating to the understanding of the procedure and all of
them performed the example trials satisfactorily.

Onset (ms)

Action

Example

0

Auditory prime

is een /fik/ rijk ?
is een fiek rijk ?

0

Visual prime

is een feak rijk ?

Translation

is a /fik/ rich ?

is een —— rijk ?
5000

Target sentence

10000

ja, alle —— zijn rijk

yes, all —— are rich

Blank

Table 3: Trial structure used in Study 2.

2.3.2

Results

Responses were classified according to the produced plural suﬃx of the inflected
pseudo-word in the target sentence (–en, –s, or other). Out of *+$$ responses, (%
had to be treated as missing (&.#(%), either because the response was incomprehensible, or because the participant failed to answer. The results of three participants were discarded because they produced excessively many (over &*%) incorrect plurals for filler items that were common Dutch words. The data of
another participant, who repeated the singular form on more than one third of
the pseudo-word trials, were also left out of consideration.
All analyses were performed using the log-odds of –s over –en responses as the
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dependent variable. Following the recommendations of Pollatsek and Well
(&''*), the eﬀect of counterbalancing items across orthography conditions was
taken into account by including participant group and item list as factors in the
participant and item analysis, respectively.
Figure # summarizes the results of the experiment. A first ANOVA across all item
types showed a main eﬀect of spelling F1(#,+() = #*.&*, F2(#,))() = )$.&#, both
p < .$$&). Using treatment contrasts to compare the conditions in which orthography was presented to the baseline (no-spelling) condition, showed a significant
eﬀect of English spelling in both the participants and items analyses
(F1(&,+() = #+.(*, F2(&,))() = )+.+), both p < .$$&), and a marginally significant
eﬀect of Dutch spelling in the participants analysis (F1(&,+() = ).(#, p = .$(;
F2(&,))() = #.&*, p = .&+). Overall, English orthography led to an increase in the
production of –s plurals, while there was a tendency for Dutch spelling to de-

Probability of -s Plural

crease the number of –s plurals.
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Study 2: Participants
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Item Type
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Study 3: MBL-PO+

Not -s

Default -en Default -s Borderline

Spelling
None
Dutch
English

Not -s

Item Type

Figure 2: Probability of producing an –s plural by Spelling and Item Type for participants in
Study 2 and for models in Study 3.

2.3.2.1 Default –en items
There was a significant eﬀect of orthography (F1(#,+() = ?.(#, p < .$&;
F2(#,%+) = &(.(&, p < .$$&) for these items. Significantly more –s plurals were
produced in the English spelling condition than in the baseline condition
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(F1(&,+() = %.$?, p < .$&; F2(&,%+) = #+.$+, p < .$$&). The Dutch spelling condition did not diﬀer significantly from the baseline condition (F1 and F2 < &).
2.3.2.2 Borderline items
A similar pattern was observed for these items as for the default –en plurals. Exploration of the eﬀect of orthography (F1(#,+() = &*.*?, F2(#,%+) = &&.#+, both
p < .$$&) showed that significantly more –s plurals were produced in the English
spelling condition than in the no-spelling condition (F1(&,+() = #$.&$,
F2(&,%+) = &(.)', both p < .$$&). Again, there was no eﬀect of Dutch spelling (F1
and F2 < &).
2.3.2.3 Default –s items
We found no overall eﬀect of orthography in this condition (F1(#,+() = #.)+,
p = .&&; F2(#,%+) = &.'%, p < .&+). The eﬀect of Dutch spelling was significant for
participants and marginally significant for items (F1(&,+() = +.#', p < .$*,
F2(&,+#) = ).#&, p = .$%), indicating a decrease in the number of –s productions
in the Dutch spelling condition. No significant eﬀect of English spelling was
found (F1(&,+() = #.+(, p =.&#; F2(&,%+) = &.?', p = .&%).
2.3.2.4 Not –s items
There was a significant eﬀect of orthography in this condition (F1(#,+() = &?.(+,
F2(#,%+) = &+.?', both p < .$$&). Significantly more –s plurals were produced in
the

English

spelling

condition

than

in

the

no-spelling

condition

(F1(&,+() = #).$(, F2(&,%+) = &'.$), both p < .$$&), indicating that there were
more violations of the Dutch plural rules (e.g., /$ːsəs/). The Dutch spelling condition did not diﬀer significantly from the baseline condition (F1 and F2 < &).
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2.3.3

Discussion

The results of this experiment clearly show that orthography can be a determining factor in the choice of a plural suﬃx. For three of the four item types
examined, the number of produced –s plurals in the Dutch spelling condition did
not diﬀer significantly relative to the no-spelling condition, indicating that a
Dutch orthography carries essentially the same information as its associated
sound pattern. When participants saw the same words with an English spelling,
their choice of plural was significantly aﬀected: The use of an English spelling
pattern resulted in a significantly higher number of –s plurals for all item types
except for default –s items. The higher number of –s plurals produced for the default –en items indicates that a foreign spelling pattern even aﬀected words that
should take an –en plural according to the phonological rules in the DMM’s default component. If the DMM had anything to say about a possible role of orthography, it would be that pseudo-words with an English spelling pattern are more
atypical Dutch word candidates. This would rank them as NCRs, which take the
phonological default in the DMM account. However, we observed the opposite:
Pseudo-words that take –en by default on the basis of their pronunciation
(no-spelling condition) take the –s plural more often if their associated information (orthography) marks them as atypical.
It is also clear that participants did not treat the plural –s suﬃx as a standard response in the English spelling condition. Even though the English spelling also
increased participants’ tendency to an –s plural in the set of “not –s” items, the
number of produced –s items in this condition was still low at &#%. This indicates
that participants inflected the pseudo-words with an English spelling mostly in
accordance with the Dutch phonotactical rules, which do not allow an –s plural
for words ending in an s sound. Furthermore, the fact that a large proportion
of –en responses were given in the English spelling condition for all item types,
except the default –s items, demonstrates that participants did not automatically
choose the –s plural when they saw an English spelling pattern. This response be54
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havior indicates that participants took both phonological and orthographic information into account when choosing the plural suﬃx.
In line with this finding, we found that when all items were considered, there
was a tendency for participants to produce less –s plurals when presented with a
Dutch spelling pattern compared to when no spelling was shown. However, this
eﬀect was far less prominent in the data than the eﬀect of English orthography
as it was only reliable by participants in the group of default –s items, manifesting as a small decrease in the production of –s plurals. At the same time, in the
overall analysis of the data for these items there was no indication that the three
presentation conditions diﬀered among each other. Hence, even though this
small eﬀect of Dutch orthography could easily be accommodated within an analogical framework, it is too unstable to give it much theoretical importance.
Could the DMM account for these data? Although this model can be applied to
pseudo-words (generalization of stored patterns in the case of phonological similarity, default application otherwise; see Prasada & Pinker, &'')), it would not
predict our findings. An atypical spelling pattern would classify a pseudo-word as
an NCR and hence increase the likelihood of the phonologically determined default suﬃx. Our results for the default –en pseudo-words contradict this: In the
English spelling condition the orthographically atypical pseudo-words took the
non-default –s plural suﬃx more often than the orthographically less atypical
pseudo-words in the Dutch spelling condition.

2.4

Study 3: Simulations of experimental data

Our experiment demonstrated that participants can base their choice of plural on
available orthographic information, and that in a number of conditions their
choice of plural was opposite to the predictions of the DMM. In Study & we
showed that memory-based learning models that include orthographic information in their lexicon are better at predicting the plural for existing words than
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models that include only phonological information. In the present simulation
study we will try to predict and explain the data from our experiment using the
same memory-based learning models described in Study &. Specifically, we will
try to replicate the pattern of significant diﬀerences in our experimental data.
2.4.1

Method

The MBL models used in these simulations are explained in the Procedure section
of Study &. All models used in the present simulation study used the same lexicon
of )&)* singular–plural pairs from the CELEX database. The no-spelling condition
in our experiment was simulated using the MBL-P model, since this model contains a lexicon with exclusively phonological data. Consequently, the no-spelling
condition is achieved by presenting this model with the list of pseudo-words
from our experiment in phonological form. The Dutch and English spelling conditions were each simulated once by the MBL-PO and once by the MBL-PO+
model. The MBL-PO model was presented with the combined phonological and
orthographic representations of the pseudo-words. Since the MBL-PO+ model
expects additional distinctiveness features for each orthographic feature, we derived distinctiveness values for each pseudo-word in our experiment using the
method described in Study &.
2.4.2

Results

2.4.2.1 Using the MBL-PO model to simulate the spelling conditions
The results of this simulation are summarized in Figure #. As in the analysis of
the experimental data, we found an overall main eﬀect of spelling
(F(#,)*#) = #&.++, p < .$$&). Overall, significantly more –s plurals were produced
in the English spelling condition than in the baseline (no-spelling) condition
(F(&,)*#) = #%.)), p < .$$&). The Dutch spelling condition did not diﬀer significantly from the baseline condition (F < &).
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Default –en items
The eﬀect of spelling was marginally significant (F(#,%%) = #.(+, p = .$%). Further analysis showed that significantly more –s plurals were produced in the English spelling condition than in the no-spelling condition (F(&,%%) = *.$',
p < .$*). The eﬀect of Dutch spelling was not significant (F(&,%%) = #.#(,
p = .&+).
Borderline items and default –s items
We found no significant eﬀect of spelling for borderline items or for default –s
items (F(&,%%) ≤ &).
Not –s items
A significant eﬀect of spelling was found in this condition (F(#,%%) = +#.?&,
p < .$$&). In the English spelling condition, significantly more –s plurals were
produced compared to the no-spelling condition (F(&,%%) = *%.)#, p < .$$&).
Again, there was no eﬀect of Dutch spelling (F(&,%%) < &).
2.4.2.2 Using the MBL-PO+ model to simulate the spelling conditions
The results of these simulations are outlined in Figure #. As in the previous
analyses, we found an overall eﬀect of spelling (F(#, )*#) = )%.%', p < .$$&) and
an eﬀect of English spelling (F(&,)*#) = (#.&&, p < .$$&), but no eﬀect of Dutch
spelling (F(&,)*#) < &).
Default –en items
In contrast to what was found for the MBL-PO model, the eﬀect of spelling was
highly significant for these items (F(#,%%) = #%.(', p < .$$&). Significantly
more –s plurals were produced in the English spelling condition than in the
no-spelling condition (F(&,%%) = +(.'+, p < .$$&). The Dutch spelling condition
did not diﬀer from the no-spelling condition (F(&,%%) < &).
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Borderline items
As in the analysis for the MBL-PO model, we found no significant eﬀect of
spelling for these items (F(#,%%) < &).
Default –s items
We found a marginally significant eﬀect for default –s items (F(#,%%) = #.+&,
p = .$'(). This eﬀect did not reach significance when the English spelling was
compared to the no-spelling condition (F(&,%%) < &). When the Dutch spelling
condition was compared to the no-spelling condition, the eﬀect was not significant either (F(&,%%) = #.$(, p = .&*).
Not –s items
Overall, the eﬀect of spelling was significant (F(#,%%) = &%.+(, p < .$$&). As in
all other analyses for these items, significantly more –s plurals were produced in
the English spelling condition than in the no-spelling condition (F(&,%%) = )).*?,
p < .$$&). The eﬀect of Dutch spelling was not significant (F(&,%%) = &.?), p
=.&').
2.4.3

Discussion

With these simulations we wanted to examine if memory-based learning models
would exhibit the same pattern of results that we observed in Study # when they
are presented with the same stimuli as the human participants. The results show
that relative to the model simulating the no-spelling condition, the MBL-PO+
model simulating the English spelling condition produced a significantly higher
amount of –s plurals for default –en, and for “not –s” items, while no significant
eﬀect was found in the Dutch spelling condition for these item types. The only
items for which the MBL-PO+ model did not show the eﬀect of English spelling
found in Study #, were the borderline items.
In addition to the pervasive eﬀects of English spelling, the results of our experiment also indicated a tendency for an eﬀect of Dutch spelling in the group of de58
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fault –s items. However, this eﬀect was not robust. This is also supported by the
simulation data, which show no reliable eﬀect of Dutch spelling for these items.
The MBL-PO model showed only a marginally significant eﬀect of spelling for the
default –en items. In our opinion, this can be related to the construction of the
stimuli. Because we used positional trigrams in the stimulus construction
process, the resulting pseudo-words had a relatively low overlap with existing
words. However, since the MBL-PO+ models performed more satisfactorily, we
have inadvertently shown that distinctiveness measures may play an important
part in the inflection of atypical words, especially when few supporting words
can be found in the lexicon. This suggests that participants also rely on the
identification of distinctive spelling patterns and on finding other words with
equally distinctive spelling patterns, rather than supporting their decisions based
on analogy with words with a high orthographic similarity to the target word.
Recall that, in essence, the distinctiveness features are independent of orthography: Words with a completely dissimilar orthography can have a high degree of
similarity based on the distinctiveness of these orthographic features.
In conclusion, this simulation study shows that a single mechanism model using
relevant non-phonological information can exhibit a similar pattern to that observed in experimental data. The DMM, on the other hand, is not able to predict
these patterns, for two reasons. First, if we assume that the DMM makes its predictions only on the basis of phonological information, the spelling of the stimulus should not have an eﬀect on the choice of the plural suﬃx. Second, if we assume that the DMM is somehow able to distinguish between more and less
atypical pseudo-words based on their spelling pattern, it would predict that the
more atypical a word is, the more the choice of plural would tend towards the
default suﬃx that is associated with its phonological pattern. That this is not the
case for the stimuli we used was demonstrated in the experiment. The demonstration that a single mechanism model can predict the data from our experi-
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ment indicates that lexical memory failure is not a good explanation for participants’ behavior but that an analogical process, driven by phonological and nonphonological similarity, is.

2.5

General discussion

A core argument for the position that a model of inflection requires a symbolic
rule is the observation that SMMs in which phonological similarity is the only basis for generalization, like the pattern associator model of Rumelhart and McClelland (&'%(), have problems with the inflection of NCRs. In the DMM, the inflection of NCRs is addressed by stating that access to lexical memory, and therefore
to any analogical process, is restricted to roots that fit a canonical template, and
that, therefore, NCRs are inflected by a default mechanism. The uniform inflectional behavior of NCRs in systems such as the English past tense and the English
plural seems to establish a firm empirical basis for the DMM account and suggests that an SMM account is incorrect because it lacks such a default
mechanism.
The alternative we oﬀered in this paper is that inflection relies partly on nonphonological information, and that this information is of particular importance
to the inflection of NCRs. In our view, the reason why an SMM that exclusively
relies on phonology to determine similarity cannot inflect NCRs does not derive
from the absence of a default mechanism, but from its lack of appropriate information. We posited that there is no restriction on lexical access for NCRs, that inflected forms of NCRs are stored, and that similarity relations can correctly determine the inflectional pattern of a novel NCR if relevant information is accessible.
A possible objection to the idea that non-phonological information can account
for the inflection of NCRs is that a model in which NCRs can be inflected, because information is added diﬀerentiating canonical from non-canonical roots,
amounts to an attempt to implement a restriction on lexical access or, in other
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words, the construction of a default “in disguise”. However, such an objection
only holds if an extended, so-called “disguised default” SMM predicts the same
inflected forms as the DMM, i.e., the model whose default is believed to be
smuggled into the memory component: Any NCR, regardless of the circumstance
that makes it non-canonical, will take the same inflectional pattern. Prototypical
examples of inflectional systems in which this occurs, are those that have only
one productive inflectional pattern, such as the –s suﬃx in the English plural system and the –ed suﬃx in the English past tense system. However, the homogeneous behavior of NCRs in an inflectional system with only one productive inflectional pattern is hardly compelling evidence in favor of the default mechanism,
nor is it convincing evidence of the use of non-phonological information.
Stronger evidence would be obtained in a system where two or more productive
inflectional patterns are available. According to the DMM rationale, such a state
of aﬀairs should not prevent the class of NCRs from forming a homogeneous set,
as they should still be insensitive to any form of similarity with stored roots and
follow a single, obligatory route to default inflection. The demonstration of common inflectional behavior for the entire class of NCRs in a more complex inflectional system would support the validity of the default concept. Moreover, it
would make this root type a reliable diagnostic for identifying the default. However, Hahn and Nakisa (#$$$) have demonstrated that in the German plural system, which has eight inflectional patterns with varying degrees of productivity,
NCRs do not show a uniform inflectional behavior. Consequently, the non-phonological information hypothesis was worth testing in a richer inflectional system.
While, for such inflectional systems, the DMM still predicts that all NCRs are subjected to the same default mechanism, an SMM does not require NCRs to display
homogeneous inflectional behavior. Instead the inflectional pattern for a novel
word will be a function of the dominant pattern among its neighbors, where
neighbors are defined in terms of similarity with respect to all available information sources in the lexicon.
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Like the German plural system, the Dutch plural system leads to diﬀerent predictions from dual and single mechanism models. Moreover, the Dutch plural has a
surprising property: It has two highly productive suﬃxes, each tied to clearly describable phonological properties of the word. If we take the view that only a single suﬃx can be the default and that NCRs take the default inflectional pattern,
then the Dutch plural constitutes a definite counterexample to the dual mechanism view. Indeed, in most circumstances in which lexical access is prevented in
the dual mechanism view, the preferred plural is strongly conditional on phonology. A single default system would therefore not only make many errors for
NCRs, but also in other circumstances in which Marcus et al. (&''*) claim that
lexical access is prevented. As we have shown (see Appendix A), the language
facts demonstrate that the only plausible version of the DMM for the Dutch plural is one that accommodates a phonologically conditioned default system (see
also Pinker, &'''). An interesting property of such a system is that the task that
is normally handled by the DMM’s lexical memory component, namely generalization on the basis of phonological information, is now handled by the default
mechanism. The DMM’s lexical memory system contains the exceptions to the
default component, i.e., those words that take an –en plural while their phonology predicts an –s plural, and vice versa. As a result, using the DMM’s lexical
memory system for phonological generalization would produce many plurals
that are inconsistent with the areas in which they are productive. While the implications of such a system should be more fully explored, our primary interest in
this paper was the inflection of NCRs. In the DMM lexical access is prevented for
these words, and therefore the content of the lexical memory system is irrelevant
for their inflection.
In contrast to the adaptations that have to be made to the DMM to accommodate
it to the Dutch plural system, a single mechanism model does not require any
adaptation. An SMM using only phonological information performs almost
identically to the adapted default component of the DMM. Given the fact that the
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operation of the adapted default component is phonologically conditioned, this is
not surprising: Whereas the default mechanism uses broad phonological templates for generalization, the SMM generalizes on the basis of phonologically
similar neighbors. The simulations in Study & show that both systems produce
very similar results in predicting the plural of existing Dutch nouns, and that
they make the same types of error when inflecting NCRs. Both systems make
substantial errors for unassimilated borrowings, which, in contrast to most other
NCRs, are not phonologically conditioned.
But whereas the DMM cannot be extended any further to account for the deviant
inflectional behavior of borrowings, we were able to adapt the single mechanism
architecture in a satisfactory way. At a general level, it is clear how to improve
the model’s predictive success on the set of borrowings while preserving the
same success rate for other words. Since an analogical model infers its output
(here: the plural suﬃx) from the set of words that are assigned the highest similarity ratings by the analogy mechanism, the non-phonological information enables the model to assign the highest ratings to these borrowings. If a novel borrowing causes the model to compute high similarity ratings for stored
borrowings and considerably lower ratings for other words, the dominant suﬃx
will come from the set of borrowings. Technically, this can be achieved by adding
any type of information that reliably covaries with the distinction between borrowings and other words. Possible examples of information types are the knowledge of a word’s source language, the contexts in which these words were learnt,
and so forth. In our research we selected another property that is useful as an index for identifying a word as an unassimilated borrowing: the way in which the
word’s spelling reflects its sound pattern. Since Dutch typically preserves the
spelling pattern of borrowings and these spellings often deviate from Dutch in
the way they reflect their sound structure, this relationship between orthography
and phonology meets the requirement that it can separate borrowings from other
words. In our first study we showed that this is not only theoretically plausible,
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but that an implementation of this variable eﬀectively produces a higher success
rate on plural prediction. In a first model, we added the spelling pattern to the
phonological representation of each word, which resulted in a significant decrease for errors on borrowings. In a second model, we first used a memorybased learning model to compute the predictability of each exemplar’s spelling
pattern based on the spelling of similar-sounding words, and then added this orthographic distinctiveness to each exemplar as an information source for the
computation of similarity. This approach was motivated by the fact that unpredictable spelling–sound co-occurrences are generally associated with borrowings
(e.g., in Dutch the /i/ sound is mostly spelled as either <i> or <ie>, but in borrowings like freak it is spelled as <ea>). By explicitly incorporating this information, we expected increased similarity ratings for stored borrowings sharing atypical phoneme–grapheme correspondences. In other words, adding this information source to the lexicon made it possible for the model to treat words as
similar when they have similar orthographic distinctiveness values while their individual phonological and orthographic representations radically diﬀer (and
hence would never be treated as similar if the model only compared individual
phoneme–grapheme correspondences). This model made a significant improvement on predicting the plural of NCRs, compared to the model using only phonological and orthographic information. Note that such a computational model implements the intuition of Dutch language users that word borrowings can be
recognized by the fact that they contain atypical phoneme–grapheme mappings.
For instance, even though words like >40-/, @-7., and 147G0 diﬀer with respect
to their particular atypical phoneme–grapheme mappings, it is this distinctiveness itself which puts them in the same category and thus distinguishes them
from other words in the Dutch language. To summarize: It was possible to predict the plural suﬃx for Dutch words, including NCRs, with a high degree of accuracy by adding an information source that separated the set of borrowings
from other words on the basis of the similarity relations it supported. This solu64
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tion does not change the basic operation of the model, which is analogy, but allows this operation to access all properties that are associated with words, not
only phonological ones. Furthermore, the model requires all words to be stored
in memory.
In addition to demonstrating that the problem of Dutch plural inflection in the
class of unassimilated borrowings can be solved by adopting an analogy mechanism with access to phonological and orthographic information, we also showed
that language users can and do rely on the typicality of these co-occurrence patterns in an online language task (Study #). Participants in an experiment inflected an auditorily presented pseudo-word diﬀerently when the simultaneously presented spelling pattern followed the orthographic conventions of Dutch from
when it contained an atypical phoneme–grapheme correspondence. The presence of an atypical spelling pattern changed their response pattern towards a
much more outspoken preference for the –s suﬃx. This suggests that language
users recognize the atypical spelling of a phoneme as an indication that the word
belongs to a distinct category, i.e., that of unassimilated borrowings, which is primarily linked to the plural –s suﬃx. It also demonstrates that participants can
quickly and flexibly respond to the situation at hand and use the available information sources to determine an analogical set that leads to the contextually most
appropriate plural suﬃx. A simulation of these experimental findings supported
this interpretation (Study )).
A warning against a possible misinterpretation of our claim is in order here. Note
that we do not claim that Dutch language users always rely on a word’s spelling
when forming its plural. Indeed, it would be a bold statement to claim that orthography assists the inflectional process whenever Dutch language users make a
plural, for instance, when they are speaking. There are two reasons why we used
orthography as the additional information source that can be accessed by the
analogical mechanism. Firstly, we manipulated the orthography of the pseudo-
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words in our experiment and showed that language users picked up this information and used it for the task of plural formation. Hence, we showed that orthographic information may be used to diﬀerentiate between borrowings and other
words, and that language users may integrate this information in their inflectional process. Secondly, and more importantly, orthography is a variable that can
easily be represented in a computational system and thus readily lends itself to
the main purpose of our demonstration. That purpose was to show that the problem of the DMM in predicting the correct plural suﬃx for borrowings in Dutch
can be solved by adopting a model in which all Dutch plurals are predicted by a
single mechanism that produces analogical sets on the basis of phonological and
extra-phonological information. Importantly, the nature of the extra-phonological
variable that is used to accomplish this goal is not essential to our demonstration. What is essential is that access to information covarying with the lexical distinction between borrowings and other words can predict the plural of borrowings with a high degree of success, without losing predictive power for the other
words. We are forced to remain agnostic with respect to the nature of other types
of extra-phonological information that language users might use to distinguish
borrowings from other words. However, we do know that, whatever the nature
of these other variables may be, any such variable will obviously also have to covary with the distinction between borrowings and non-borrowings (by definition) and, hence, also with the variable of orthographic distinctiveness. It follows
that, once such a variable can be implemented in our analogical model, its high
correlation with the orthographic typicality factor will ensure a demonstration
that is equivalent to the one given here. Hence, the hypothetical argument that
our modeling exercise makes use of a kind of extra-phonological information
(i.e., orthography) that is unlikely to be available to language users outside a
limited set of contexts (as in our experiment) would miss the main point we are
making.
What we have shown, then, is that the facts of Dutch plural inflection confront
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the DMM with serious problems. However, a single mechanism model in which
analogy is based on phonological and extra-phonological information can solve
the problem in a principled way, i.e., in a way that respects the model’s basic architecture and mechanisms.
Note that our most important claim is that multiple information sources are required to model the Dutch plural adequately. We implemented this idea in a single-mechanism model that only makes use of analogy. Of course, analogy is not
the only method of generalization in which multiple information sources can be
combined, nor is a single-mechanism framework required. For example, a probabilistic rule model can integrate non-phonological information, and at the same
time maintain a distinction between a rule-based component and a lexical storage component. Albright and Hayes (#$$)) developed such a model for the English past tense, in which probabilistic rules were used for the generalization of all
inflectional patterns and in which the lexical storage component, while assumed
present, did not inform generalization at all. To address Dutch plural inflection,
such a model would probably require the same information sources as an SMM
using analogical generalization. In contrast to the DMM, which we discussed in
this paper, such a model would not use a deterministic procedure to assign a
plural suﬃx, but would generate diﬀerent inflected forms and output the form
with the highest probability in the system. In addition, it would not require any
restriction on lexical access to explain the inflection of NCRs.
Our study of the Dutch plural has highlighted a set of words that causes problems for a DMM account. Although a large percentage of Dutch words behave as
if their plural suﬃx is a phonologically conditioned default, unassimilated borrowings step out of this line. They prefer an –s suﬃx, even though their phonological profile predicts the –en suﬃx. When trying to resolve the problem, it turns
out that what appears to be a trivial problem at first sight, created by only a
small set of nouns in the entire Dutch lexicon, becomes a diﬃcult challenge for
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the DMM. We showed that broadening the scope of the analogy mechanism in an
SMM by giving it access to phonological and non-phonological information provides a satisfactory solution. This amounts to the proposal of a single mechanism
framework in which all words are stored with a multitude of properties and in
which a general analogy mechanism has access to all these properties when calculating its similarity scores. Even though the concept of a default seems self-evident and quite elegant when looking at the inflectional systems of several languages, it leads to unsolvable problems in some such systems, more particularly,
those in which more than one inflectional pattern is productively used. We think
that the alternative oﬀered in this paper avoids some of these problems.
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3
MEMORY-BASED LEARNING MODELS
OF INFLECTIONAL MORPHOLOGY:
A METHODOLOGICAL CASE STUDY1

This paper investigates the memory-based learning (MBL) paradigm as a model of
productive linguistic behavior in the domain of Dutch noun plural inflection. We
first sketch the origin and background of the MBL approach, and then provide a
short overview of Dutch noun plural inflection along with a detailed description
of the use of MBL models for inflectional morphology. The results of a large number of MBL simulations on three related tasks of noun plural inflection are analyzed in considerable detail. In particular, we discuss the differential effects of
varying core parameter configurations of the MBL algorithm, issues of the representation of source exemplars, and different definitions of inflection as a classification task. Finally, we consider these results in relation to current practices in the
optimization of model parameters and in the analysis and evaluation of simulation
results.

3.1

Introduction

The central claim of the Memory-Based Learning (MBL) paradigm is that decisions about new facts are based on the re-use of stored past experiences. In this
approach, learning is storage of exemplars in memory, and processing is analogical reasoning on stored exemplars. The idea has a long history in cognitive science, with a few pioneering insights going back to pre-Chomskyan linguistics
(e.g., de Saussure, &'&(;Bloomfield, &'))). Related ideas can also be found in
current research in both exemplar-based modeling (Skousen, #$$#) and cogni-

1

An earlier version of this paper was published as Keuleers, E. & Daelemans, W. (#$$?).
Memory-based learning models of inflectional morphology: A methodological case
study. Lingue e Linguaggio, #(#), &*&–&?+.
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tive linguistics (Croft & Cruse, #$$)). In psychology, exemplar-based approaches
have been proposed to model human categorization behavior (e.g., Estes, &''+).
An algorithmic operationalization of the approach was developed in the statistical pattern recognition literature from the &'*$s onwards (Fix & Hodges, &'*&)
with the nearest neighbor rule modeling generalization as either extrapolation
from one nearest neighbor (&-NN) or from more than one (k-NN). The algorithm
found considerable favor in artificial intelligence where it was referred to as
case-based reasoning, memory-based reasoning, instance-based learning etc. (see
Daelemans & van den Bosch, #$$* for an overview, including the application of
MBL in computational linguistics).
In modeling inflectional morphology, a memory-based approach assumes
morphological generation to be a function of either lexical retrieval or similaritybased reasoning on lexical representations of word forms, where the computation of similarity is defined on the basis of phonological, orthographical, and
even semantic representation features.
At least three components are necessary to describe an MBL model: a knowledge
base containing exemplars (also called instances, examples, or experiences) with
an associated class; a function that describes how similar two exemplars are; and
a decision function that determines the class of a new exemplar as a function of
the classes associated with its k nearest neighbors. Exemplars can be thought of
as bundles of feature values and the similarity between exemplars as a function
of the similarity between values. The simplest possible such model is the &-NN
model, where the class of the most similar exemplar determines the target class.
Originally, nearest-neighbor algorithms were defined only for numerical features,
but today MBL has been extended to encompass a wide variety of methods for
assessing similarity for both numerical and nominal features. In this paper, our
simulations make use of the TiMBL (.$ system (Daelemans, Zavrel, van der
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Sloot, & van den Bosch, #$$?), a software package that collects a number of variants of MBL.
It is important to bear in mind that the goals of implementing an MBL model are
not the same in diﬀerent domains. In most computational-linguistics tasks, the
goal is to maximize performance accuracy, that is, to be able to classify both new
and existing exemplars correctly. In computational psycholinguistics, the goal is
to characterize human generalization behavior, that is, to classify new exemplars
the way humans do. We will examine the implications of this distinction in more
detail later on.
In describing MBL as a model of inflectional morphology, three points are worth
emphasizing. First, MBL takes the view that each inflected form is valuable:
There is no need for developing representations that abstract away from experience. Second, word inflection is considered to be a fully context-dependent
process. Finally, MBL makes a principled distinction between retrieval and
generalization.
3.1.1

Exhaustive storage

In MBL, all exemplars in a domain are stored on a par, and each classification
step is governed by the same similarity and decision functions. Each response or
classification step is the result of an analogical process, consisting in the comparison of the target exemplar to previously stored exemplars and the consequent
generalization of the class of the known exemplars most similar to the target.
Whereas most cognitive models presuppose the explicit representation of generalizations as abstractions from sets of exemplars, and the explicit storage of irregular exemplars as exceptions to these generalizations, MBL does not make
this distinction and keeps all exemplars available to potential extrapolation in
analogy-based processing.
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3.1.2

Context-dependence

Because there is no representational diﬀerence in MBL between regular and irregular exemplars, it can be seen as a one-route context-dependent model. In
that respect, it is in the company of other one-route approaches, such as analogical modeling (Skousen, #$$#), connectionist pattern associators (Rumelhart &
McClelland, &'%(), the generalized context model (Nosofsky, &'%%), or contextdependent rule-based models (Albright & Hayes, #$$)). It thus contrasts with
dual route models (Pinker, &'''; Clahsen, &'''), where a context-dependent
component is complemented by a default mechanism that is contextindependent.
3.1.3

Generalization is not retrieval

In MBL models, the production of known inflected forms is carried out through
simple retrieval; the analogical route is resorted to only for the production of inflected forms of unknown exemplars. This contrasts with models that use the
same mechanism to produce target forms for known as well as for novel exemplars, e.g. the Rumelhart and McClelland (&'%() model of English past tense inflection. The distinction between generalization and retrieval follows from a
diﬀerence in the learning process. While a connectionist model has a learning
phase in which weights are adjusted for known inflected forms to be produced
correctly, MBL models do not have such a learning phase. Because MBL models
base the inflection of new forms directly on analogy with stored exemplars, they
are also known as lazy-learning models.
Over the last several years, MBL has been used to model lexical productivity in
diﬀerent domains. A number of studies successfully applied MBL to the modeling
of experimental evidence. Hahn and Nakisa (#$$$) used a simple k-NN model to
predict plural forms for novel German nouns; Krott, Schreuder, and Baayen
(#$$#) and Krott, Schreuder, Baayen, and Dressler (#$$?) investigated the choice
of linking morphemes in novel Dutch and German compounds; Keuleers et al.
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(#$$?) studied Dutch noun plural inflection; and Eddington (#$$$) focused on
English past tense formation. Substantial work was also devoted to lexical reconstruction tasks in the domains of Dutch word stress (Daelemans, Gillis, &
Durieux, &''+) and German plural formation (Daelemans, #$$#). In lexical reconstruction, predictions are not validated against experimental data, but rather
against a wide range of attested lexical evidence. Part of the vocabulary data is
used as a knowledge base for constructing a model which is eventually tested on
the remaining vocabulary, used as test material. Finally, some MBL work was
aimed at modeling child language acquisition data (Gillis, Durieux, &
Daelemans, #$$$).

3.2

Modeling Dutch noun plural inflection

Dutch has two frequent and productive inflectional suﬃxes for plural formation, –s and –en, the latter of which is phonologically realized as /ə/. The two
suﬃxes are almost, but not completely, in complementary phonological distribution, so that the plural suﬃx for a Dutch noun is to a relatively high degree predictable given the noun phonology. For instance, G:05 (foot) — like most other
nouns ending in an obstruent — takes the –en suﬃx in its plural G:0508, and
B-//04 (baker) — like most other nouns ending in a sonorant consonant preceded by /ə/ — takes the –s suﬃx in B-//046. Phonological rules like these (De
Haas & Trommelen, &'')) can account for the plurals of about three quarters of
Dutch monomorphemic nouns2. While rule-based descriptions of the Dutch noun
plural system oﬀer a clear and concise view of the domain, our goal here is to

2

A second factor determining a Dutch noun plural suﬃx is the perception of a word as a
borrowing, in which case the –s suﬃx is often preferred. This factor will not be
considered in the present study, but see Keuleers et al. (#$$?) for a memory-based
learning approach that takes borrowings into account.
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understand Dutch noun plural inflection (and inflectional morphology in general) in a memory-based learning framework.
3.2.1

Tasks

Each model will be run on three tasks: one lexical reconstruction task, and two
pseudo-word plural production tasks. The lexical reconstruction task consists in
predicting the plural forms of *% of the nouns in the lexicon on the basis of all
remaining ones. In the pseudo-word tasks, the model is expected to reproduce
the plural forms produced by the majority of participants in two controlled experiments. In the first experiment (Baayen, Schreuder, De Jong, & Krott, #$$#),
subjects produced plurals for a set of %$ pseudo-words with up to four syllables.
In the second experiment (Keuleers et al., #$$?), subjects produced plural forms
for &%$ mono– and disyllabic pseudo-words3. In both experiments, pseudo-words
covered a wide range of phonological conditions thought to aﬀect plural
formation.
3.2.2

Memory

In implementing an MBL model, the first step is choosing the exemplars that will
make up the stored knowledge base. In the case of inflectional morphology, a
corpus-derived lexical database such as CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, &
Gulikers, &''*) is often used as a source for exemplars. While the basic assumption in MBL is that every single item is stored, the set of exemplars stored in the
model’s knowledge base is in fact subject to several practical limitations. The
task being modeled is the most obvious constraining factor. It is assumed that
only exemplars for which a relevant target class can be determined are relevant.

3

The experiment elicited productions in three spelling conditions. Only plural
productions for pseudo-words in the no spelling and Dutch spelling conditions are
considered here. Plural productions for pseudo-words in the English spelling condition
were ignored.
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In noun plural formation, the relevant target class is a label that makes it possible to determine the plural inflection of a noun from its corresponding singular
form. In practice, this means that only nouns for which both singular and plural
forms are attested are relevant exemplars. CELEX lists &' )*& such nouns.
In building the knowledge base, it is common practice to leave out exemplars
that occur below a given frequency threshold, based on the intuition that exemplars that are more frequent are also more salient. There are two reasons why
this is, in our opinion, unjustified. First, one of the core assumptions of the MBL
paradigm is that each exemplar is relevant to generalization behavior. Second,
low-frequency exemplars may play an important role in generalization (Bybee,
&''*). Thus, the practice of leaving out exemplars that occur below a particular
token frequency is diﬃcult to justify. In our opinion, the proper course of action
is to include all exemplars that are expected to be already known in the learning
condition being modeled. In the current study, we tried to model the adult
learning state, and so we included even the lowest-frequency forms in the
model’s knowledge base.
Another practical reason to limit the number of exemplars in memory is that a
large number of stored exemplars may increase the computational cost of a simulation. However, the MBL implementation in TiMBL takes advantage of very
eﬃcient data compression. Typically, a TiMBL simulation using one combination
of model parameters and a full set of several thousands of exemplars takes a few
seconds to run on a standard personal computer. Nonetheless, whenever computation time is a real concern, we suggest reducing the number of exemplars by
random selection rather than by frequency.
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3.2.3

Class

In the experimental tasks we aim to model, participants are asked to produce inflected forms for pseudo-words. The traditional approach in MBL is to consider
this as a simple classification problem, where the model’s task is to predict the
relevant inflection class of each input form. In this case the choice is between the
productive suﬃxes –en and –s. As the plural suﬃx will be extrapolated from exemplars stored in the model’s memory, each exemplar is labeled with the suﬃx it
selects for plural formation. For exemplars that do not form their plural with either suﬃx, a third class label is used.
The main advantage of this approach is that it is fairly straightforward to compare the model’s predictions to experimental results, as participants’ responses
are categorized using the same labels. However, there are also potential drawbacks. Class labels abstract away from relevant features of actually produced inflections. For instance, phenomena of consonant alternation, which occur with
some nouns but not with others, are ignored. The label –en is used for both 9-81
(plural 9-8108) and /-85 (plural /-8508). However, the final consonant in
9-81 is unvoiced in the singular /hant/ and voiced in the plural /handə/, while
the final consonant of /-85 is unvoiced both in the singular /kant/ and in the
plural /kantə/. This does not mean that the labeling of experimental results is
erroneous. Since our focus is on whether –en or –s is used, phonological realization details can be seen as further refinements of this analysis. Participants had
the freedom to produce alternations, and therefore did not perform the same
task as the model. Likewise, the a priori partition of productive plural formation
processes into two classes, with all other processes being grouped under a single
third label, may be too much of a simplification. For instance, in Dutch, many
nouns borrowed from Latin, Italian, and Greek keep their etymological plural
form (e.g., @;60;@–@;60-), and these processes are productive at least to a certain extent. Borrowing terminology from data compression, we may say that the
class labeling approach to Dutch plural noun inflection is lossy, in the sense that
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it does not allow us to recover perfectly the plural form based on the singular
form.
Another relevant observation is that the way in which classes are defined may
aﬀect the MBL algorithm quite extensively, hence leading to important diﬀerences in the output. We will come back to this point in the sections on feature
weighting and decision. Suﬃce it to emphasize now that, while class labels may
be increasingly refined to include processes such as consonant alternation or extended to account for irregular semi-productive processes, the algorithm needed
to assign the correct class labels to each exemplar becomes more and more complex with each such refinement. In turn, this increases the possibility of errors.
A radical alternative to such a class-based conceptualization of the inflection task
is the use of a generic mapping algorithm yielding a description of how a form in
memory is transformed into a target form. Such a complex description — essentially a transformation function — can then eﬀectively be used as a class label. In
this approach, there is no need to define the possible class labels beforehand. As
a result, the class detection algorithm does not become more complex when
more class labels are introduced. Furthermore, the approach has two important
properties. First, since the target inflected form can always be recovered from its
input form and the corresponding transformation function, we can consider each
transformation function as a lossless class label. Second, the classification task becomes equivalent to a production task, since the transformation function applied
to target forms produces fully specified forms.
For this purpose, we used the Ratcliﬀ/Obershelp pattern recognition algorithm
(Ratcliﬀ & Metzener, &'%%). When applied to a pair of symbol sequences, the algorithm operationalizes the steps through which one sequence can be transformed into the other. Unlike the Levenshtein (or edit) distance, the algorithm
does not yield the minimal number of editing operations needed (see, for instance, Kruskal, &'%)), but rather aims at attaining a maximally psychologically
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plausible string transformation. In van den Bosch & Daelemans (&'''), a similar
transformation function approach is successfully used in an MBL engineering approach to morphological analysis.
A consequence of using a transformation function is that the number of classes
becomes very large. One of the goals of this study is to compare the traditional
method of assigning pre-defined class labels based on linguistic categories to the
alternative approach of using a transformation function. Comparative results will
be assessed over diﬀerent data sets and diﬀerent combinations of other
parameters.
3.2.4

Features and similarity

As the main goal of an MBL model is to extrapolate the class of new exemplars
based on their similarity to stored exemplars, we will now discuss diﬀerent aspects of similarity in some detail. There are four main issues to be addressed in
this respect: What information domains define the similarity space where exemplars are compared; which domains are especially relevant to the task being
modeled; how can we make exemplars comparable for the relevant information;
how is similarity computed on the basis of inter-exemplar comparison?
3.2.4.1 Choice of information
In languages such as English and Dutch, the primary factor determining the
choice of a particular inflectional marker is phonology4. As already noted above,
for about three quarters of Dutch noun types, the plural form can be predicted by
applying deterministic rules to the phonological properties of singular forms. In
an MBL approach to Dutch plural inflection, we will assume that the inflectional

4

In theories such as Pinker (&''') and Clahsen (&'''), it is proposed that a default
process that does not take into account lexical information explains a large part of
inflection. Keuleers et al. (#$$?) have argued that this account is unlikely for Dutch
plural inflection.
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pattern of a non-stored exemplar e is best predicted on the basis of the inflectional pattern of the stored exemplars phonologically most similar to e. While we will
limit ourselves here to phonological information, it is noteworthy that other possible factors could in principle be taken into account. For example, Baayen and
Moscoso del Prado Martín (#$$*) demonstrated that in Dutch, German, and English regularly and irregularly inflected verbs have diﬀerent semantic densities:
The inclusion of semantic information in an MBL model would allow semantic
similarity between exemplars to contribute to the prediction of inflectional
forms. Moreover, it has been argued that pragmatic similarity between exemplars
plays a role in inflection too (Keuleers et al., #$$?). Linguistic accounts of the
Dutch noun plural system reach an adequate description by focusing on the
rhyme of the final syllable and the noun’s stress pattern. This means that while
Dutch may contain words with more than two syllables, a model in which exemplars are compared only on the basis of their final syllable and stress pattern is
likely to provide a satisfactory account. On the other hand, it is interesting to
know if the inclusion of possibly irrelevant information can be detrimental. In
this study, we will test models in which up to four syllables are coded, both with
and without stress information.
3.2.4.2 Comparability: Features and alignment
In MBL models, inter-item comparability is based on features. Each exemplar has
a value assigned to each feature and the distance between two exemplars is defined as the sum of the distances between corresponding feature values.
Clearly, any useful comparison of the phonology of exemplars has to involve features that are coded below the level of syllables. Figure & illustrates the feature
representations that are compared in this study. The onset–nucleus–coda representation divides a syllable into three elements: the phoneme with maximal
sonority (the nucleus), the phoneme(s) preceding it (the onset), and the
phoneme(s) following it (the coda). This alignment method is commonly used in
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memory-based learning and is considered to produce a well-balanced representation. While all syllables have a nucleus, it is possible to have syllables without an
onset or a coda. However, these “empty” feature values do count in the computation of similarity, so that two syllables with no value for the onset feature are
considered fully similar with regard to that feature. It is not clear if empty fea=
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On a more practical level, we will compare the onset–nucleus–coda alignment
method with a method that deals with empty feature values in a consistent
manner. For instance, the word /aːp/ (ape), in which the first phoneme is also
the one with maximal sonority, is represented as /=/, /aː/, /p/ with onset–nucleus–coda alignment (the “=” symbol indicates that there is no value for a fea80
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ture, in this case the onset). In start–peak–end alignment, the value of the nucleus feature is also used as a virtual value for onset and coda if no real value is
available. Hence, with start–peak–end alignment, the word /aːp/ is represented
as /aː/, /aː/, /p/. A third alignment method that will be added to the comparison is an extension of start–peak–end alignment: Peak and valley alignment uses
the element with minimal sonority to divide a syllable’s onset and coda analogically to how start–peak–end divides the syllable by maximal sonority. For instance, onset–nucleus–coda alignment of the monosyllabic form /strant/ (beach)
would yield the features /str/, /a/, and /nt/. In peak and valley alignment the
onset /str/ is further decomposed into its start, sonority valley, and end, yielding
the features /s/, /t/, and /r/. Likewise the coda is split further into its start /n/,
its sonority valley /t/, and its end /t/. The final peak and valley representation of
the syllable /strant/ consists of the ? feature values /s/, /t/, /r/, /a/, /n/, /t/,
and /t/.
On top of the above methods that align phonological information within syllables, syllables must be aligned within words. Given a memory with exemplars
with varying numbers of syllables, two decisions must be made. First, a choice
must be made for word-final or word-initial alignment. Since the relevant information for Dutch noun plural inflection is mainly concentrated at the end of the
word, a word-final alignment will be used. Secondly, exemplars consisting of
fewer syllables than those required by the representation template of the model
must be padded up with values for the features of missing syllables (leftward, in
the case of word-final alignment, or rightward, for word-initial alignment). Two
padding methods will be compared here. Empty padding uses one arbitrary value
for all missing features. For comparison, we will use the delta padding method,
which uses virtual values to refer to the values of the preceding syllable (right to
left). For instance, a disyllabic onset–nucleus–coda representation would consist
of ) feature values for each of the syllables. With empty padding, the monosyllabic word /strant/ would have the feature values /=/, /=/, /=/, /str/, /a/,
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and /nt/. With delta padding, the empty slots are filled up with pointers to the
next syllable and the resulting feature values are />str/, />a/, />nt/, /str/,
/a/, and /nt/.
3.2.4.3 Similarity: Feature weights and distance metrics
Feature weights
In building an MBL model, we can, to a certain extent, exclude what we think is
irrelevant information. However, there may be degrees of relevance for the information included in the model. For example, in Dutch noun plural inflection, it is
probable that the features of the final syllable are more informative than the features of the preceding syllables. In memory-based learning, it is common to
weight features by their information gain with respect to the classification. H(C)
(Equation &) is the entropy of the set C of class labels.
n

Equation 1:

H(C) = −∑ P(c i )log 2 P(c i )
i=1

The weight for a particular feature can then be defined as in Equation #, where
Vi is the set of values for feature i, and H(C|v) the entropy of a value distribution

€

over the diﬀerent classes.
n

Equation 2:

w i = H(C) − ∑ P(v i ) × H(C | v i )
i=1

In this study, we will use the gain ratio method, which normalizes information
gain for the number of values per feature. In figure &, gain ratio feature weights

€

are shown for some of the feature alignment methods compared in this study.
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Distance metrics
We have defined the distance between two exemplars as the weighted sum of
their by-feature distances, but we have not yet defined how feature value matching is computed.
In memory-based learning, the most straightforward method of assessing similarity is by the overlap distance: Identical feature values have an overlap distance of
$, non-identical feature values have a distance of &. Equation ) gives the weighted overlap distance between two exemplars.
n

Equation 3:

Δ(X,Y ) = w i ∑δ (x i , y i )
i=1

For numeric feature values, the absolute value of the normalized diﬀerence between the values is taken.

€

A consequence of using the overlap distance metric is that exemplars that do not
overlap on any feature are at the same, maximal, distance (which is equal to the
number of features in the case of unweighted features). Another consequence is
that an exemplar may have many neighbors at the same distance. As we will see
later, this has important consequences for setting the parameters of the decision
function. A third characteristic of the overlap metric is that it does not allow for
gradient similarity between feature values. For instance, given an onset–nucleus–
coda coding of phonological information, the word B0-/ (/b/, /iː/, /k/) has the
same overlap distance (&) from both <0-/ (/p/, /iː/, /k/) and ,0-/ (/w/, /iː/,
/k/), although B0-/ and <0-/ are phonologically more similar than B0-/ and
,0-/. Therefore, MBL models are often implemented using the Modified Value
Diﬀerence Metric (MVDM) (Cost & Salzberg, &'')), which provides gradient similarity for feature values. MVDM looks at co-occurrences between feature values
and target classes. Feature values are considered similar if they have similar distributions over target classes. This is shown in Equation +, where the inter-value
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distance (to be used in Equation )) is a function of the conditional distribution
of classes given the feature values.
n

Equation 4:

δ (v1,v 2 ) = ∑ P(Ci | v1 ) − P(Ci | v 2 )
i=1

Because the MVDM metric implements gradient similarity, the number of neighbors that are at the same distance from any given exemplar decreases dramati-

€

cally relative to the overlap metric. This is an important factor when choosing
parameters of the decision function, which is the topic of the next section.
3.2.5

Decision

Once we have established which exemplars are in the model’s knowledge base,
how they are represented, and how similarity between them is computed, a final
and equally crucial question concerns the nature of the decision function, i.e.,
how a class is assigned to novel exemplars given its similarity to each exemplar
in memory.
3.2.5.1 Neighbors and distance
A problem with the nearest neighbor approach is that several exemplars may be
equally similar to a target exemplar. In that case, there may be several neighbors
at a given distance. Rather than choosing k of these neighbors randomly, we use
all neighbors at the same distance. Therefore, the parameter k should be interpreted as the number of nearest distances rather than as the number of nearest
neighbors, and, even at k=&, several neighbors may be selected for extrapolation.
The most straightforward decision method is to base the class of a new exemplar
on the class of the exemplar(s) at the nearest distance. Although quite successful
for some problems, the &-NN approach is mostly suitable for discrete classification tasks: If there is only one exemplar at the nearest distance, the method cannot provide a probabilistic output for diﬀerent target classes. Furthermore, the
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&-NN approach assumes that more distant exemplars are all equally irrelevant.
For models dealing with linguistic productivity, such an assumption may be inappropriate because it fails to account for class size (type frequency) eﬀects.
Another relevant consideration when setting a value for k is that the number of
exemplars at a given distance is highly dependent on the distance metric. Compared to the overlap metric, the MVDM metric, which computes graded similarity between feature values, lowers the probability of finding equally distant
exemplars.
3.2.5.2 Distance weighting
Distance weighting reflects the intuition that the more distant a neighbor is from
the target exemplar, the lower its influence is on the classification of that exemplar. In practice, distance weighting becomes more important with higher values
of k, as more distant exemplars may jointly influence classification. We will compare zero decay distance weighting, in which each exemplar is equally weighted,
with inverse distance decay weighting, where support of each neighbor is inversely proportional to its distance from the target exemplar.
3.2.5.3 Type merging
When the memory of an MBL model contains identical forms with the same inflectional pattern, these forms are normally counted as distinct exemplars by the
decision function. Because exemplar representations do not always correspond to
the full word (e.g., due to the limit on the number of coded syllables), the probability of having two identical forms is higher than in normal language. In some
cases, especially with low values for k, this leads to a neighborhood largely composed of identical exemplars. For this reason, we compared the eﬀect of counting
all identical forms separately to that of merging them and counting only once.
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3.2.5.4 Output
Instead of a classification, an MBL model can also give probabilities for diﬀerent
classes. As classification (except in the case of & neighbor) involves a probability
distribution for each class, a model can be read out at the pre-decision level. This
probability distribution is local, however. MBL is a non-parametric approach that
does not make assumptions about the global distribution of classes.

3.3

Results and discussion5

For each of the three tasks, we ran #) $+$ diﬀerent simulations. Each simulation
had a unique combination of values for the parameters listed in Table &. Simulations with the overlap metric were run with k=&,),*, and ?. Simulations with the
MVDM metric were run with k=&,),*,?… up to *&.
For the two pseudo-word tasks, a prediction was considered accurate if the simulation assigned a probability ≥ $.* to the answer given by the majority of human
subjects. In the lexical reconstruction task, a prediction was considered correct if
the simulation assigned a probability ≥ $.* to the lexically attested form.
In general, surprisingly good accuracy scores were observed. For comparison, the
baseline accuracy (choosing the majority form, –en) was about () % in the lexical reconstruction task, and (%.?*% and (#% in the first and second pseudo-word
tasks, respectively. In the lexical reconstruction task, the best simulation had an
accuracy of '?.%%. For the first pseudo-word task, the best simulation was &$$%
accurate. The best simulation for the second pseudo-word task scored a fairly
high %'% accuracy. For all tasks, a surprising number of outliers were observed
towards the lower end of the scale, with some simulations achieving no more

5

The data used in this study (lexicon, pseudo-word stimuli), complete results, and
analysis are available at http://www.cpl.ua.ac.be/data/
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than *$% accuracy. Figure # shows that these outliers correspond to simulations
where only one syllable was used in the exemplar representation.
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Figure 2: Box and whiskers plots comparing the accuracy distribution of one–syllable
simulations with two–, three–, and four–syllable simulations. Filled black dots indicate the
median; box height shows the interquartile range Q3–Q1; the whiskers extend to the most
extreme data point within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Points beyond the whiskers can
be considered outliers in a normal distribution and are plotted separately.

Disregarding one-syllable simulations, minimal accuracy was %).'% for the lexical reconstruction task, and ??.*% and ?).'% for the first and second pseudoword tasks, respectively. Table & gives accuracy scores on each task, with the exclusion of one-syllable simulations. Due to the large number of data points analyzed, even very small diﬀerences between tested parameter values proved to be
significant.
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Mean Accuracy (Standard Deviation)
Pseudo-word Task #
Lexical
Pseudo-word Task &
(Keuleers et al.,
Reconstruction
(Baayen et al., #$$#)
#$$?)
Number of Syllables
#
)
+
Stress
No
Yes
Final Grapheme
No
Yes
Features
Onset–Nucleus–Coda
Start–Peak–End
Peak and Valley
Padding
Empty
Delta
Distance Metric
Overlap
MVDM
Distance Weighting
Zero Decay
Inverse Distance Decay
Class Labels
Categorical
Transformation
Type merging
No
Yes

.'&+ (.$#$)
.'&+ (.$&')
.'&# (.$&') ***

.%?% (.$)))
.'&? (.$+)) ***
.'## (.$+#) ***

.%+& (.$)&)
.%+$ (.$)#)
.%)% (.$))) ***

.'&* (.$&')
.'&# (.$#$) ***

.%'% (.$+&)
.'&) (.$+() ***

.%)? (.$)#)
.%+# (.$)#) ***

.'$? (.$#&)
.'#$ (.$&*) ***

.%%+ (.$)()
.'#? (.$+&) ***

.%)% (.$)?)
.%+# (.$#() ***

.'&) (.$#$)
.'&) (.$&')
.'&* (.$&%) ***

.'$' (.$+()
.'$) (.$++) ***
.'$* (.$+#) ***

.%+) (.$)&)
.%)( (.$)?) ***
.%+$ (.$#?) ***

.'&+ (.$&')
.'&) (.$&') ***

.'$% (.$+*)
.'$+ (.$+)) ***

.%+& (.$)#)
.%)% (.$)#) ***

.'#? (.$&%)
.'&& (.$&') ***

.%?) (.$)?)
.'&& (.$+)) ***

.%++ (.$#%)
.%)' (.$))) ***

.'$% (.$#$)
.'&' (.$&() ***

.'$? (.$+#)
.'$* (.$+() ***

.%)' (.$)))
.%+$ (.$)&) ***

.'#? (.$&$)
.'$$ (.$&?) ***

.'$$ (.$++)
.'&$ (.$+)) ***

.%#& (.$)$)
.%*% (.$#&) ***

.'&) (.$&')
.'&+ (.$&') ***

.'$( (.$++)
.'$( (.$++)

.%)' (.$)#)
.%+$ (.$)#) *

Table 1: Mean accuracy and standard deviation for 17 280 simulations on three tasks.
Values correspond to the average accuracy of all simulations with the parameter value
specified in the left column. Asterisks indicate a significant difference with the first
specified value of the parameter (*** = p < .001, ** = p < .01, * = p < .05).

3.3.1

Information and representation

3.3.1.1 Number of syllables, stress, and final grapheme
As stated above, accuracy is clearly aﬀected by the number of syllables used to
represent exemplars. Even when one-syllable simulations were disregarded,
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some diﬀerences remain. In the lexical reconstruction task and in the second
pseudo-word task there is a slight decrease in accuracy with an increasing number of syllables. In the first pseudo-word task, on the other hand, an increase in
the number of coded syllables is accompanied by a marked increase in accuracy.
A possible explanation for this is that the first pseudo-word task included some
stimuli that specifically benefit from analogies with three– and four–syllable
words. Whereas no stimuli in the second pseudo-word task have more than two
syllables, about & in ) stimuli in the first pseudo-word task has three or more syllables. However, this does not fully explain why, in the lexical reconstruction
task, the same proportion of items with more than two syllables is best predicted
with a two-syllable representation of exemplars.
There is a positive eﬀect of including word stress in the two pseudo-word tasks,
whereas the eﬀect is slightly negative for lexical reconstruction. Inclusion of the
final grapheme in the representation yields a significant increase in performance
and robustness on all tasks. Since Dutch spelling is morphological, the final
grapheme can hold information about the realization of the inflected form. For
example, the form /hɔnt/ (dog) is spelled 9:81, with its final grapheme indicating that the final phoneme is voiced in the plural /hɔndə/ (spelled 9:8108).
Another advantage is that the final grapheme may result in the disambiguation
of some phonological transcriptions in CELEX, which is based on a written corpus. For instance, as most Dutch speakers do not pronounce the final n in words
such as ,-308 (car), the phonological rendering /waːɣə/ rhymes with words
such as 6-30 (saga), pronounced as /saːɣə/. While words of the ,-308 type
almost invariantly take the –s suﬃx in the plural, words of the 6-30 class do not
show a clear preference for either plural suﬃx. Although phonological transcription in CELEX does not encode a pronunciation diﬀerence in the two word classes, there may still be a significant diﬀerence in their phonetic realization
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(Ernestus & Baayen, #$$+), which could justify including the final grapheme as a
relevant disambiguating cue.
3.3.1.2 Feature representation and padding
In the lexical reconstruction task, simulations with a peak and valley representation present a slightly higher accuracy than simulations with the baseline onset–
nucleus–coda representation. In both pseudo-word tasks, the onset–nucleus–coda
representation has a higher accuracy than the other two representations. For all
tasks, the empty padding strategy obtains a slightly higher score than the delta
padding method. In practice, the average diﬀerences between simulations on
diﬀerently aligned and padded-up representations were so small that we can
conclude that the more sophisticated methods do not give an additional advantage in these tasks. All in all, MBL appears to be fairly robust in the face of small
diﬀerences in exemplar representation.
3.3.2

Distance metric, k, and distance weighting

3.3.2.1 Results with the MVDM metric
Figure ) illustrates the interaction of the k parameter and the distance weighting
function in the three tasks. The figure shows that the relation between k and accuracy is clearly non-linear. For the lexical reconstruction task, maximal accuracy
is reached with k=) and decreases thereafter. Decrease is less steep with the inverse distance decay weighting method than with the zero decay method. For both
pseudo-word tasks, there is a steady increase in accuracy as k rises to a ± * value, followed by a plateau and a slow decrease for higher values of k with zero
decay. Accuracy is maintained when the inverse distance decay method is used.
3.3.2.2 Results with the overlap metric
Simulations using the overlap metric yield a similar interaction with k. Maximal
accuracy in lexical reconstruction is reached immediately at k=& and decreases
thereafter. In the first pseudo-word task, maximal accuracy is reached a bit later,
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at k=). In the second pseudo-word task, accuracy is still rising at k=?, our final
tested value. For all three tasks, the inverse distance decay method yields higher
accuracies than the zero decay method.

Zero Decay
Inverse Distance Decay
MVDM Metric
Lexical Reconstruction

MVDM Metric
First Pseudoword Task

MVDM Metric
Second Pseudoword Task
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Figure 3: Mean accuracies for simulations by k, distance weighting method, and distance
metric.
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Although we know from experience that the MVDM metric is particularly suitable for linguistic tasks, use of the overlap metric does not seem to badly aﬀect
accuracy. The magnitude of the lexicon may have played an important role here
(see below).
Varying the k parameter has diﬀerent repercussions on accuracy in lexical reconstruction vs the two pseudo-word tasks. For lexical reconstruction, the optimal
value for k is near to one, while for the pseudo-word tasks k=& is clearly aberrant, and values from * to &* give better results. A possible explanation of this
diﬀerence is that what is tested in a pseudo-word task is the true generalization
capacity of the model. In the lexical reconstruction task, on the other hand, the
goal is to make correct predictions for exemplars that may be produced diﬀerently through pure generalization. While we should be very careful about drawing
general conclusions on the basis of this experimental evidence only, a possible
consequence of this result is that lexical reconstruction does not provide a firm
ground for stating generalizations about the nature of psycholinguistic processes.
The optimal values for k in the pure generalization tasks may also tell us something about inflectional morphology in general: The fact that a simulation with
one to three nearest neighbors fits experimental data badly may also be an indication that there is a lower bound on the class size of a productive inflectional
process.
Use of the inverse distance decay weighting method alleviates the problem of diminishing accuracy for high levels of k observed with zero decay weighting. On
one hand, the inverse distance decay method is consistent with the view that
even distant exemplars can influence the decision process. On the other hand,
zero decay weighting makes the problem more tractable and allows us to see
more easily when additional exemplars begin to have a damaging eﬀect.
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3.3.3

Class labels and type merging

In the lexical reconstruction task, simulations with categorical labels perform
better than simulations with transformation labels. In the pseudo-word tasks, on
the other hand, simulations with transformation labels perform better than simulations with categorical labels.
There is a very small positive eﬀect of type merging in the lexical reconstruction
task and in the second pseudo-word task. In the first pseudo-word task, type
merging does not have any eﬀect. A possible explanation is that this is due again
to the stimulus types used by Baayen et al. (#$$#). As type merging can only occur when a target exemplar has homophonic neighbors with the same inflectional pattern, this phenomenon is less likely to occur with a set of relatively complex stimuli.
The nature of the task is central to any classification problem. The use of categorical class labels (such as –en/–s/other) is only partially related to the inflected
forms generated by human subjects. For instance, –en can occur with or without
voicing of the final consonant, while the other label does not correspond to any
specific transformation. Although high accuracy scores in class labeling are far
from trivial, the results obtained by using more than ($ transformation labels are
certainly more impressive. They show that memory-based learning models are
able to deal with more complex issues in morphophonology. An interesting observation is that a transformation label only contains relevant information about
the target form of the pair it was derived from. For instance, the transformation
label derived from the singular–plural pair /hɔnt/–/hɔndə/ will specify one operation: Substitute the final element of the source form with /də/. This tells us that
the original plural ended in /də/ but says nothing about the original singular. In
theory, the transformation may apply to any form regardless of the phoneme it
ends in. However, the only forms for which the transformation makes sense are
source forms that end in a sonorant consonant + /t/. Applied to other source
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forms, the result is nonsensical in the context of Dutch plural inflection (e.g.,
/hɔnk/–/hɔndə/, /kast/–/kasdə/). When we inspected the results of simulations,
even average scoring ones, we found that errors in classification were the result
of one sensible transformation being selected over another sensible transformation (e.g., –s instead of –en), but not of inappropriate transformations. With a set
of over ($ transformation labels and a lexicon containing nearly #$ $$$ exemplars, this result is remarkable. It means that similarity appropriately constrains
the exemplars selected for analogy and that no further restrictions are needed.
For any target, close neighbors will always have transformation labels resulting
in a sensibly inflected form of the target.
Another noteworthy point is that categorical labels give a better accuracy in the
lexical reconstruction task while transformation labels fare better in the pseudoword tasks. Because the definition of class labels interacts with other parts of the
model, such as feature weighting and the distances obtained in the modified value metric, the source of this disjunction is hard to pinpoint. Nonetheless, the
results shown here suggest that transformation classes oﬀer an eﬀective alternative to labels based on a priori linguistic knowledge.

3.4

Conclusions

The simulations reported in this paper allowed us to take a closer look at Dutch
noun inflection from diﬀerent perspectives.
While classification accuracy was surprisingly high overall, a detailed analysis of
simulation results highlighted important diﬀerences among the three tasks. First,
the two pseudo-word tasks and the lexical reconstruction task appear to require
considerably diﬀerent configurations of model parameters to yield optimal performance. The evidence, although non-conclusive, suggests that observations
concerning the psycholinguistic processes involved in lexical reconstruction tasks
should be considered with great care. Second, the mean accuracy in the first
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pseudo-word task was about &$% higher than in the second. A possible explanation for this diﬀerence is that the experimental results for the second set of pseudo-words were obtained through an experiment that deliberately aimed to skew
the distribution of plural suﬃxes through the manipulation of word spelling.
Pseudo-words were presented auditorily but were simultaneously visually presented in a typically Dutch spelling or a typically English spelling. A third condition did not show any spelling at all. Participants used the –s suﬃx more often in
the English spelling condition than in the two other conditions, most likely
through the association of the English spelling with loan words, which have a
preference for the –s plural in Dutch. Although the results from the English
spelling condition itself are not included here, there may have been some
crossover eﬀects between conditions. If we accept that the distribution of responses may have been slightly skewed, it is a good sign that no simulation on this
task resulted in very high accuracy by chance. Third, the mean accuracy reported
here for the lexical reconstruction task was about *% higher than the accuracy in
a leave–one–out lexical reconstruction task on Dutch noun plural inflection, also
reported by Keuleers et al. (#$$?). This is surprising, because the leave–one–out
test protocol, which uses the whole lexicon minus one exemplar to predict the
class of that exemplar (repeated as many times as there are exemplars), is expected to give better results because a larger proportion of exemplar evidence is
tapped for the task. However, it should be noted that Keuleers et al. used a smaller lexicon of monomorphemic nouns ()&)* exemplars), while in the simulations
reported here the lexicon contained more than &' $$$ word forms of arbitrary
morphemic complexity.
The simulations also provided important insights into the robustness of MBL.
With the only exception of one-syllable models, changing parameter values did
not cause dramatic fluctuations in accuracy. A factor that may have contributed
to this robustness is lexicon size. In the machine language learning literature, the
impact of diﬀerent parameter values and even diﬀerent machine learning meth95
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ods is shown to decrease with an increasing size of training data (Banko & Brill,
#$$&). With more than &' $$$ exemplars, the lexicon we used was very large
compared to other tasks in similar domains. Using the same selection criteria to
create a lexicon for English past tense inflection, for instance, would result in a
lexicon of about #$$$ items. With a smaller lexicon it would be likely that some
of the minor diﬀerences we observed in this study could be substantially larger.
In computational modeling of psycholinguistic processes, it is important to know
what the results of a simulation tell us about the process we are trying to model.
This is crucially linked with how the parameters of the simulation were chosen
and how well the simulation generalizes to other data. The standard practice in
statistical or machine learning approaches to language processing is to perform a
lexical reconstruction task and systematically try out diﬀerent parameter settings. The best settings are then used on a target task and only the results of that
simulation are reported. As we have argued above, the best performing simulations on the lexical reconstruction task turn out to have suboptimal accuracy for
the pseudo-word tasks. Thus, fundamentally, the problem with this approach is
that it focuses on optimal accuracy in a domain that is not human generalization
behavior.
It is not uncommon, in computational psycholinguistics, to run simulations with
a wide range of parameter settings and report the results of the best performing
simulation as the performance of the theoretical model under consideration.
When a new task is addressed, a new set of simulations is run and, again, the
best performing one, which may have been obtained with completely diﬀerent
parameter settings, is reported. In isolation, however, such an optimal result may
be quite misleading. Reporting the best outcome only suggests that the theory
under consideration might be right, but not how hard it is to falsify it. There is
no way of knowing what other outcomes have been predicted by simulations
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with diﬀerent parameter settings, nor if the results of the best performing simulation are exceptional considering the results of the unreported simulations.
A first alternative is to consider only simulations within a limited range of parameter settings that are sensible based on expert knowledge of the task domain.
Reducing the number of outcomes, this approach increases the significance of the
best performing simulation. A drawback, of course, is that this precludes the discovery of better performing simulations with the parameter settings that were
considered insensible beforehand.
A second alternative is to summarize the results of all simulations instead of reporting only the best performing one. If the performance range is known, then
we also know how hard falsification is, and this gives an indication of the
strength of the theory under consideration. Box and whiskers plots, such as those
in Figure #, convey a great deal of information on the distribution of results (although it should be noted that the distribution of accuracies does not necessarily
reflect the distribution of outcomes). In the case presented here, we see that,
with the exception of one-syllable models, the distribution of classification accuracies indicates that a large number of simulations in fact cover a small portion
of the solution space. With knowledge of this distribution, the relevance of the
best score can be more easily understood. With regard to the box and whiskers
plots, we see that, for all tasks, the best performing simulations would not be
considered outliers in a normal distribution: Although many simulations with
diﬀerent parameter settings give worse results, the best performing simulations
are unexceptional instances of MBL as a theory of inflectional morphology.
To conclude, we argue that a good methodology for computational psycholinguistics is to explore as many simulations as possible with diﬀerent information
sources (features), instance representations, class representations, and algorithm
parameter settings, and to show transfer of good parameter settings for diﬀerent
psycholinguistic tasks. By using Dutch plural inflection as an example, we have
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shown that this approach is feasible and provides more insights both into the
task and into the potential psychological relevance of MBL models.
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4
SIMILARITY AND PRODUCTIVITY IN THE ENGLISH PAST TENSE1

This paper explores the extent to which a similarity-based framework can account
for inflectional productivity in the English past tense. It tries to answer two fundamental questions. Can a similarity-based mechanism give a unified account of
both regular and irregular productivity, and what are the essential characteristics
of such a system? We show that memory-based learning, a similarity-based approach in which novel inflected forms are produced on analogy with existing
forms, gives a theoretically plausible account of regular and irregular inflectional
productivity. Using simulation studies, we demonstrate that memory-based models adequately explain experimental results that have been used to substantiate a
dual mechanism view of inflectional productivity, in which a similarity-based system accounts for irregular productivity while regular productivity requires a symbolic system (Prasada & Pinker, 1993). The memory-based approach is then compared to minimal generalization learning, which uses similarity to build a
probabilistic rule-based inflection system (Albright & Hayes, 2003). The claim that
minimal generalization is superior to a memory-based approach is disputed on
methodological, empirical, and theoretical grounds.

Inflection is the transformation of a word form into a new word form of the same
grammatical class with minimal and predictable change in meaning. For instance, the plural of the noun B::/ is formed by adding –s to produce B::/6,
while the past tense of the verb ,-./ is formed by adding –ed to produce
,-./01. In this paper, we explore how the knowledge of existing forms influences the production of novel past tense forms in English.
We will first focus on a theoretical account of two phenomena in English past
tense inflection. The first is that of regular allomorphy. In English, a regular past

1

Manuscript submitted to Cognition as Keuleers, E. & Sandra, D. Similarity and
productivity in the English past tense.
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tense form can have one of three suﬃxes: phonologically, the past tense of ,-./
(/wɔːkt/) is formed with a /t/ suﬃx, 1-501 (/deɪtɪd/) with an /ɪd/ suﬃx, and
65-E01 (/steɪd/) with a /d/ suﬃx. A novel verb will take one of these three
suﬃxes in a manner that is predictable by phonological rules. The second phenomenon is that productivity is not restricted to regular forms, as irregular inflectional patterns can also be productive. When inflectional productivity is studied through wug testing (Berko, &'*%), a nonce verb is presented (e.g. “John likes
to 6<.783”) and the participant is cued to produce a particular inflectional contrast ( “yesterday, John —”). For target verbs such as 6<.783 that are similar to a
family of closely related irregular verbs (e.g., 6<4783–6<4;83, 6,783–6,;83,
>.783–>.;83, =.783–=.;83, 65783–65;832 …), participants are more likely to
produce the irregular past tense form 6<.;83 than the regular form 6<.78301
(Bybee & Moder, &'%)). In tasks where participants are asked to rate the likelihood of a particular past tense form for a given nonce verb, some irregular past
tense forms such as 6<.;83 are rated slightly higher than their regular counterpart 6<.78301 (Prasada & Pinker, &''); Albright & Hayes, #$$)). Although the
productivity of irregular inflectional patterns in the English past tense is very limited in general, it appears that novel forms are more likely to take an irregular
inflectional pattern if they bear more similarity to a coherent family of irregulars.
Because regular patterns are very productive while irregular patterns are only
productive in specific cases, the question arises whether both can be accounted
for by the same cognitive mechanism. In the dual mechanism view, fundamentally diﬀerent mechanisms are proposed: The production of irregular forms is similarity-based, while regular forms are produced by a symbolic system at the same
level as syntactic processes (Pinker & Prince, &'%%; Pinker, &'''; Clahsen, &''')
supposedly operate. On the opposite side, there are many models in which symbolic processing plays no role in inflectional productivity. However, as far as we
know, none of the models that have explicitly examined the inflectional productivity of the English past tense through wug testing have fully explained it in
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terms of a single mechanism. A number of connectionist models have addressed
the English past tense but have not been compared to experimental data obtained through wug tests (Plunkett & Marchman, &''&; Plunkett & Marchman,
&''); Plunkett & Juola, &'''). Eddington (#$$$) implemented AML (Skousen,
&'%') and memory-based models (Daelemans, Gillis, & Durieux, &''?) that classified novel forms as “regular”, “vowel-changing irregular”, or “other irregular”,
but did not address regular allomorphy or the actual production of past tense
forms. Albright and Hayes (#$$)) implemented a probalistic rule-based model
model and a generalized context model, both of which could produce fully specified past tense forms, but were unable to explain regular allomorphy within the
core mechanism. In this paper, we examine a number of memory-based models
that are able to produce fully specified English past tense forms and we test these
models on predicting experimentally elicited likeliness ratings for novel past
tense forms, collected by Prasada and Pinker (&'')) and Albright and Hayes
(#$$)).

4.1

A memory-based approach to inflectional productivity2

Memory-based learning (MBL) is based on the simple and intuitive principle that
the class for an exemplar in a multidimensional space can be predicted on the
basis of the classes of the exemplars at the k nearest distances from that exemplar. When k=& (also known as the &-nearest neighbor model) the class of an exemplar is determined by the exemplar that is least distant to it, or, if several exemplars are least distant, by the class of the majority of these exemplars. By

2

We will limit our discussion of memory-based learning to the material that is required
for the simulations used in this paper. Additional information on memory-based
learning methods in the domain of inflectional morphology can be found in Keuleers &
Daelemans (#$$?). General information on memory-based learning algorithms can be
found in the reference guide for the Tilburg Memory Based Learner (Daelemans,
Zavrel, van der Sloot, & van den Bosch, #$$?).
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setting k to a larger value, more distant exemplars can contribute to the classification. For instance, when k=&$, all exemplars at the &$ nearest distances to the
target exemplar are taken into account. Hence, in a memory-based learning view,
inflectional productivity is a similarity-based process, in which the past tense of a
novel verb is decided on the basis of the past tense forms of the most similar
verbs in memory.
MBL assumes that exemplars are stored in a format that makes comparisons between them possible and relevant. In other words, all exemplars need to have
values for the same features and these feature values need to be aligned. In
memory-based learning of a task like inflection, where phonology is assumed to
play an important role, exemplars are often represented using their syllables’ onset, nucleus, and coda: In each syllable the nucleus is the phoneme with maximal
sonority, the onset is the material preceding the nucleus, and the coda is the material following the nucleus. For instance, the feature values of the verb 6.00<
would be /sl/, /iː/, and /p/. The verb 0-52 which lacks an onset, would have the
feature values /–/, /iː/, and /t/. The models in this paper use an extension of
this approach. Peak-valley alignment (Keuleers & Daelemans, #$$?), illustrated
in Figure &, represents both onset and coda with three values, the middle value
being the phoneme with minimal sonority. This method accommodates the
breaks in the sonority sequence of many English syllables and, at the same time,
avoids empty feature values. For instance, in a syllable that has no material before its nucleus, the onset is not considered empty but simply identical to its nucleus. The same reasoning holds for syllables that have no material after the nucleus. A reason for using this finer-grained scheme is that it allows more detailed
comparison: Since some of the nonce verbs used in the simulation studies later
in this paper were explicitly constructed using onsets and/or codas that are not
found in English, features below this level are required. Peak-valley representation allows finer-grained comparisons and maintains the intuitive appeal of onset-nucleus-coda alignment. In the models used in this paper, we represented ex102
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emplars in terms of their final syllable. The reason for this is practical rather than
theoretical. As we will simulate experiments that used only monosyllabic items,
representing more syllables would not aﬀect the results.
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Figure 1: Peak-valley representations of the verbs sleep, eat, drink, do, and strand and gain
ratio weights for each of the representation features.

The distance between exemplars is computed using the modified value diﬀerence
metric (Cost & Salzberg, &'')). This method uses a distance matrix between the
values of each feature based on the co-occurrence of classes and feature values.
Two feature values are considered more similar if they have a similar distribution
over target classes. This can be formally determined by calculating, for each of
the two values, its probability of co-occurring with each class and subtracting the
corresponding probabilities (summing over classes). The smaller this diﬀerence
is, the more similar the two feature values are. Thus, the distance between two
feature values in the distance matrix can be expressed as in equation &, where
P(Ci|v$) and P(Ci|v%) are the conditional probabilities of the first and second
features given Class i.
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n

Equation 1:

δ (v1,v 2 ) = ∑ P(Ci | v1 ) − P(Ci | v 2 )
i=1

In conjunction with the modified value diﬀerence metric, feature weighting is
used in computing the distances between exemplars. If a feature has values that

€

correspond reliably to certain classes, then that feature can be considered to be
more informative and can be assigned a greater weight. This is captured in the
information gain measure, which, normalized for the number of feature values,
gives us the gain ratio measure in equation #.
n

H(C) − ∑ P(v i ) × H(C | v i )
Equation 2:

i=1

wi =

n

−∑ P(v i )log 2 P(v i )
i=1

Here, H(C) is the information entropy of the class labels, i.e., the overall uncertainty in predicting the target classes (see equation )). H(C|vi), with i ranging

€

over all feature values, is the uncertainty in predicting the target classes, given
the values of a feature. By subtracting the latter entropies from the former, we
can gauge the reduction in uncertainty, i.e. the information gained by knowing
the values for this feature. The denominator in equation # normalizes this
measure, such that features with diﬀerent numbers of values can be compared.
n

Equation 3:

H(C) = −∑ P(c i )log 2 P(c i )
i=1

The gain ratio weights used in the simulation studies in this paper are shown in
Figure &, for illustration.

€
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Past Tense Forms by Transformation Label (N=HLPP)
Label Examples

Type Frequency (%)

---d

move-moved, rain-rained, haggle-haggled, plunge-plunged,
solve-solved

NQK (.OMN)

---t

nick-nicked, flunk-flunked, stash-stashed, wrap-wrapped,
grasp-grasped

OLM (.LNP)

---ɪd

act-acted, secrete-secreted, applaud-applauded,
brood-brooded, gird-girded

HMM (.HNN)

--d

care-cared, sneer-sneered, oﬀer-oﬀered, temper-tempered,
fare-fared

MK (.QKP)

---

spread-spread, bust-bust, shut-shut, set-set, plead-plead

LP (.QLQ)

-əʊ-

stride-strode, drive-drove, freeze-froze, ride-rode, dive-dove

HK (.QHO)

-ɛ-t

lean-leant, feel-felt, mean-meant, keep-kept, sleep-slept

HL (.QQM)

-ʌ-

wring-wrung, dig-dug, cling-clung, strike-struck, sting-stung

HH (.QQM)

-ɛ-

eat-ate, speed-sped, meet-met, lead-led, feed-fed

HQ (.QQI)

-æ-

ring-rang, sit-sat, spit-spat, sing-sang, swim-swam

M (.QQK)

--uː

slay-slew, blow-blew, grow-grew, fly-flew, draw-drew

P (.QQN)

--t

send-sent, spend-spent, build-built, lend-lent, rend-rent

P (.QQN)

-ɒ-

forget-forgot, get-got, shine-shone, shoot-shot, tread-trod

N (.QQJ)

-ɔː-

swear-swore, bear-bore, fight-fought, tear-tore, wear-wore

N (.QQJ)

-ɪ-

hide-hid, slide-slid, chide-chid, bite-bit

J (.QQO)

aʊ--

bind-bound, wind-wound, find-found, grind-ground

J (.QQO)

æ--

drink-drank, stink-stank, sink-sank, shrink-shrank

J (.QQO)

-ɔːt

seek-sought, catch-caught, bring-brought

O (.QQL)

--ɛd

flee-fled, say-said

L (.QQL)

-eɪ-

come-came, give-gave

L (.QQL)

-əʊ-d tell-told, sell-sold

L (.QQL)

ʌ--

shrink-shrunk, slink-slunk

L (.QQL)

-ɛft

leave-left, cleave-cleft

L (.QQL)

-ʊ-

shake-shook, take-took

L (.QQL)

Past tense forms with singular transformation labels (N=HK)
hear-heard, buy-bought, know-knew, teach-taught, see-saw, lie-lay, lose-lost, stand-stood,
hold-held, go-went, will-would, be-were, be-was, do-did, think-thought, may-might,
work-wrought
Table 1: Transformation labels for English past tense inflection.
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4.1.1

Corpus material and class labels

As source material for the models implemented here, we used the CELEX lexical
database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, &''*). All monomorphemic verb
lemmas for which both the present tense form and the past tense form had a frequency of & or more were selected. This ensures that both the present and the
past tense word forms occur at least once in the &?.' million word Cobuild corpus
on which the frequencies in CELEX are based.
A relevant question in the context of exemplar-based modeling of psycholinguistic processes, is whether to consider each token in the corpus as a separate exemplar. Theoretically, there are strong arguments for the position that inflectional
productivity is not token-based. While this does not imply a type-based system,
we subscribe to the position that the strength of an exemplar in a model of
productivity relates to the frequency with which it is successfully used in generalization, rather than to its token frequency. Since low-frequency forms play a particularly important role in productivity (Bybee, &''*; Baayen, #$$&), there is no
immediate reason for storing multiple tokens of verb types. Using only verb
types, which we do here, sets the initial probability for generalization at the
same level for all verbs.
A final important consideration in a memory-based model is the class system, or,
in this case, the labels that are used to indicate the inflectional pattern of a form.
We use transformation labels (Keuleers & Daelemans, #$$?), which can be defined as a sequence of operations that describe how the base form is transformed
into the inflected form. For instance, for the pair 6.00<–6.0<5 (/sliːp/–/slɛpt/),
the transformation is defined as the replacement of the penultimate element by
/ɛ/ and the addition of /t/ at the end. When a target form is assigned this label
in the classification, it is transformed by the same operations. For instance, a
model can assign the above transformation label to the target form 6<00< (/
spiːp/) on the basis of its similarity with forms such as 6.00<, ,00<, and /00<.
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The specified transformation would then produce the form 6<0<5 (/spɛpt/). The
algorithm used to compute the transformation labels (Ratcliﬀ & Metzener, &'%%)
is similar to methods that are used to compute edit distances, whose aim is to
find the minimal sequence of operations by which one string can be transformed
into another (see, for instance, Kruskal, &'%)), although the restriction that it
should be the minimal sequence is not guaranteed here. Using transformation
classes instead of predefined classes based on descriptive linguistic knowledge
has three advantages. First, the method is independent of linguistic intuitions
about the problem. Second, output forms are fully specified, so that the class of
the produced form can always fully be matched to forms produced or rated by
participants. Finally, there are no restrictions on the contents of the source form.
Table & shows the inflectional patterns found by this method together with their
type frequency. For ease of presentation, we do not show the sequence of operations in a transformation but only the result of the operations with respect to a
sequence of three dashes. For instance, the first transformation adds /d/ to the
sequence, while the fourth replaces the last element in the sequence by /d/. On
the basis of this table, four inflectional patterns can be considered regular. In order of (type) frequency, they are /d/ suﬃxation as in @:G0–@:G01 (/muːv/–
/muːvd/), /t/ suﬃxation as in 87=/–87=/01 (/nɪk/–/nɪkt/), /ɪd/ suﬃxation as in
-=5–-=501 (/ækt/–/æktɪd/), and replacement of the final phoneme by /d/ as in
=-40–=-401 (/kɛə*/–/kɛəd/). This final (regular) transformation occurs in forms
where a linking r is possible, which is indicated in the phonological transcriptions of the stem in CELEX. While this transformation could in principle be
grouped with the /d/ suﬃx, we feel that this complexity adds to the realism of
the classification task. In irregular inflection, the most frequent patterns are “no
change” as in 6<40-1–6<40-1, replacement of the antepenultimate and penultimate phoneme by /əʊ/ as in 147G0–14:G0 (/draɪv/–/drəʊv/), replacement of the
penultimate phoneme by /ɛ/ combined with /t/ suﬃxation as in 6.00<–6.0<5
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(/sliːp/–/slɛpt/), and replacement of the penultimate phoneme by /ʌ/ as in
65783–65;83 (/stɪŋ/–/stʌŋ/).
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Figure 2: Productivity profiles for four nonce verbs over the full lexicon. Solid lines
represent regular inflectional patterns, dotted lines represent irregular inflectional patterns.

In Figure #, productivity profiles for a number of nonce verbs are shown. The
profile for the nonce verb 6<.783 illustrates quite clearly that the exemplars in its
direct neighborhood oﬀer support for the irregular past tense forms 6<.;83
(/splʌŋ/) and 6<.-83 (/splæŋ/), and for the regular past tense form 6<.78301
(/splɪŋd/), and that these forms are in competition. What is also quite clear is
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that there is no support in the direct neighborhood for the alternative regular
patterns /splɪŋt/ and /splɪŋɪd/. The profiles for the nonce verbs =.001, <.-40,
and <.7< show a similar pattern with regard to the regular past tense forms. The
expected regular past tense forms /kliːdɪd/, /plɛəd/, and /plɪpt/ are always supported by exemplars in the direct neighborhood, while support for the alternative regular transformations starts only later. This suggests that, given a strategy
that takes distance into account, a similarity-based system may account quite
well for this complementary distribution of the regular allomorphs. For instance,
a classification decision based on the nearest neighbor with a regular inflectional
pattern would yield an appropriate regular past tense form in most cases. It is
likely that such a system would perform equivalently to a rule-based system that
takes into account the phonological characteristics of the final syllable for determining the appropriate regular allomorph.
Figure # also illustrates how the eﬀect of type frequency — the number of verbs
with a particular inflectional pattern — becomes more important as more exemplars are taken into account. As k increases, the support for an inflectional pattern becomes less dependent on similarity (distant exemplars are by definition
less similar in form) and more dependent on its type frequency, until, finally, at
maximal k, support is fully frequency-based. At maximal k the support for diﬀerent inflectional patterns is exclusively based on their relative frequency in the
lexicon and is therefore equal for each target form. This dominance of type frequency when the whole lexicon is visualized is also the reason why the support
axis uses log values. Otherwise, patterns with low type frequency would not be
discernable.
In Figure ), we zoom in on a small part (k≤#$) of the productivity profiles of the
same four nonce verbs. In these plots, the supporting exemplars for the diﬀerent
inflectional patterns are explicitly shown. For the nonce verb 6<.783 there is a
large initial support for the irregular past tense forms 6<.;83, on analogy with
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similar exemplars in which the penultimate phoneme is changed to /ʌ/ (6<4783,
>.783, =.783, 6,783, 65783, …), and 6<.-83, on analogy with similar exemplars
in which the same shift occurs to /æ/ (6<4783, 4783, 6783, 6,7@).
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Figure 3: Productivity profiles for four nonce verbs for k≤20. Solid lines represent regular
inflectional patterns, dotted lines represent irregular inflectional patterns.

Similarity with the verb B4783–B4:;395 gives some isolated support for the form
6<.:;395. As k rises, support for the irregular inflectional patterns diminishes
and support for the form 6<.78301 (/splɪŋd/) rises on analogy with forms using
/d/ suﬃxation (=.-83, 5,-83, 9-83, B;83, 594:83, B-83, …). After that, the
regular pattern becomes dominant very quickly, as can be seen in Figure #. The
nonce verb =.001 has a similar profile, with initial support for the past tense
form =.01 on analogy with verbs in which the penultimate phoneme changes to
/ɛ/ (.0-1, <.0-1, B.001, 6<001, 40-12 …). However, there is immediate competi-
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tion from exemplars supporting the regular past tense form =.00101 (/klɪːdɪd/),
which quickly gains ground. For the nonce verb <.-40, there is very limited support for the irregular past tense form <.:40, on analogy with the verbs 6,0-4,
50-4, ,0-4, and B0-4, while the regular form /plɛəd/ is well supported. Finally,
for the nonce verb <.7<, due to the strong coherence of highly similar verbs with
/t/ suﬃxation there is no support for any form other than <.7<<01 (/plɪpt/).
4.1.2

Decision strategies

Now that we have illustrated how support for diﬀerent inflectional patterns
evolves with the distance across which exemplars are considered, we can explore
the diﬀerent decision strategies that may be used to assign probabilities to diﬀerent past tense forms. Two possible strategies will be discussed: one using only a
subset of exemplars based on their similarity, and one using a decay function
with a limited subset or with the full lexicon.
4.1.2.1 K-nn
A desirable characteristic of a memory-based system describing inflectional
productivity is the ability to account for regular allomorphy. Any good system of
past tense productivity must be able to generate a past tense form with the appropriate regular inflectional pattern. Earlier, we suggested that the simplest solution for this would be to take the inflectional pattern of the nearest regular
neighbor. At the other extreme, we should consider how many exemplars can be
taken into account before the classification decision gives support for an incorrect regular allomorph. The plots in Figure # suggest that exemplars supporting the appropriate pattern occur in a very tight distribution until they are exhausted. In other words, the appropriate pattern will quickly gain high support
and keep it until the exemplars supporting that pattern are nearly exhausted.
From this point on, support for the pattern will decrease monotonically, and support for the other regular patterns, which was minimal before, will increase. An
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appropriate model would therefore only consider exemplars at distances before
this point. In the lexicon we used, the smallest regular class is the one in which
the final phoneme is changed to /d/. The '? verbs in this class are almost exclusively exemplars with a possible linking r. On this basis, an appropriate model
would take less than &$$ exemplars into account.
To constrain this range further, we can look at what a system should be capable
of with regard to the productivity of irregular patterns. Two important observations can be made here. The first is that for nonce verbs that are very similar to a
coherent cluster of past tense forms, for instance (e.g., 6<.783) participants
sometimes volunteer irregular past tense forms. The second observation is that
average likeliness judgments for irregular forms like 6<.;83 are slightly higher
than for the corresponding regular form. This forces us to select a value for k at
which the past tense form 6<.;83 has more support than 6<.78301. In Figure ),
we see that this implies a value below #$. While this reasoning is only based on
data for one nonce verb, the simulations presented later will show that the performance of a memory-based model on simulating graded judgments quickly declines at higher values for k.
Finally, to obtain gradient ratings for inflectional patterns a suﬃciently high value of k must be selected. Figure # shows that in most cases there is competition
at k>*, although for some forms (e.g., <.7<) there is still no competition at k=#$.
4.1.2.2 Decay
As we have seen above, a strategy limiting the number of exemplars that are taken into account implies that only a very small part of the lexicon is used in classification. That part will be diﬀerent for each target form, as it is defined by the
similarity between the target and the stored exemplars. Another strategy is to
take many exemplars into consideration but give decreasing weight to exemplars
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as their distance from the target form increases. Two decay functions that have
been proposed for memory-based models will be discussed here.
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Figure 4: Exponential and inverse distance decay functions. The alternating line shows
inverse distance decay. The full lines show exponential decay with a=.25 and different
values of b. The dotted lines show exponential decay with b=1 and different values of a.

Inverse distance decay (Dudani, &'?() weights each exemplar by the inverse of
its distance to the target form. As can be seen from the alternating line in Figure
+, this method gives a very high weight to near exemplars, while more distant
exemplars have relatively equal low weights. In a study of productivity in Dutch
noun plural inflection this decay function was found to be eﬀective, but still
showed a slow decrease in accuracy as more items were taken into account
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(Keuleers & Daelemans, #$$?). Figure * shows the productivity profile for the
nonce verb 6<.783 using inverse distance decay. The probability for the diﬀerent
past tense forms when all exemplars in the lexicon are taken into account can be
seen at the right end of the graph. Two observations can be made here. First, the
probability for the irregular form 6<.;83 is lower than for the appropriate regular transformation, which is at odds with some empirical data. Second, even inappropriate regular allomorphs get higher support than 6<.;83, suggesting that
a strategy using inverse distance decay over the entire lexicon may be too sensitive to type frequency.
The exponential decay function is used in a wide range of areas. In the psychological categorization literature it is best known for its use in the generalized
context model (Nosofsky, &'%%). As can be seen in equation +, the formula has
two parameters.

Equation 4:

b

w i = e−a×d i

The formula can be understood as computing the weight of an exemplar according to a rate of decay a over distance d. Figure + shows that higher values of a

€

give faster decay of exemplar weights. The parameter b scales the distances according to a power function, such that two successive short distances are closer
to each other than two successive long distances. It follows that the higher the
value of b, the more rapid the transition between exemplars with a high vote and
exemplars with a low vote (see Figure +). Another way of putting this is that the
higher the value of b, the more the use of exponential decay resembles a strategy
of limiting the exemplars under consideration. It is useful to note here that a
memory-based model using exponential decay with the full set of exemplars
(maximal k) is equivalent to a generalized context model. In Figure *, productivity profiles for memory-based models with exponential decay and a=+ and b=#
are shown. Contrary to inverse distance decay, exponential decay limits the maxi-
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mal vote for an exemplar to &. It is also clear that exponential decay is less sensitive to type frequency eﬀects than inverse distance decay. While support for the
irregular form 6<.;83 is still lower than that for the appropriate regular form
6<.78301, support for inappropriate regular allomorphs is much lower than with
inverse distance decayW
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Figure 5: Productivity profiles for two nonce verbs, over the full lexicon, with exponential
and inverse distance decay. Solid lines represent regular inflectional patterns, dotted lines
represent irregular inflectional patterns.
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4.2

Inflectional productivity and symbolic rules

Now that the memory-based model has been formally defined and possible
strategies have been discussed to produce probabilities for diﬀerent past tense
forms of novel verbs, we can compare the model to other theoretical accounts on
the basis of their success in accounting for experimental data. Two theoretical accounts that argue against the claim that inflectional productivity can be explained in a memory-based model will be considered. First, we will look at the
dual mechanism account (Pinker & Prince, &'%%; Prasada & Pinker, &''); Pinker
& Prince, &''+; Pinker, &'''), which claims that only irregular productivity can
be explained by a similarity-based model. Then we will look at the minimal generalization account (Albright & Hayes, #$$#; Albright & Hayes, #$$)), a rulebased system in which inflectional productivity is considered to be similaritybased, but which claims that models that work by analogy, such as memorybased models, cannot fully capture inflectional productivity.
Dual mechanism theory holds that the inflectional productivity of the English
past tense constitutes evidence for the hypothesis that symbolic processes are
pervasive in language. In this view, regular English past tense forms are
produced by a rule that operates over a symbol V, representing any verb, and
concatenates the regular suﬃx to this symbol. The problem of choosing the appropriate regular allomorph is not considered to be part of the inflectional
process, but is seen as phonological assimilation. Essentially, the dual mechanism
account defends the view that language processes, including inflectional
morphology, are symbolic but that similarity-based productivity can still occur,
for instance when a transition is made from one regular symbolic system to
another. In the case of the English past tense, the historical transition was from a
system that was largely based on vowel change, more specifically ablaut, to one
based on suﬃxation, leaving only a relatively small set of irregular relics. Irregular inflection in modern English is thus not considered to be symbolic. A reason
might be that there is not enough lexical data to analyze it as a symbolic process,
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but more importantly, most dual mechanism theorists agree that there can only
be one default symbolic process for each inflectional contrast. However, there
may be non-symbolic processes in addition to the default process. Irregulars can
remain in the language, either because of their high frequency, as is the case with
suppletive verbs such as 3:–,085 and B0–,-6, or because they belong to a coherent cluster resisting regularization. These irregular verbs can then influence
productivity for novel forms on the basis of similarity. Whereas the dual mechanism model accepts the involvement of similarity in the domain of irregulars, it
radically rejects the concept in its account of regular forms. The idea that a symbolic process, rather than similarity, is required to account for the inflectional
productivity of regular verbs rests largely on two arguments.
The first argument is that, in certain conditions, an existing base form can take a
regular inflectional pattern even if its phonology suggests an irregular form such
as, but not limited to, when the base form is a name or a borrowing (Marcus,
Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, &''*; Pinker, &''').
The second argument is that a similarity-based process cannot account for experimentally collected ratings of regularly inflected forms of nonce verbs. Under the
dual mechanism account, likeliness ratings for irregular past tense forms should
be influenced by the similarity of the nonce verbs to existing irregular forms. For
example, when participants are presented with the sentences “Today, John
6<.7836X and “Yesterday, John 6<.;83X and are then asked to rate the likeliness of
the past tense, they will give it a high rating on the basis of similar sounding
verbs forming with the same inflectional pattern such as 6<4783, ,4783, =.783,
and 6,783. Ratings for regular past tense forms, which are assumed to be
produced by a symbolic process, should not be influenced by existing regular
forms. For example, given the pair <.7<–<.7<<01, which resembles a number of
regular forms such as 67<2 547<2 >.7<2 and =97<, the rating for the past tense form
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should not be higher than for the pair >47.3–>47.301, which does not bear a
close resemblance to any existing verb.
Prasada and Pinker (&'')) carried out two rating experiments in which the distance to existing forms was explicitly manipulated. The results of these experiments were interpreted as supporting the dual mechanism model: Ratings for irregular forms were contingent on the measures of similarity used by Prasada and
Pinker while ratings for regular forms were not. We will re-evaluate the results of
these experiments and present simulations showing that the data can fully be accounted for by a memory-based model.
4.2.1

Simulation of the Prasada and Pinker data using memory-based learning

4.2.1.1 Experiment design and predictions of the dual mechanism theory
In order to test the hypothesis that a likeliness rating for the past tense form of a
nonce verb is aﬀected by its distance to existing irregulars, but not by its distance
to regulars, Prasada and Pinker (&'')) created six groups of ten monosyllabic
nonce verbs according to their similarity (prototypical, intermediate, or distant)
to two types of existing verb (regular, irregular). For instance, the prototypical irregular nonce verb 6<.783 was constructed on the template of a family of irregular verbs (6,783, >.783, =.783, ,4783, ...) for which a vowel change to /ʌ/ occurs in the past tense. Intermediate irregular nonce verbs (e.g., >4783) were
constructed by a further modification of this template. Distant irregular verbs
(e.g., 5476<) were constructed by making even further changes to the template.
Regular nonce verbs were constructed on the same principle, but because regular
verbs cover a more heterogeneous phonological domain, the construction of distant regular nonce verbs, for which the criterion was to have very little resemblance to existing regular verbs, resulted in some awkward forms such as >47.3
and <.:-@<9. Prasada and Pinker therefore suggested that participants might be
tempted to give lower likeliness ratings for past tenses of distant regular verbs on
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the basis of their ill-formedness rather than of their likeliness as a past tense
form. To control for this possible bias, they asked participants to rate the
well-formedness of the uninflected nonce verbs themselves. Their analyses
showed that when well-formedness was controlled for, there was no eﬀect of distance from existing regular verbs on ratings for regular past tense forms, while
there was an eﬀect of distance from existing irregular verbs on ratings for novel
irregular past tense forms. On the basis of these results, they concluded that the
results could not be explained by a similarity-based system. However, this claim
is hypothetical as long as the results are not compared to the results of a computational implementation. Moreover, there are conceptual problems with explaining these results within a dual mechanism framework as Prasada and Pinker’s
analysis did show an eﬀect of distance from existing irregular verbs on ratings
for regular verbs. The authors suggested that this eﬀect could have been due to
partial blocking. In the dual mechanism model, a form is first evaluated by the
similarity-based system, which, if it provides an inflected form, blocks the output
of the default symbolic mechanism. Partial blocking takes a probabilistic rather
than discrete view of this process: Eﬀects of similarity to existing irregulars on
ratings for novel regular past tense forms are explained by assuming that irregular past tense formation partially blocks the output of the symbolic system. This
account predicts a relationship between the ratings for regular and for irregular
past tense forms: The higher the rating for the irregular form, the lower the rating for the regular form. Ratings for irregular and regular past tense forms of the
same nonce verbs indeed showed a significant correlation (r=.+$). Although this
tells us that ratings for regular and irregular past tense forms of the same verb
are indeed related, the question remains whether this is due to partial blocking.
In a memory-based model, support for any past tense form is dependent on the
support for competing forms. Hence, Prasada and Pinker’s results do not oﬀer
compelling evidence for a dual mechanism account, even though they were interpreted as such. Partial blocking is a rather elaborate explanation for a phe119
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nomenon that can be explained as a natural property of a single mechanism
system.
4.2.1.2 Simulation results
In this section we report the results of a range of simulations of the Prasada and
Pinker data, using memory-based models with k’s ranging from & (the nearest
neighbor model) to n (a model using all the exemplars in the lexicon), combined
with diﬀerent functions governing the decay of exemplar weights over distance.
This allows us to investigate the arguments developed above about the kinds of
parameter that memory-based models need in order to characterize inflectional
productivity. The results are graphically summarized in Figure (. The top panel
shows the correlations between the memory-based model and the participant
data over the range of values for k without using a decay function. The pattern
that emerges is that a nearest neighbor model (k=&) does not fit the data very
well, but that there is a rapid increase in fit as k rises: Models fit best for values
of k from * up to &*, and after this there is a steady decline. These values correspond closely to the range of values that we predicted would be optimal using a
fixed k strategy. Simulations of experiments in which partipipants were asked to
produce noun plural forms for pseudo-words in Dutch also performed very well
in this range (Keuleers et al., #$$?; Keuleers & Daelemans, #$$?). The middle
panel of Figure ( shows the results for models using inverse distance decay. The
initial trend is the same as when no decay is used, but due to the smaller weight
of more distant exemplars the decline in performance is less dramatic with higher k’s. The bottom panel in Figure ( shows goodness of fit for models using exponential decay with the parameters a=+ and b=#. As with inverse distance decay,
the decline in performance is less dramatic, but better results are achieved for
higher values of k. Finally, Figure ? illustrates the eﬀect of varying the parameter
a in an exponential decay model for simulations with maximal k and values &, #,
and ) for the parameter b. Choosing a value for a that is too low (slow decay)
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results in a suboptimal overall fit. A higher value for b can attenuate this somewhat, but for higher values of a the parameter b seems to be less important. This
suggests that a memory-based model with exponential decay can be appropriately parameterized to withstand interference of distant exemplars or, in other
words, be made resistant to type frequency.
An interesting aspect of this simulation study is that, almost invariably, ratings
for regular forms are better predicted than ratings for irregular forms. This is the
opposite of what the dual mechanism account predicts: Only ratings for irregular
forms should be predictable from their similarity to existing forms. Accordingly, a
memory-based model should not be able to oﬀer a better account of ratings for
regular forms than for irregular forms. However, the result makes sense when we
look at the variance in ratings. Figure % shows box-percentile plots of ratings for
regular and irregular forms, and compares participants to a model without decay
taking into account the exemplars at the ? nearest distances (Zero Decay k?).
The plots show that participants have a much higher variation in their appreciation of irregular forms with regular neighbors than the model does. The model
hardly finds analogical support for these irregular forms and gives them a
uniformly low rating. The variability in the participants’ ratings may be attributed to their uncertainty in rating irregular forms for which no analogical basis is
found. For regular forms, however, models generate more variable ratings, since
there is always support for the appropriate regular pattern and there is almost always competition from other regular or irregular patterns.
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Figure 6: Relation between k, decay function, and goodness of fit for memory-based
models on experimental data from Prasada & Pinker (1993). The horizontal axis is
logarithmic.
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Figure 7: Relation between goodness of fit and parameters a and b for memory-based
models with exponential decay and maximal k on experimental data from Prasada & Pinker
(1993).
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These results show that a memory-based model can give a good characterization
of inflectional productivity, as assessed through likeliness ratings on past tense
forms of nonce verbs. Since likeliness ratings for both regular and irregular past
tense forms are well predicted by a memory-based model, this study contradicts
a crucial prediction of the dual mechanism view of inflectional productivity, i.e.,
that similarity only plays a role for irregular forms. We saw that models without
a decay function arrive at good predictions when they take a very limited part of
the lexicon into account. When using exponential and inverse distance decay
functions, a memory-based model can base its decision on a large number of exemplars or even on the full lexicon. Whereas inverse distance decay results in a
degradation of performance as more of the lexicon is considered, using exponential decay oﬀers good performance with the full lexicon. As we noted earlier,
such a model is equivalent to the generalized context model.
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Figure 8: Box-percentile plots showings likeliness ratings on stimuli from Prasada and
Pinker (1993) by participants and by an MBL model with no decay and k=7. Participant
likeliness ratings were controlled for phonological well-formedness; model ratings were
linearly scaled to participant ratings.
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But what about the finding in the original study that, after controlling for phonological well-formedness, no eﬀect of distance from existing regular verbs was
found on ratings for regular past tense forms, whereas an eﬀect of distance from
existing irregular verbs was found on ratings for irregular past tense forms? Using the data presented in the appendix to Prasada and Pinker’s paper, we repeated the analysis with the Zero Decay k? model and found the same pattern. After
controlling for phonological well-formedness, the model’s support for regular
past tense forms was not dependent on the distance from existing regular verbs,
F(#,#()=$.(%, p=$.*&, whereas the model’s support for irregular past tense
forms was dependent on the distance from existing irregular verbs,
F(#,#()=+.%#, p=$.$#. Of course, there is no conceptual reason why the model
would be aﬀected by well-formedness, and one might object to taking up the covariant in the analysis of the model’s results. However, even without
well-formedness as a covariant, the pattern of results remains the same for ratings of regular past tense forms, F(#,#?)=&.%*, p=$.&%, and of irregular past
tense forms, F(#,#?)=+.+#, p=$.$#.
A more powerful analysis of the results is given in Table #, where the eﬀects of
Regularity (regular vs irregular past tense forms) and Neighborhood (regular vs
irregular verbs) are analyzed separately for each group of stimuli at the three
distances. Rather than testing the dual mechanism account, this analysis tests the
prediction that a memory-based model behaves similarly to participants for the
items in each of these sets. It also accounts for the fact that the same stimuli
were used in regular and irregular past tense form and mirrors the analysis of
data by Albright and Hayes (#$$)) later in this paper. The results show that, in
every case, the memory-based model explains the main eﬀects of Regularity and
Neighborhood found for participants and the interaction between Regularity and
Neighborhood for items in the prototypical and intermediate group, respectively.
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The only eﬀect that is not explained is the interaction for the items in the distant
group, where participants show a small eﬀect while the model does not.
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F
Square (&,&%)
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F
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Table 2: Analysis of variance of participant and model ratings on data from Prasada &
Pinker (1993, experiments 2 and 3). The effect of Neighborhood was measured with items
as residuals; Regularity and the Neighborhood:Regularity interaction were measured
against the Item:Regularity interaction.

4.3

Rules or analogy?

So far, the memory-based view appears to give a consistent explanation for the
productivity of the English past tense. We will now turn our attention to the
claim made by Albright and Hayes (#$$)) that although inflectional productivity
is fundamentally similarity-based, it requires a form of similarity that can only be
captured in a rule-based system such as minimal generalization learning (MGL).
In this section, we will give a short overview of MGL. Full details of the implementation can be found in Albright and Hayes (#$$#; #$$)). Later in this paper,
we will also give a critical theoretical analysis of MGL.
A rule in MGL gives the probability (termed reliability by Albright & Hayes) that
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an inflectional pattern p occurs in a particular context c. Because this probability
is calculated on the basis of lexical items (exemplars), it can be formally expressed as the number of lexical items with pattern p covered by context c divided by the total number of items covered by context c.
Contexts are built up by pairwise comparisons of verbs with the same inflectional
pattern. For instance, comparing the verbs 6<4783–6<4;83 and 6,783–6,;83
leads to the context /s__ŋ/, which refers to all verbs beginning in /s/ and ending
in /ŋ/. A rule system in MGL is built up by sequentially presenting verbs to the
system and comparing them to previously evaluated verbs with the same inflectional pattern (termed structural change by Albright and Hayes). For each pair,
the minimal context covering both forms is computed by looking for shared material on both sides of the structural change. In case a rule with the minimal context covering both forms does not exist in the system, it is created. However, if
one or more rules with the context do exist, the reliability of each of the rules
must be adjusted to account for the new verb. The reliability of a rule predicting
the inflectional pattern of the novel verb will go up, while the reliability of rules
predicting other inflectional patterns in that context will go down. When all
verbs have been evaluated, the minimal generalization learner is ready to judge
new material. When it is presented with a target form, it selects all the rules with
a context matching the target form. The target form then takes the inflectional
pattern of the rule with the highest probability. MGL can also give probabilistic
output by selecting the matching rules with the highest probability for each inflectional pattern. It is interesting to note that in addition to rules with a minimal
context, very general rules are created as well. For instance, the verbs 6.7<–
6.7<<01 (/slɪp/–/slɪpt/) and ,-./–,-./01 (/wɔːk/–/wɔːkt/) have no shared material except for the structural change +/t/. Therefore, a rule will be created
stating that in a context matching any verb, the structural change +/t/ applies
with a probability that is equal to the type frequency of that inflectional pattern.
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Finally, it should be noted that while the examples above use phonetic characters
as feature values, MGL can also make use of distinctive features.
Two important adjustments are made to the basic MGL framework. First, the reliability of a rule is adjusted to the lower limit of its confidence interval, such that
rules that cover fewer exemplars receive a large downward adjustment. This adjustment is necessary because minimal generalization creates many rules with a
very limited context and maximal reliability. This results in maximal support for
unlikely irregularizations and very little diﬀerentiation in reliability for target
items as most items will be most reliably matched by these narrow rules. When
the reliability of rules is adjusted for their scope, MGL will almost invariably select a rule with more generality. Second, since the rules with the highest probability do not reliably assign the appropriate regular allomorph, regular patterns
are grouped together and novel inflected forms have to be post-processed by a
separate mechanism to output the appropriate regular allomorph.
Albright and Hayes argue that there is a fundamental diﬀerence between their
model and models that are based on analogy, such as MBL. Their argument is
that in analogical models the support for a particular past tense form is based on
a heterogeneous set of exemplars. In other words, except for similarity, there is
no constraint on how exemplars can match the target forms. In MGL, on the other hand, the rule context is a structural description of which forms may match. In
Albright and Hayes’ view, structured similarity allows MGL to discover islands of
reliability (IORs): contexts in which there is an unusually high support for a particular inflectional pattern. For instance, in the context /s__ŋ/, which matches the
group of irregular verbs like 6,783–6,;83, the structural change /ɪ/–/ʌ/ is exceptionally reliable. Analogical models, which do not use such structural descriptions, would be unable to identify these islands.
To test their hypothesis, Albright and Hayes set up a rating experiment similar to
that of Prasada and Pinker (&'')). Four groups of nonce verbs were created. Ac128
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cording to how the MGL rated their diﬀerent past tense forms, items would belong to an IOR for regular inflection, an IOR for irregular inflection, an IOR for
both regular and irregular inflection, or no IOR. In addition to these four groups
a group of single-form analogies and a group of burnt-type irregulars were tested. Single-form analogies — nonce verbs similar to only a single irregular —
were included to demonstrate a supposed weakness of analogical models: giving
high ratings to a past tense form on analogy with only a single form. Burnt-type
irregulars — nonce verbs similar to some verbs ending in /l/ or /n/, and taking a
/t/ rather than /d/ suﬃx in the past tense — were used to test if this inflectional
pattern, which appears to be productive in some dialects, would also be productive for nonce verbs.
Albright and Hayes (#$$)) implemented the generalized context model (GCM)
as an instance of an analogical model. As we have seen above, the GCM is a
memory-based model with exponential decay over the full set of exemplars. This
GCM implementation diﬀers somewhat from the models we implemented with
respect to the computation of similarity between exemplars. Our models have a
feature-based similarity metric, whereas Albright and Hayes used an approach
based on counting mismatches between two forms whose phonological structures have been optimally aligned using a cost function. We will first discuss the
results of Albright and Hayes’ comparison of MGL and their version of the GCM
and then compare these models to our implementations.
Albright and Hayes’ (#$$)) study of English past tense inflection led to three important conclusions. First, the results of the experiment showed that participants
rated past tense forms higher when they fell in an IOR. Second, with both MGL
and GCM, high correlations were obtained between the simulation results and
the ratings of regular as well as irregular past tense forms, contradicting the dual
mechanism view. Third, correlations were higher for MGL than for the GCM.
More specifically, MGL scored better on predicting ratings for past tense forms in
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IORs than the GCM, especially for regulars. In sum, the results supported a similarity-based account of inflectional productivity. At the same time they suggested
that similarity is better captured in a rule-based model than in a memory-based
approach.
In the next three sections we will critically review the results obtained by
Albright and Hayes. First, we will raise some methodological concerns. Then we
will show that simulations with memory-based models can outperform MGL. Finally, we will show that there are some problems with the maximal reliability
strategy and we will demonstrate that MGL can readily be implemented as an
analogical model.
4.3.1

Methodological concerns

In this section we will address some methodological concerns with the Albright
and Hayes study. While correlations with experimental data were higher for MGL
than for the GCM, there are some problems with other arguments in support of
MGL, resulting from what was probably an oversight in scaling the output of
both models (ranging from $ to &) to the participant ratings (ranging from & to
?). In Figure ', which plots the original ratings against the scaled ratings, it can
be seen that diﬀerent scaling operations were performed for regular and irregular ratings3. It is clear that in the scaling for MGL, the slopes and intercepts for
regular and irregular ratings diﬀer more from each other than for the GCM. For
MGL, ratings for irregular forms (left cluster of circles) are compressed into a
much smaller range. They span more than %$% of the original range, but less
than *$ % of the scaled range. In contrast, ratings for regular forms (right cluster
of circles) are dramatically expanded in range. Spanning about #$% of the origi-

3

In tracing the origin of this error, we found that ratings for regulars and irregulars were
also separately adjusted for phonological well-formedness. In the results presented
here, a single linear scaling operation is used.
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nal range, they occupy more than ?*% of the scaled range. For the GCM, the opposite occurs, although less dramatically: Ratings for irregular forms are expanded in range, while ratings for regular forms are compressed. A consequence of
this operation is that the classification of some nonce verbs changes. For instance, for the pseudo-verb 6<.783, MGL gives a rating of $.') and $.%% to
6<.78301 and 6<.;832 respectively, while the scaled ratings are *.&+ and *.&'. Because these disjunct scaling operations can in no way be related to characteristics
of the models, the conclusions based on these scaled ratings should be interpreted with caution, and, if possible, re-examined. Unfortunately, two important conclusions in the original study are based on these scaled ratings. The first is that
the GCM is unable to identify IORs for regular forms. Related to this, the second
conclusion is that the GCM underestimates ratings for regular forms in an IOR
for regular inflection, whereas MGL does not.
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Figure 9: Scatterplot showing different linear operations for regulars and irregulars in the
scaling of model ratings to participant data. For each model the regulars are situated on the
rightmost curve.

The box-percentile plots in Figure &$ illustrate the diﬀerences between model
ratings and participant ratings using a disjunct and a non-disjunct scaling proce131
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dure. MGL’s advantage on rating regular past tense forms in IORs for regulars,
which was important evidence in Albright and Hayes’ argumentation, disappears.
This is not because the GCM does any better, but because MGL now also underestimates the ratings of these forms. Contrary to the analysis made by Albright
and Hayes, in which both models appear to be very diﬀerent, we see that they
give very similar overall results, although MGL appears to be better at predicting
ratings for irregulars in an IOR for irregular inflection.
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participant ratings using the disjunct scaling procedure (Original) used by Albright & Hayes
(2003) and the normal scaling procedure (Adjusted). Panels on the left show rating
differences for regular nonce verbs, panels on the right show rating differences for irregular
nonce verbs.

4.3.2

Simulations

The memory-based models that were used for the simulations of Prasada and
Pinker’s experiments (&'')) were also used on the Albright and Hayes data. Figure && summarizes model fits over the tested values of k, while Figure &# illus-
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trates the impact of the two parameters of the exponential decay function. In
general, the results match those found for the Prasada and Pinker data.
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Figure 11: Relation between k, decay function, and goodness of fit for memory-based
models on experimental data from Albright & Hayes (2003). The horizontal axis is
logarithmic.
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With all decay methods, R2 improves very rapidly over k, from below $.+ at k=&
to over $.( at k=%. Using zero decay, there is a marked decrease in fit as k increases from that point. Using distance decay, this decrease is less noticeable. As
with the Prasada and Pinker data, likeliness ratings for regular past tense forms
are generally better predicted than likeliness ratings for irregular past tense
forms, regardless of how much of the lexicon is taken into account. Interestingly,
with zero decay and relatively high values of k (≥ &$$), the fit for regular ratings
drops dramatically. This phenomenon can be linked to the problem of regular
allomorphy. As we explained earlier, a high value of k does not make sense in a
model without decay, because using a larger part of the lexicon means that
neighbors with inappropriate allomorphs become increasingly important in the
vote due to the increasing contribution of pattern type frequency. Still, it is interesting to look at the performance of a zero decay model with maximal k, as such
a model is equivalent to rating each inflectional pattern according to its type frequency in the full lexicon. Therefore, such a model can be seen as providing a
baseline performance. Overall, its explained variance is still well over *$%, reflecting the correspondence between high type frequency and high ratings for
regular forms and between low ratings and low type frequency for irregular
forms. The explained variance for ratings of regular and irregular forms, however, is quite low, with about #$% for regular forms and about &$% for irregular
forms, which shows that type frequency cannot explain gradient eﬀects in either
of these groups. Figure && shows that using a decay function oﬀers relatively
good protection against the eﬀects of type frequency. Figure &# shows that using
higher values of a (faster decay) results in better overall R2 values. We conclude
from our simulations that, given the strategies discussed earlier, MBL models can
provide good fits to the participant ratings from the Albright and Hayes study.
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Figure 12: Relation between goodness of fit and parameters a and b for MBL models with
exponential decay and maximal k on experimental data from Albright & Hayes (2003).
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4.3.2.1 Comparison of MBL simulations to MGL and GCM simulations by
Albright and Hayes
With respect to Albright and Hayes’ claims, two questions are important. The
first is how MBL compares to the other models in terms of goodness of fit? As we
tested quite a large number of models, it would not be fair to select one model
that scores better in all respects. Instead, we will consider some typical models.
Above, we defined what would rationally be good parameters for MBL: A model
with no decay should perform optimally with k between * and #$, while models
with inverse distance or exponential decay should continue to work well with
higher values of k. We will examine MBL models with the following parameters:
a zero decay model with k=? (the same model as shown for the Prasada and
Pinker data in Figure %), a model with inverse distance decay using the full lexicon, and a model using the full lexicon and conservative values for exponential
decay (a=), b=&).
All Stems
IOR Stems
Regular Irregular Both Regular Irregular Both
Forms
Forms Forms Forms
Forms Forms
Albright and Hayes Models
MGL
GCM

$.*$
$.)*

$.##
$.#$

$.*?
$.*'

MBL models
Zero Decay, k=?

$.)'

$.#)

$.+)

$.)?

$.*%

$.+)

Inverse Distance Decay, k=max
Exponential Decay, a=), b=&,
k=max

$.*%
$.#(

$.)#
$.##

$.*'
$.*(

$.(#

$.*?

$.)%

$.?$

$.(&

$.)#

$.+*

$.*?

$.*'

$.*+

$.++

$.*?

Table 3: Model fits (R2) on data from Albright & Hayes (2003). Participant data were
controlled for phonological well-formedness.

The model with exponential decay and the full lexicon (a generalized context
model) is the most balanced performer. It scores better than both MGL and
Albright and Hayes’ GCM on the full data set. In the subset of IOR items, the
model performs slightly lower than MGL on predicting ratings for regular items,
but dramatically outperforms it on predicting ratings for irregular nonce verbs.
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In fact, the three MBL models consistently outperform the models from Albright
and Hayes on predicting irregular ratings. The MBL model with zero decay has a
good performance on predicting regulars and irregulars separately, but gives
comparatively outstanding fits when regulars and irregulars are taken into account simultaneously. Of the models tested, this simple model is the only to predict higher ratings for some irregular forms than for the corresponding regular
forms. In Figure ), the first panel clearly shows that at k=?, for the verb 6<.783,
support for the irregular form 6<.;83 is higher than for the regular form
6<.78301 until k=±&). This may be the reason why the model approaches the
trend observed in participants more closely.
Beside showing that MBL models can achieve a good fit to the data, the question
is whether MBL models are also able to replicate IOR eﬀects found in the participant data. Albright and Hayes analyzed the ratings for novel forms within an
IOR supporting their inflectional pattern (&$ regular forms within an IOR for regular inflection, && irregular forms within an IOR for irregular inflection, and &$
regulars and &$ irregulars within an IOR for both regular and irregular inflection
[IOR-Both]) together with the ratings for novel forms that did not fall within an
IOR for their inflectional pattern, either because they fell within an island supporting a diﬀerent pattern (&$ irregular forms within an IOR for regular inflection, && regular forms within an IOR for irregular inflection) or because they did
not fall within an IOR at all (&$ regulars and &$ irregulars [IOR-None]). In a
two-way ANOVA, they found strong main eﬀects of Islandhood (past tense forms
were rated higher when they fell within an IOR for their inflectional pattern) and
Regularity (regular past tense forms were rated higher than irregular past tense
forms), and no significant interaction between those two factors.
Our analysis elaborates on the results by Albright and Hayes, but also examines
how well the diﬀerent models replicate the patterns found in the participant
data. For each model, we performed two separate analyses: one for IOR-Regular
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vs IOR-Irregular and a second one for IOR-Both vs IOR-None. This allowed us to
consider Regularity as a within-item factor, and to clearly separate the eﬀects of
Island Type and Regularity. In the analyses for IOR-Regular vs IOR-Irregular, the
eﬀect of islandhood can be found in the interaction between Island Type
(IOR-Regular vs IOR-Irregular) and Regularity (regular past tense forms vs irregular past tense forms). In the analyses for IOR-Both vs IOR-None, the eﬀect of islandhood is simply the main eﬀect of Island Type. The results are summarized in
Table +. Participants as well as all models showed an eﬀect of Regularity in both
analyses, rating regular items significantly higher on average than irregular
items. Participants do show an eﬀect of islandhood when IOR-Regular and
IOR-Irregular are considered, which is reflected in the interaction between Island
Type and Regularity. It is clear that, except for the baseline model, all tested
models also exhibit this eﬀect of islandhood. The size of the eﬀect is largest in
MGL, while it is weakest in the models taking the whole lexicon into account.
The eﬀect sizes of the Zero Decay k? model most resemble those found for participants. Participants do not show an eﬀect of islandhood when they are presented with items that are in an IOR for both regular and irregular inflection compared to items that are not in an IOR. The GCM and the Zero Decay k? model do
not show this eﬀect either, but, in contrast, the other models do show an eﬀect of
islandhood here. The eﬀect is strongest for MGL. Contrary to the participant
data, the same models showed an interaction between Island Type and Regularity for the second set of items. MGL rated regular past tense forms in IOR-Both
and IOR-None equally high on average, but rated irregular items higher in
IOR-Both than in IOR-None. The MBL models with distance decay rated irregular
items equally high on average in IOR-Both and IOR-None, but rated regular
items lower in IOR-None than in IOR-Both.
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Table 4: Analysis of variance of participant and model ratings on the Albright & Hayes
data. The effect of Island Type was measured with items as residuals; Regularity and the
Regularity:Island Type interaction were measured against the Item:Regularity interaction.

We will now turn to Figure &), which compares the three MBL models with the
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models tested by Albright and Hayes, and with the participants. More particularly, the models are compared for regulars (left column) and irregulars (right column) for each set of stimuli. Congruent with the analysis above, it is clear that
the Zero Decay k? model is the best match for the results on the IOR items. Earlier, we demonstrated that the advantage of MGL on rating regular past tense
forms in IORs for regular inflection disappeared when a non-disjunct scaling procedure was used. When scaling takes ratings on both regular and irregular forms
into account, MGL underestimates the ratings for regular forms as badly as the
GCM and does not perform better than any of the MBL models. Interestingly, all
models give uniformly low ratings to irregular past tense forms in an IOR for regular inflection. However, they still seem to overestimate the ratings given by participants. The reason for this is that, unscaled, all models give a near zero rating
to these forms. This is consistent with participants giving their lowest ratings to
irregulars in this condition. Regular forms in an IOR for irregular inflection are
rated relatively high by all models. MGL, however, shows very little variation in
scores and like most other models overestimates the average score. Only the
Zero Decay k? model comes close to replicating the diﬀerence in the ratings of
regular forms in IORs for regular and irregular inflection. Turning to ratings for
irregular forms within an IOR for irregular inflection, we can see that only MGL
and the Zero Decay k? model approach the high participant ratings. The other
MBL models and the GCM seriously underestimate ratings here. This underestimation is very likely due to the fact that these models take the full lexicon into
account and that, even if ratings decay over distance, the overwhelming type frequency of regulars impacts ratings of irregulars. As we saw earlier, when using
exponential decay, the solution is to use faster decay, i.e., a higher value for a.
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Figure 13: Box-percentile plots showing differences between scaled model ratings and
participant ratings on Albright & Hayes data. Panels on the left show rating differences for
regular nonce verbs, panels on the right show rating differences for irregular nonce verbs.
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Single-form analogies were included in the Albright and Hayes study to test if
similarity to a single irregular form could lead to strong support for an irregular
transformation in a purely analogical model. All analogical models estimate the
ratings for regular and irregular forms quite well. This is not surprising for the
models taking the entire lexicon into account. It is, however, surprising that even
the Zero Decay k? model does not overestimate the average support for irregular
inflection here. Still, MGL and the Zero Decay k? model are the models that are
most sensitive to single form analogies (the box percentile plots indicates high
ratings for some forms).
Finally, burnt-type forms were included to test whether participants were willing
to generalize the irregular pattern in forms such as B;48–B;485, .0-48–.0-485,
or 1,0..–1,0.5. Surprisingly, only the GCM does not underestimate ratings for
regular forms, and all models underestimate ratings for irregular forms. A tentative explanation for this phenomenon is that while the rating given by the models reflects the exact support for the spoken form, participants may have rated
regular forms higher because the –ed ending in the spelling is used for all regular
allomorphs; irregular forms may have been rated higher because the /t/ suﬃx
for burnt-type forms is in fact productive. From a memory-based point of view,
we could say that the lexicon of participants contains idiolectal forms supportive
of this process, whereas the lexicon used by the models does not contain these
forms.
In our analysis, the performance of the Zero Decay k? model means that a rather
good account of the inflectional potential of a target form can be given by taking
into account the influence of a small set of similar sounding forms. As Figure &&
illustrates, the amount of explained variance decreases when forms at higher values of k are taken into account. Another way of seeing this is that, as k increases
beyond its optimal value, the support for a given inflectional pattern moves from
an analogical decision to a decision based on type frequency. As we have illus-
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trated above, setting k at at its maximal value implies that the support for each
inflectional pattern equals the relative type frequency of that pattern in the full
lexicon.
Using MBL models with distance decay, we can try to go beyond the arbitrariness
of a single cut-oﬀ point towards an explanation involving the entire lexicon. Ideally, a decay function should have properties such that goodness of fit does not
decrease when more forms are added beyond a point of optimal performance.
Figure && shows that the eﬀects of type frequency are not automatically cancelled
out. With inverse distance decay, goodness of fit does not appear to be stable
with increasing k. And with the exponential decay function with a=+ and b=#,
goodness of fit monotonically decreases after its maximal value at k=±&.
While inverse distance decay has no adjustable parameters, the exponential decay function allows us to control the rate at which an exemplar’s weight decreases. Figure + shows that as a increases, the distance at which an exemplar’s
weight becomes asymptotic to zero decreases. By a power transformation of the
distances (the b parameter) this decay can be accelerated. Figure &# shows the
eﬀect of these parameters on the goodness of fit of an exponential decay MBL
model using the entire lexicon: Quite clearly, goodness of fit increases as a increases, and an increase in b allows better goodness of fit with lower values of a.
As the parameter values with which exponential decay performs best imply a
very rapid decrease of exemplar weights with increasing distance, it looks much
like a model with a cut-oﬀ at an arbitrary distance. While such a model is not
formally equivalent to a model with an arbitrary value for k, such as the Zero Decay k? model, it has the same implied strategy. We could say that a model with a
fixed cut-oﬀ is a rough approximation of a model with decay. In sum, MBL models use a simple strategy to explain inflectional productivity: A novel form’s inflectional pattern is based on the support for the diﬀerent inflectional patterns in
a small region of the similarity space around the target.
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Figure 14: Support for different past tense forms for the nonce verbs sprink and cleed using
an MBL model without decay and a maximal reliability strategy, with (left) and without
(right) a lower confidence limit adjustment. The horizontal axis is logarithmic.

MGL has a diﬀerent strategy, which, given the results obtained with this approach, should certainly not be discounted. In MGL, the support for diﬀerent inflectional patterns, given a novel form, is found by selecting the rules matching
that form and choosing the rule with the maximal reliability for each inflectional
pattern. Importantly, reliability is adjusted for the rule’s scope. The adjusted
maximal reliability is the support given to each inflectional pattern. This strategy
is not particular to MGL, as it can apply to any system that relies on varying de-
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grees of support for inflectional patterns. Figure &+ shows how the strategy applies in an MBL model without decay.
The left panel of Figure &+ shows the maximal support for each inflectional pattern before any adjustments are made. The right panel demonstrates the principle of lower confidence limit adjustment: The lower the number of exemplars on
which the support for a pattern is based, the more downward adjustment for the
support. It is clear that, without this adjustment, inflectional patterns would get
maximal support on the basis of very little evidence. When support is based on a
large number of exemplars, however, the adjustment has almost no eﬀect. The
reason why a lower confidence limit adjustment is used — to prevent decisions
based on little evidence — is the same as the reason why k must be suﬃciently
large when using a cut-oﬀ strategy.
While a cut-oﬀ strategy measures the support for all inflectional patterns at an
arbitrary value of k, the maximal reliability strategy results in the support for
diﬀerent inflectional patterns being measured at diﬀerent values of k. For irregular verbs, reliability is maximal at an expectedly low value of k, as their low type
frequency implies low support at higher values. The support for the appropriate
regular allomorph is measured at a value for k that is already substantial. Finally,
support for the inappropriate regular allomorphs reaches its maximum when
nearly the entire lexicon is involved. Not surprisingly, this means that support for
inappropriate regular allomorphs can be quite high. In fact, when using the maximal reliability strategy, the minimal support for any inflectional pattern is its relative type frequency in the lexicon. For instance, as can be seen from the diﬀerent panels in Figure &+, the reliability for a /d/ suﬃx, which is clearly
inappropriate for =.001 as well as for 6<478/, is about +$%, and this is very close
to its relative type frequency (see Table &). This situation, which is independent
of whether the strategy is used in MGL or MBL, leads to problematically high ratings for inappropriate regular allomorphs. This is also the reason why MGL
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needs additional rules to rewrite regular suﬃxes based on phonological constraints. These rules are completely separate from the probabilistic rules that are
built up on the basis of the lexicon; they have no basis in MGL’s fundamental
architecture.
It could be objected that the demonstration above, which uses a lexicon, is not
applicable to MGL, which appeals to probabilistic rules only. However, the procedure used in MGL, building rules from lexical material, which are matched to
target forms, gives exactly the same support for each inflectional pattern as a
procedure in which each form in the lexicon is directly compared to the target
form4. In MGL, the pairwise comparison of exemplars with the same inflectional
pattern (internal change) leads to a set of contexts. The support for each pattern
is its relative type frequency in the forms matching the context. Finally, the target
form matches a subset of these contexts and the support for diﬀerent inflected
forms can be derived. However, a pairwise comparison of the target form to each
form in the lexicon leads to the same subset of contexts in which the support for
inflectional patterns is determined by their relative type frequency in each context. In other words, the computation of minimal generalizations by a pairwise
comparison has the same function as a distance metric. Both tell us how similar
two forms are. As such, there is nothing in the MGL approach that precludes the
use of a distance measure derived from the comparison, such as, for instance, the
proportion of shared material with respect to the length of the target form. This
would be interesting because MGL uses a distance metric that is not dependent
on the representation of feature values, as is often the case in MBL models. We
are relatively certain that, if MGL were to use an arbitrary cut-oﬀ or distance de-

4

As proof-of-concept, a program showing that equivalent results are obtained by the two
approaches can be obtained from http://www.cpl.ua.ac.be/data.
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cay strategy, it would successfully resolve the problems it has with regular
allomorphy.
Let us now return to the argument that structured similarity, as used in MGL, is
fundamentally diﬀerent from the variegated similarity used in analogical models
and that the former is somehow required to explain inflectional productivity, and
more specifically the IOR eﬀect. We have not found support for this argument in
the empirical evidence. In Albright and Hayes’ original comparison of MGL and
the GCM, a disjunct scaling procedure had distorted the results. With a non-disjunct procedure, the results were less supportive for MGL. We have also demonstrated that both these models and MBL models rate regular and irregular inflected forms within an IOR for their inflectional pattern higher than comparable
forms that do not fall in an IOR. Moreover, MGL displayed a strong eﬀect of islandhood in a comparison where the eﬀect was absent in participant ratings.
From the point of view of an MBL model, we could say that an IOR arises when a
suﬃcient number of forms that are very similar to the target form support a specific inflectional pattern and relatively little competition occurs from forms with
other inflectional patterns. In this view, a model can only show an eﬀect of islandhood for irregular inflectional patterns, or more generally, for patterns with
a low type frequency, if it is not overly sensitive to type frequency. Note that our
interpretation of what constitutes an IOR is not the same as that given in MGL,
where even a rule covering a very large number of forms can function as an IOR.
However, we think that the ratings MGL gives to forms in IORs support our interpretation: MGL is markedly better at predicting ratings for irregular forms in an
IOR for irregular inflection than ratings for regular forms in an IOR for regular
inflection (see Figure &)). Typically, the maximal reliability for an irregular pattern is based on a small number of exemplars, while maximal reliability for regular patterns is based on a high number of exemplars. The ratings that MGL gives
to regular forms are another reason to doubt the eﬀectiveness of the maximal reliability strategy. As Figure &) shows, MGL’s maximal reliability strategy leads to
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very similar ratings for regular forms within and between the various item types.
The same trend can be seen in Figure ', where we can observe that, compared to
the GCM, ratings for regular forms have a very limited range. In sum, the argument that MGL ’s use of structured similarity allows it to identify IORs that cannot be found by an analogical model can be refuted theoretically and empirically.
As we pointed out earlier, the similarity metric used in MGL is inventive. However, this metric, or its combination with the maximal reliability strategy, is not required to explain inflectional productivity. Albright and Hayes (#$$)) argued that
MGL requires the forms on which support for an inflectional pattern is based to
be similar to the target form in exactly the same way (structured similarity). Our
MBL models do not have such a restriction. However, it would be absurd to claim
that MBL models base their decision on unstructured information. For instance,
the plots in Figure ) make it clear that, in MBL, the distance between a target
form and the stored exemplars imposes structure on the lexicon. When a distance decay strategy is used, as is the case in the GCM, structurally more diﬀerent forms are weighted less than structurally more similar forms. Using an arbitrary cut-oﬀ strategy, each form has equal weight, but the decision is based on a
very limited set of structurally very similar forms.

4.4

General discussion

In this paper, we gave a memory-based account of inflectional productivity in the
English past tense. This account specifies that a novel form is inflected on analogy with similar verb types in the lexicon. The notion of similar verb types can be
specified arbitrarily, as a decision based on the forms at the k nearest distances.
Alternatively, the weight of a verb type can be assumed to decay with its distance
to the target form. Each of these methods leads to a probability distribution of
inflectional patterns, which can be used to generate an inflected form, or which
can be translated to likeliness ratings for diﬀerent forms. The memory-based ac-
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count assumes that all information that is presented to the language learner in
association with a lexical item can be used in analogical decision making. For the
task of English past tense inflection, our models used only phonological information, which was segmented and aligned on the basis of sonority. However, it
should be noted that memory-based models can naturally be extended to use
non-phonological information in order to explain inflection in atypical circumstances (Keuleers et al., #$$?). In contrast to earlier memory-based models in the
domain of inflectional morphology (Eddington, #$$$; Hahn & Nakisa, #$$$;
Keuleers et al., #$$?), the MBL models in this paper produce fully specified inflected forms. To achieve this, we used a generic algorithm that defines an inflectional pattern as the sequence of operations that transform a base form into its
inflected form.
Using this implementation, we demonstrated that MBL provides a strong theoretical framework to account for two important phenomena in the production of
novel English past tense forms: the choice of the appropriate allomorph for novel
regular past tense forms, and the restricted productivity of some irregular inflectional patterns. Using productivity profiles, which visualize the relation between
the distance to a target form and the support for diﬀerent inflectional patterns,
we proposed two strategies that an MBL model could use to account successfully
for these phenomena. One strategy was the fixed k strategy, which we predicted
would perform well at values for k between * and #$. The second strategy made
use of a decay function, so as to involve the entire lexicon in the decision, but
with a decreasing weight of exemplars over distance. We also noted that with an
exponential decay function, this approach is equivalent to the generalized context model, a leading model in the study of categorization.
The simulations of experiments by Prasada and Pinker (&'')) demonstrated that
a similarity-based system can account for the way in which partipants rate both
regular and irregular novel past tense forms. This falsifies a crucial prediction of
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the dual mechanism account. We demonstrated that the productivity of both regular and irregular patterns is sensitive to distance, in a way that is predictable by
a memory-based model. We also determined that diﬀerential eﬀects on rating
regular and irregular novel verbs do not necessarily support a dual mechanism
account or contradict a single mechanism view.
Albright and Hayes (#$$)) claimed that analogical models cannot give a full account of inflectional morphology because they use variegated, rather than structured, similarity. This was the subject of our next study. We disputed this claim
on methodological, empirical, and theoretical grounds.
According to Albright and Hayes (#$$)), a property of structured similarity is
that it allows a model to identify IORs for inflectional patterns. The model that
exemplifies this claim, MGL, can be thought of as a hierarchy of contexts, each of
which matches a number of verbs in the lexicon. A context is an IOR for an inflectional pattern when than context matches an unusually high proportion of
verbs with that inflectional pattern. Albright and Hayes compared the predictions
of MGL to those of the GCM, a traditional analogical model, in an experiment in
which they asked participants to rate regular and irregular past tense forms in
IORs for diﬀerent inflectional patterns. In the study, MGL was found to be at an
advantage in correlations with the participant data, and specific emphasis was
given to the fact that the GCM underestimated ratings for regular past tense
forms in an IOR for regular inflection. However, the identification of a methodological problem in the original study puts these results in another perspective.
The procedure that was used to scale the data from models to participants was
performed separately for ratings on regular and irregular forms. This implies that
the scaled ratings for regular forms did not depend on how a model rated irregular forms, and vice versa. Correction of this procedure showed that MGL suﬀers
from the same disadvantage that was attributed to the GCM’s reliance on variegated similarity. Thus, MGL, while still retaining an advantage in terms of overall
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goodness of fit to the data, did not explain an eﬀect given much weight in the
original study.
In our second computational study, we used MBL models to simulate the above
experiment. The performance of the MBL models matched those for the previous
simulations of the Prasada and Pinker data, and good performance was found
with the parameters that we had theoretically motivated earlier. We found that
MBL models accounted very well for the data in terms of goodness of fit. Moreover, the ?-nearest neighbors model, also used in the previous study, performed
markedly better than MGL on accounting for ratings in islands of reliability.
Next, we proceeded to a more theoretical analysis of MGL. By showing how MBL
would work if it used the principles of maximal reliability and lower confidence
limit adjustments, we made two important points. The first is that, as these principles can be separated from the MGL framework and naturally applied to MBL,
they reveal a common basis for the two models. The second is that with a maximal reliability strategy, the minimal reliability of an inflectional pattern is equal
to its relative type frequency in the lexicon. This inevitably results in high ratings
for inappropriate regular allomorphs and is also the reason why, in MGL, regular
inflection must ultimately be corrected by external rules. We suggested that, by
giving the contexts an explicit distance from the target form and by using a decay or arbitrary cut-oﬀ strategy, this issue could be resolved within the confines
of MGL.
We also argued that the rule system that MGL constructs by the pairwise comparison of verbs in the lexicon is equivalent to a memory-based system, which compares the lexicon to each target form at run time. Our analysis therefore indicates that MGL should not be seen exclusively as a probabilistic rule-based model
of inflectional morphology, but as a similarity-based model that can be expressed
both in rule-based and in memory-based form. What separates MGL from a typical MBL model is that the former structures the lexicon hierarchically, while the
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similarity metric used in MBL models structures the lexicon implicitly on the basis of the distance between the targets and the stored exemplars. In other words,
in MBL a target-specific structuring of the lexicon emerges as a function of exemplar-target distance. The productivity profiles throughout this paper give intuitive appeal to this idea, while the theoretical and empirical results provided give
it solid evidence.
We examined two separate requirements that have been put forth as essential in
an account of inflectional productivity: First, that it requires a symbolic rule to
account for regular inflection (i.e. the default concept in the dual mechanism approach); Second, that it requires structured similarity that can only be achieved
in a rule-based system (i.e., the concept of probabilistic rules). We demonstrated
that memory-based learning models give a solid theoretical account of the inflectional productivity of the English past tense and oﬀer strong empirical support
against the above requirements. More particularly, by explaining results that
were used to emphasize the necessity for default or probabilistic rules in terms of
a similarity-based framework, it appears that inflectional productivity in the English past tense can be fully described as a data-driven, analogical phenomenon.
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5
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the most important findings of this work and puts them
in a broader perspective. First, the single vs dual mechanism debate is revisited.
Next, we discuss how the results in the previous chapters inform us on the psycholinguistic relevance of memory-based models. Finally, a summary is given of
the theoretical and empirical findings regarding the comparison between memory-based models and minimal generalization learning.

5.1

The architecture debate

Dual mechanism advocates argue that the fundamental process in inflection is a
combinatorial rule that operates at the same level as syntactic rules. While associative or analogical processes may be present, they are accessory to the default
symbolic process. A large amount of work has been devoted to defending this hypothesis by pointing out circumstances in which inflection appears to be independent of any form properties of base forms. This has been accomplished by citing forms that should take an irregular inflectional pattern if similarity to
phonological form properties were the main determinant of inflection, but that
nonetheless follow the default pattern. Typical examples include the inflection of
names and borrowings. According to dual mechanism theorists these illustrations
constitute evidence that, at the most general level of inflection, the associative
mechanism is bypassed and the default process reigns. The argument is one of
the pillars of Pinker’s popular book Words and Rules (Pinker, &''') and of the
work by Marcus and colleagues (Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker,
&''*).
In Chapter #, we provided a theoretical framework and substantial empirical evi153
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dence against this argument. The theoretical framework assumes that each lexical item is stored with contextual information and that this information is accessible to retrieval and generalization processes. Because the inflection of a form
occurs in context, when a proper name like >::5 is to be used in the plural for
the first time, similar exemplars are searched in the lexicon, based on both
phonological and non-phonological features. The common noun >::5 will occur
in the analogical set, but it will be accompanied by other, predominantly regular,
common nouns, and also by other proper names. Ultimately, the support for an
inflected form >005 will only come from one form, as all other selected exemplars will suggest the use of regular inflection. In other words, even for a form
with irregular phonological neighbors, similarity on the basis of non-phonological properties will change the analogical set suﬃciently to support regular
inflection.
There is a problem in demonstrating the empirical validity of this theoretical
framework in the relatively poor inflectional systems for the English noun plural
and past tense. The reason is that, in these systems, the default inflectional pattern coincides with the one that is predicted analogically. Given the name >::52
the dual mechanism model produces >::56 because the default rule specifies
the –s suﬃx. Given the same name, an analogical model using non-phonological
information also predicts >::56 because the analogical set contains mostly exemplars with –s suﬃxes. Thus, a demonstration involving these inflectional systems cannot refute either the single or the dual mechanism view. With Dutch
noun plural inflection, we gave a clear refutation of the dual mechanism account, while providing substantial evidence for the alternative: a single mechanism model with access to non-phonological information. The Dutch noun plural
is an interesting case, because — following the criteria of the dual mechanism
theorists — it does not appear to have a default inflectional pattern to start with.
Instead, there are two regular, productive suﬃxes, –en and –s, which stand in
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phonologically complementary distribution. The choice between these two suﬃxes is mostly independent of contextual factors, with one crucial exception.
In a lexical reconstruction study, we compared a model using morphophonological rules and three memory-based models involving incremental degrees of nonphonological information. This study demonstrated the strong phonological regularity of the Dutch plural system, as evidenced by the very similar accuracy of
the rule-based model and of the memory-based model that used only phonological information. In addition, the lexical reconstruction study also identified borrowings as phonologically unpredictable. They tend to take an –s suﬃx independently of the phonological properties of their base. This observation is
incompatible with a dual mechanism view of inflectional morphology. According
to that view, borrowings should follow the default operation in the inflectional
paradigm, i.e., in the Dutch plural system the suﬃx should be selected on the basis of phonological conditioning. Most of these borrowings come from French
and English, languages with an –s plural suﬃx. This suﬃx is preserved when
words are borrowed in Dutch. As the spelling of borrowings often preserves the
typical orthographic patterns from the original language, a memory-based system can capitalize on an important additional clue for analogy: orthography.
Simulations with memory-based systems using orthographic information showed
a dramatic increase in the correct prediction of the plural ending for borrowings.
We demonstrated that orthographic information elicits similar participant behavior in a controlled experiment. When participants were asked to produce plural
forms for pseudo-words that were presented auditorily and accompanied by a
Dutch or English spelling, they produced significantly more –s suﬃxed plurals in
the English spelling condition than in a control condition with no spelling,
whereas the distribution of inflectional patterns in the Dutch spelling condition
was very similar to that of the control condition. A simulation using a memorybased model with access to phonological and orthographic information, and
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equipped with the ability to infer correspondences between these information
sources, showed a similar pattern of results.1
Dutch noun plural inflection reveals some severe problems with the dual mechanism approach. If either –en or –s is chosen as the default suﬃx, it is trivial to
generate examples where the alternative phonologically conditioned plural is acceptable in default-triggering circumstances (see Appendix A). The problem was
acknowledged by Pinker on two occasions (Pinker & Prince, &''+; Pinker, &''').
He also proposed a solution, namely, that each suﬃx is the default in its own
phonological domain. However, this solution is ultimately untenable, and it
shows that the dual mechanism does not scale to inflectional systems that are
more complex than the English plural and past tense, in which the default and
associative components map onto diﬀerent types of inflectional pattern (suﬃxation versus ablaut) and segregate fully productive from non-productive and partially productive patterns. Indeed, the proposal of phonologically conditioned defaults means that the regular part of the Dutch plural system is resolved by the
rule component, and implies that the associative component is filled with forms
that take the non-conditioned suﬃx: Forms that have the phonological conditions for –en suﬃxation but take an –s suﬃx and forms that have the conditions
for –s suﬃxation but take an –en suﬃx. In other words, the associative system
would reverse the phonological domains for –en and –s and would consistently
produce incorrectly inflected forms.
Pinker’s proposal of a double default in Dutch plural inflection does not fit the
facts, but, from the dual mechanism perspective, it is not far-fetched. At first

1

While we demonstrated that orthographic information does play a role in processing,
this does not imply that only orthographic information can be used to inflect
borrowings. Many other information sources may be used in the inflectional process.
Any information source which is particularly relevant to the inflection of borrowings
will probably have some correlation with this orthographic information.
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sight the idea of a phonologically conditioned process seems to be incompatible
with a default rule, because it contrasts with the requirement that the default inflectional pattern is assigned independently of the form properties of the base
form. The default process operates on a symbol and should hence be blind to the
phonological properties of the base form itself. But, somehow, this has never
been a worry for the English past tense, with its three phonologically conditioned
allomorphs. For this inflectional domain this must mean that phonological conditioning occurs after an abstract default morpheme has been assigned. One might
follow the same rationale with respect to the Dutch plural: An abstract regular
plural suﬃx is assigned first, then its form is specified on the basis of phonological properties of the base. In Chapter +, however, we saw that a memory-based
model is fully capable of resolving this allomorphy. Thus, it seems fair to say that
while a memory-based model explains all these phenomena with a single mechanism, its alternative — given the need for a phonologically conditioned specification of the inflectional form after the default process — is in fact a triple mechanism model. By that standard, the MGL model discussed in Chapter + is a dual
mechanism model, because it does not account for regular allomorphy in its core
mechanism. Leaving non-phonological information out of consideration, the
memory-based approach holds that all inflectional patterns are phonologically
conditioned and that all patterns compete at the same level. The only objection
to a memory-based view on the generalization of inflectional patterns would
come from a demonstration that the processes operate at diﬀerent levels. In this
connection the results presented in Chapter + are particularly important, as they
show that a memory-based model fits participant data well in the rating of both
regular and irregular past tense forms of the same pseudo-words. This fits in
with the results from Chapter ), where it was demonstrated that a memorybased model correctly predicts voicing alternations with the Dutch –en suﬃx in
combination with all other inflectional patterns.
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5.2

Constraints of the memory-based model of inflectional productivity

The simulations in Chapters ) and + allowed us to make some general statements
about the performance of memory-based models in the domain of inflectional
morphology. A ?-NN model proved to be robust in simulating the results of Dutch
noun plural production and the rating results for the English past tense forms of
novel verbs. In Chapter +, we tried to put this result in a broader perspective.
While a formal limit on the number of lexical material that is taken into account
is appealing, an explanation in terms of exponential decay is also desirable, as it
can make a memory-based model equivalent to the generalized context model
(Nosofsky, &'%%; Nosofsky, &''$), which has been successfully applied to a wide
range of human categorization tasks. On the other hand, a good reason for not
using the entire lexicon in combination with a decay function is computational
eﬃciency. In that sense, it may be useful to think of k-NN models as computationally eﬃcient approximations of a more general model. For such an approximation, however, it would be more appropriate to base the threshold on distance
rather than on k. Evidently, there are restrictions to such an approximation: It
makes sense for a model with low k and rapid decay, but less so for models with
high k and slow decay.
As we noted above, it is interesting that the parameters that work best for lexical
reconstruction are not good parameters for a generalization task. While a good
value for generalization such as k=? is not much worse than the optimal value of
k=& in lexical reconstruction, things are diﬀerent the other way around. In the
diﬀerent generalization tasks, we found k=& to be one of the worst possible values. Like connectionist models that are trained to reproduce existing forms,
memory-based models performing well on lexical reconstruction are not necessarily good models of generalization in contexts other than lexical reconstruction. In fact, given the idea of an exhaustive storage of experiences, there is no
reason why a memory-based system should try to generalize forms it already has
in its memory. However, it may be interesting for future research to determine if
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interference from generalization on retrieval can be used to account for errors
on existing forms.
Compared to other work in computational psycholinguistics, the relative importance given to parameter values in this dissertation ties in with the methodological recommendations at the end of Chapter ), where we suggested that simulation studies should report on the results of all simulations. This has several
advantages. First, while reporting the results of only one simulation just tells us
that many attempts were made at achieving a good result, reporting on the full
range of simulations tells us how surprising that good simulation result is relative to all the other simulations that were run. Second, reporting results on the
full range of simulations allowed us to detect patterns such as the diﬀerent optimal values for lexical reconstruction and generalization. To understand a model,
it is often more informative to know why it performs badly than to know why it
performs well.

5.3

Refinements to existing memory-based models

Throughout this work, several refinements to memory-based modeling of inflectional morphology were introduced. For instance, while the models in Chapter #
can be criticized because they do not try to capture voicing alternations, in Chapter ), these objections were successfully resolved. The proposed method to derive
exemplar classes with a generic algorithm returning transformation operations
has several interesting properties. First, since transformation labels are lossless,
they can be used to produce fully specified forms. Second, although the number
of classes increases dramatically, a positive eﬀect turns up in performance, at
least on generalization tasks. Third, by avoiding a priori linguistic knowledge of
classes, which can be seen as an advantage in itself, the method allows for the
faster development of models. It should be noted that, although the transformation label method works well in deriving class systems for the Dutch noun plural
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and the English past tense, a more sophisticated algorithm may be required for
other inflectional systems. Furthermore, no psychological reality should be attributed to the transformation operations. The most that can be said is that the empirical data suggest that it is a good approximation.
A second refinement is the expansion of the onset–nucleus–coda representation
to a finer-grained representation that takes sonority levels in the onset and coda
into account. While similar results were obtained with both methods in the simulation of Dutch plural production, the second scheme proved useful in Chapter +,
where the experiments to be simulated included pseudo-words that were explicitly constructed to have no comparable onsets or codas in the lexicon (Prasada &
Pinker, &'')), rendering a graded comparison of feature values for onset and
coda impossible.
Finally, at the level of graphical data exploration, productivity profiles proved to
be a useful method. While the idea of plotting tokens versus types is often used
to depict morphological productivity, these profiles extended the idea to individual forms. When applied to a selection of target forms, productivity profiles
can quickly show the properties of an inflectional system and visualize linguistic
concepts such as competitive and complementary distributions without implying
discrete definitions of these terms. They also proved instrumental in developing
ideas about the possible strategies that can be used by an exemplar-based model
to account for empirical evidence.

5.4

Minimal generalization

In addition to expanding the theoretical framework for the memory-based account of inflectional morphology, Chapter + examined an alternative account of
inflectional productivity that has quickly been gaining popularity. Minimal generalization learning (Albright & Hayes, #$$#; Albright & Hayes, #$$)), while siding
with other single mechanism models, rejects the analogical view in favor of a
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rule-based one. While minimal generalization raises some important points, several problems were found with the approach. Memory-based models gave a better account than minimal generalization for islands of reliability in an experiment
that was specifically designed as a challenge to analogical models. Further analysis of the minimal generalization learner showed that its maximal reliability
strategy leads to a strong bias for inflectional patterns with a high type frequency
and to a failure in resolving regular allomorphy in its core framework. Finally, we
argued that for any target form, the relevant subset of minimal generalization
rules can be built by comparing the target form directly to the exemplars in the
lexicon, showing that a minimal generalization learner can be implemented as a
memory-based model.
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APPENDIX A
Dutch Plural Inflection in Some of the Circumstances in which Marcus et
al. (1995) Claim Lexical Access is Prevented

The purpose of these examples is to show that in most circumstances in which
lexical access is assumed to be prevented on the dual mechanism view, phonologically conditioned plurals do sound acceptable in Dutch (see Chapter #, Table
& for these conditions). We will therefore give examples of phonologically conditioned inflection, i.e., positive evidence for a double default. Native Dutch speakers may encounter some examples for which they find that the other plural suﬃx
is also acceptable. However, that is not evidence for a single default. Positive evidence for a single default would require examples in which one suﬃx sounds acceptable in the phonological domain of the other suﬃx, while the phonologically
conditioned suﬃx sounds unacceptable. Compiling such a list would require us
to state our point by giving negative evidence (i.e., that we could not find such
examples), which would not be very convincing.
In the cases in which both suﬃxes sound acceptable, it is often because the –s
suﬃx can be applied in the phonological domain of the –en suﬃx, and less so the
other way around. This may have pragmatic reasons: the –s suﬃx allows for
maximal stem conservation, whereas the –en suﬃx, which can aﬀect prosodic
structure, does not. Moreover, the –en suﬃx is also used for verb plurals and infinitives, which can cause uncertainty about the intended use of the form. Again,
this does not imply that –s is the default. Under the circumstances we are discussing here, lexical memory is not assumed to play any role, and therefore any
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suﬃx that is acceptable under these circumstances can be considered the result
of a process that applies when lexical memory fails, i.e., of the default process.
Some circumstances discussed by Marcus et al. (&''*) only apply to verbal inflection. For some other conditions (speech errors, Alzheimer’s disease, William’s
Syndrome, anomia), no data are available for Dutch plural inflection. Hence,
these circumstances are not discussed here.
Finally, these examples illustrate that a double default account fits the facts of
Dutch plural inflection better than a single default account, but they do not imply that a single mechanism account cannot address these facts. As the title of
Chapter # suggests, rather than proving the default, the linguistic facts and the
simulation and experimental data on the Dutch plural all show that this is the exception that proves the analogy.

Lack of entry or similar entries in memory
No root entry
Our own data (Chapter #, Study #) and data from a production experiment by
Baayen et al. (#$$#, Experiment &) indicate that novel words in Dutch strongly
tend to a phonologically conditioned inflectional pattern.
Weak entry
According to Pinker and Prince (&'%%), low-frequency irregular English past
tense forms sound unnatural while low-frequency regular past tense forms do
not. This has not been tested experimentally for Dutch plurals, but it appears
that low-frequency –en and –s plurals sound equally natural in Dutch. If the argument is followed through, this implies that both Dutch plural suﬃxes have the
same status as the default English past tense suﬃx –ed.
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No similar entries in memory
Data collected by Prasada and Pinker (&'')) for the English past tense suggest
that while novel words can take a non-default inflectional pattern if they have
similar sounding neighbors, novel words with few or no neighbors only sound
good with the default inflectional pattern. In Dutch, strange sounding words appear to sound equally good with either the –en or the –s suﬃx. Note, however,
that when a word is considered a borrowing, the situation is diﬀerent (see
below).

Competing entries or similar entries in memory
Competing root entry
Marcus et al. (&''*) voice the objection that a pattern associator that only uses
sound patterns as its input cannot deal with regular/irregular homophones (e.g.,
.70–.701 and .70–.-E). However, this is not a critique against SMMs in general
but against models in which lexical entries are represented without disambiguating features. Interestingly, whether a DMM can handle this problem or not depends on the implementation of its memory component, not on its default logic:
If the memory component does not oﬀer any disambiguation, then the model
will always output the irregular form.
Moreover, a competing root entry is not a circumstance under which lexical access is prevented (the irregular form may also be the competitor), so it is not a
circumstance in which the default automatically applies, and we will therefore
not discuss its applicability to Dutch plural inflection.
Competing similar root entries
In the English past tense, novel words rhyming with families of irregulars can
still take the regular default pattern (e.g., B478/–B478/01/*B4-8/2 despite
1478/–14-8/, 6578/–65-8/, 69478/–694-8/). As we have already described, the
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plural for novel words in Dutch appears to be strongly phonologically conditioned, and, except for borrowings, there do not appear to be any circumstances
in which a novel word’s phonologically conditioned suﬃx is unacceptable, as in
the example for the English past tense above.

Entry is not a canonical root
Rendering of a sound
Marcus et al. (&''*) cite a convincing example from Pinker and Prince (&'%%):
While all English verbs ending in –ing are irregular, if novel verbs ending in –ing
are used as onomatopoeia, their past tenses are regular (e.g., the bells 178301/
*1-83, the swords C78301/*C-83). Dutch plurals of onomatopoeia, however, appear to be phonologically conditioned (e.g., de B:8/08/*B:8/6 op de voordeur
[the B-836 on the front door], de :0Y6 en -Y6 van het publiek [the audience’s :96
and -96]).
Mention versus use
Marcus et al. (&''*) cite the following example: While checking for sexist writing I
found three “@-86/*@08” on page $. While it might be conceded that in Dutch,
the –s suﬃx can be used somewhat more freely than the –en suﬃx in the case of
quotations, the –en suﬃx is certainly productive (e.g., er staan twee “4-5508” in
die zin [there are two “4-56X in that sentence]). Probably the only reason for
the –s suﬃx’s wider applicability in this domain is that it guarantees stem conservation, which can be considered a useful property here.
Opaque name
In English, irregular plurals sound unacceptable for names (e.g., the =97.1 family is referred to as the =97.16/*=97.1408). In Dutch, the phonologically determined plural suﬃx is acceptable for names. Two men with the first name <0504
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can be referred to as 10 <05046, and several men called S-8 can be called 10 S-8808; if they all have the surname <-6, we can call them 10 <-6608.
Foreign language
Unassimilated borrowings often take the –s suﬃx in Dutch. Phonological conditioning seems to play only a minor role in this preference (e.g., S;8/6, >40-/6,
650-/6, =-/06).
Distortion of a root
Historically, truncations in Dutch appear to take a phonologically conditioned
plural suﬃx (S-<-8804–S-<<08; 8-=95<:8–<:8808; /-<:056–<:5608; 4:5-5:4–
4:5:46/4:5:408; 6-.-10–6.-Y6). A more recent example is the truncation of
;87G04675075 to ;870> in Flanders. Speakers may feel comfortable with both
;870>6 and ;870>08; the truncated form’s phonological template points to an –en
plural but there are many exceptions to this template (see Table &). In The
Netherlands the truncation is ;87 and its plural would clearly be ;87Y6 and not
;87Z8, which is supported by a phonological template with few exceptions. In
analyzing recent truncations, one should bear in mind that they are often truncations of borrowed words, which tend to take the –s suﬃx anyway. It seems that
beside the phonology of the truncated form, the plural of the untruncated form
and its perceived origin also play a role.
Word formed by artificial means
Regardless of whether acronyms are directly pronounceable (;806=:Y6
/yː'nɛskoːs/) or undergo a sound-rendering process (-B=6 /aːbeː'seːs/, =16
/seː'deːs/, 8-G:Y6 /naː'voːs/, B[08 /beː'ɪksə/, <@608 /peːɛm'ɛsə/), they all appear
to take a phonologically conditioned suﬃx. The –s suﬃx can also be considered
acceptable for some forms for which the phonological template predicts –en.
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Note, again, that the acceptability of –s does not reflect its default status, as the
phonologically conditioned –en suﬃx is perfectly acceptable as well.

Features cannot percolate from root to whole word (exocentrism or
headlessness)
Derivation via name
According to Marcus et al. (&''*), when canonical roots are converted into
names, they are represented as another lexical category than noun. The resulting
form is then headless and thus prevents information from the original noun to
percolate to derived forms. For example, although the name @7=/0E @:;60 is
based on the noun @:;60, its plural is not @7=/0E @7=0 but @7=/0E @:;606. In
Dutch, the plural of such exocentric forms appears to be phonologically conditioned. For example, a toy store may have a supply of B:B 10 B:;,046
(Bob-the-Builders), <.:86 10 /7//046 (Splash-the-Frogs), 40E8-045 10 G:6608
(Reynaert-the-Foxes) and <705 <74-508 (Pete-Pirates).
Referent different from root
Marcus et al. (&''*) argue that the interpretation of a compound’s head can prohibit the use of the features of the original root. In this context, they cite the
bahuvrihi compound “that characterizes an object as having, rather than being
the referent of its rightmost morpheme” (p. #$(). This would explain why the
plural of .:,-.7>0 (a person who has a low life) is .:,-.7>06/*.:,-.7G06. In
Dutch, there does not appear to be a single default for such bahuvrihi compounds. For example, a teacher who finds his/her pupils ignorant could call them
1:@:408 (dumb-ears) or .0039::>108 (empty-heads). But waxwings are sometimes called C,-45@-850.6 (black-coats) and some zebra finches are called
300.68-G0.6 (yellow-beaks).
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Memory failures
Childhood overregularizations
Marcus et al. (&''*) take children’s overregularizations of English irregular past
tense forms like 9:.101 as evidence for the default status of the –ed suﬃx in the
English past tense. De Houwer and Gillis (&''%, pp. )%–)') and Zonneveld
(#$$+), both conclude that the –en and –s suﬃxes exhibit this characteristic default behavior in children’s acquisition of the Dutch plural.
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APPENDIX B
Errors Made by Simulations in Chapter 2 – Study 1

Each word is accompanied by its phonological transcription in CELEX. Behind
each word, a code in square brackets indicates which of the models produced an
incorrect plural: A=Default model, B=MBL-P, C=MBL-PO, D=MBL-PO+.

Errors on –s plurals
Original Dutch words
berrie ('bɛriː) [C]; broer ('bruːr) [ABCD]; deken ('deːkə) [B]; haven ('haːvə) [B];
kuiken ('kœykə) [B]; laken ('laːkə) [B]; lente ('lɛntə) [CD]; midden ('mɪdə) [B];
ooievaar ('oːjəvaːr) [A]; oom ('oːm) [ABCD]; rede ('reːdə) [BCD]; tree ('treː)
[ACD]; varen ('vaːrə) [B]; varken ('vɑrkə) [B]; voorn ('voːrn) [ABCD]; vrede
('vreːdə) [BCD]; wagen ('waːɣə) [B]
Early borrowings
adelaar ('aːdəlaːr) [A]; admiraal (ɑdmiː'raːl) [ABCD]; ambassade (ɑmbɑ'saːdə)
[D]; anjer ('ɑnjər) [B]; appel (ɑ'pɛl) [ABCD]; appendix (ɑ'pɛndɪks) [ABCD]; avenue (aːvə'nyː) [B]; baken ('baːkə) [B]; baljuw ('bɑljyːw) [AD]; bataljon
(bɑtɑl'jɔn) [A]; bazaar (baː'zaːr) [ABCD]; bekken ('bɛkə) [B]; cabaret (kaːbaː'rɛ)
[ACD]; chef ('ʃɛf) [AC]; crime ('kriːmə) [CD]; dame ('daːmə) [C]; deken ('deːkə)
[B]; eskadron (ɛskaː'drɔn) [AB]; file ('$ːlə) [A]; fraude ('frɑudə) [BCD]; garde
('xɑrdə) [BC]; generaal (xeːnə'raːl) [ABCD]; globe ('xloːbə) [BC]; guirlande
(giːr'lɑndə) [BCD]; ingenieur (ɪnʒən'jøːr) [ABC]; kalender (kaː'lɛndər) [BD];
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kameleon (kaːmeːleː'jɔn) [B]; kandelaar ('kɑndəlaːr) [A]; kanton (kɑn'tɔn) [A];
kapitein (kɑpiː'tɛin) [ABCD]; kastelein (kɑstə'lɛin) [ABCD]; keuken ('køːkə) [B];
kok ('kɔk) [ABCD]; kolonel (koːloː'nɛl) [ABCD]; korporaal (kɔrpoː'raːl) [ABCD];
madame (maː'dɑm) [BCD]; majoor (maː'joːr) [ABCD]; mode ('moːdə) [BCD];
molen ('moːlə) [B]; palfrenier (pɑlfrə'niːr) [ABCD]; pastoor (pɑs'toːr) [ABCD];
pionier (piːjoː'niːr) [ABCD]; pisang ('piːsɑŋ) [BC]; satyr ('saːtiːr) [A]; tamboer
(tɑm'buːr) [ABCD]; truc ('tryːk) [AB]; violet (viː'joːlɛt) [ABCD]
Late borrowings
act ('ɑkt) [ABCD]; ai ('ɑj) [A]; air ('ɛːr) [A]; album ('ɑlbʉm) [BCD]; amateur (aːmaː'tøːr) [ABCD]; anorak ('aːnoːrɑk) [ABCD]; anti ('ɑntiː) [CD]; back ('bɛk)
[AB]; badge ('bɛtʃ) [A]; balkon (bɑl'kɔn) [A]; ballon (bɑ'lɔn) [ABD]; band
('bɛnt) [ABCD]; bar ('bɑr) [ABCD]; barbecue ('bɑrbəkjuːw) [AB]; barn ('bɑrn)
[ABCD]; bassin (bɑ'sɛː) [AD]; bastion (bɑstiː'jɔn) [BCD]; bat ('bɑt) [ABCD];
batik ('baːtɪk) [ABCD]; baton (baː'tɔn) [AB]; bidon (biː'dɔn) [B]; biel ('biːl)
[ABCD]; biscuit (bɪs'kwiː) [B]; blouse ('bluːzə) [CD]; board ('bɒːrt) [AB]; bob
('bɔp) [ABCD]; boemerang ('buːmərɑŋ) [BCD]; bombardon (bɔmbɑr'dɔn) [A];
bougie (buː'ʒiː) [BCD]; boulevard (buːlə'vaːr) [ABC]; bouvier (buː'vjeː) [C]; boy
('bɔj) [AB]; brancard (brɑŋ'kaːr) [ABCD]; branche ('brɑnʃ) [AD]; break ('breːk)
[AB]; broche ('brɔʃ) [A]; bulletin (bʉlə'tɛː) [A]; byte ('biːtə) [C]; cabriolet
(kɑbriːjoː'lɛt) [ABCD]; cake ('keːk) [AB]; camion (kaːmiː'jɔn) [D]; cantilene
(kɑntiː'leːnə) [D]; cape ('keːp) [AB]; capuchon (kɑpyː'ʃɔn) [ABD]; champignon
(ʃɑmpiː'jɔn) [B]; charlatan (ʃɑrlaː'tɑn) [ABD]; charme ('ʃɑrmə) [B]; cheque
('ʃɛk) [A]; chip ('tʃɪp) [ABC]; claim ('kleːm) [ABC]; clan ('klɛn) [AB]; clown
('klɑun) [AB]; club ('klʉp) [AB]; club ('klʉp) [AB]; coach ('koːtʃ) [A]; coat
('koːt) [AB]; code ('koːdə) [B]; colbert (kɔl'bɛːr) [AB]; colt ('kɔlt) [ABCD]; condoom (kɔn'doːm) [ABCD]; corridor (kɔriː'dɔr) [ABCD]; couch ('kɑutʃ) [AC];
coup ('kuːp) [ABC]; coupe ('kuːp) [AB]; cour ('kuːr) [ABC]; crack ('krɛk) [AB];
crank ('krɛŋk) [AB]; creche ('krɛʃ) [A]; creme ('krɛːm) [A]; crepe ('krɛp) [AB];
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cross ('krɔs) [AB]; cruise ('kruːs) [ABC]; cup ('kʉp) [ABCD]; deal ('diːl) [ABC];
detail (deː'tɑj) [AB]; douche ('duːʃ) [A]; drive ('drɑjf) [AB]; drug ('drʉk)
[ABCD]; drum ('drʉm) [ABCD]; echelon (ɛʃə'lɔn) [AB]; emir ('eːmiːr) [A]; ensemble (ɑn'sɑmblə) [BC]; enveloppe (ɑnvə'lɔpə) [BCD]; etui (eː'twiː) [CD]; fan
('fɛn) [ABC]; farm ('fɑrm) [ABCD]; fauteuil (foː'tœy) [ABCD]; file ('fɑjl) [B];
film ('fɪlm) [ABCD]; flacon (0aː'kɔn) [A]; flat ('0ɛt) [ABCD]; flop ('0ɔp) [ABCD];
frame ('freːm) [AB]; freak ('friːk) [AB]; frite ('friːt) [AB]; gag ('gɛk) [AC]; game
('geːm) [AB]; garcon (gɑr'sɔn) [A]; gay ('geː) [A]; gazon (xaː'zɔn) [B]; genre
('ʒɑnrə) [C]; gnoe ('xnuː) [BCD]; goal ('goːl) [AB]; gobelin (goːbə'lɛː) [AD];
gong ('xɔŋ) [ABCD]; gouache (xuː'wɑʃə) [BCD]; grande ('xrɑndə) [BCD]; green
('griːn) [ABCD]; hall ('hɑl) [ABD]; handicap ('hɛndiːkɛp) [ACD]; harlekijn (hɑrlə'kɛin) [ABCD]; hausse ('hoːs) [ABCD]; hint ('hɪnt) [ABCD]; hole ('hoːl) [AB];
home ('hoːm) [AB]; hotel (hoː'tɛl) [AB]; image ('ɪmɪtʃ) [A]; imam (iː'mɑm)
[BCD]; inch ('ɪntʃ) [AB]; interesse (ɪntə'rɛsə) [C]; jack ('jɛk) [AB]; jam ('ʒɛm)
[AC]; jarretel (ʒɑrə'tɛl) [BD]; jeep ('ʤiːp) [AC]; jet ('ʤɛt) [ACD]; job ('jɔp)
[ABCD]; joint ('ʤɔjnt) [A]; joke ('ʤoːk) [A]; jour ('ʒuːr) [AC]; junk ('ʤʉŋk)
[ACD]; kajak ('kaːjɑk) [ABCD]; kamikaze (kaːmiː'kaːzə) [CD]; kan ('kaːn) [ABC];
karamel (kaːraː'mɛl) [BCD]; kariboe (kaːriː'buː) [BCD]; kartel (kɑr'tɛl) [AB]; karton (kɑr'tɔn) [A]; katjang ('kɑtjɑŋ) [B]; kebab (kə'bɑp) [ABCD]; kick ('kɪk)
[AB]; kostuum (kɔs'tyːm) [ABCD]; lab ('lɑp) [ABCD]; lampion (lɑmpiː'jɔn) [BD];
latrine (laː'triːnə) [D]; li ('liː) [A]; lire ('liːrə) [CD]; loop ('luːp) [ABCD]; lord
('lɔrt) [ABCD]; lunch ('lʉnʃ) [A]; machete (mɑ'tʃeːtə) [CD]; magazine ('mɛgəziːn) [A]; mama (mɑ'maː) [BC]; menu (meː'nyː) [BC]; milieu (miː'ljøː) [BCD];
miss ('mɪs) [AB]; mocassin ('mɔkɑsɛː) [A]; moezjiek ('muːʒiːk) [ABCD]; motel
(moː'tɛl) [BD]; move ('muːf) [AB]; museum (myː'seːjʉm) [CD]; niveau (niː'voː)
[BC]; orang-oetan (oːrɑŋ'uːtɑn) [BCD]; pair ('pɛːr) [A]; pallet ('pɑlɛt) [ABC];
panne ('pɑnə) [B]; pantalon (pɑntaː'lɔn) [B]; parfum (pɑr'fʉm) [AD]; pars
('pɑrs) [ABCD]; parvenu (pɑrvə'nyː) [BCD]; pass ('pɑs) [AB]; perron (pɛ'rɔn)
[B]; picador (piːkaː'dɔr) [ABCD]; piece ('pjɛs) [AB]; plafond (plaː'fɔnt) [ABCD];
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plaid ('pleːt) [ABC]; plaque ('plaːk) [AB]; plastic ('plɛstɪk) [A]; plee ('pleː)
[ABCD]; plot ('plɔt) [ABCD]; point ('pwɛːn) [A]; poll ('pɔl) [ABD]; pool ('puːl)
[ABCD]; pro ('proː) [BCD]; prof ('prɔf) [ABCD]; pub ('pʉp) [ABCD]; pump
('pʉmp) [ABCD]; punk ('pʉŋk) [ACD]; pup ('pʉp) [ABCD]; quark ('kwɑrk)
[ABCD]; queue ('køː) [ABC]; race ('reːs) [AB]; raid ('reːt) [AB]; rail ('reːl) [ABC];
ranch ('rɛnʃ) [A]; recette (rə'sɛtə) [BD]; reel ('reːl) [ABCD]; relief (reː'liːjɛf)
[ABCD]; riﬀ ('rɪf) [AB]; robot ('roːbɔt) [ABCD]; roman (roː'mɑn) [BC]; run
('rʉn) [ABCD]; rush ('rʉʃ) [AD]; safe ('seːf) [ABC]; salon (saː'lɔn) [B]; sarong
('saːrɔŋ) [BCD]; score ('skoːrə) [BC]; scout ('skɑut) [ABCD]; script ('skrɪpt)
[ABCD]; sen ('sɛn) [ABCD]; serve ('sʉrf) [ABC]; set ('sɛt) [ABCD]; share ('ʃɛːr)
[A]; shawl ('ʃɒːl) [A]; sheriﬀ ('ʃɛrəf) [AB]; shirt ('ʃʉrt) [A]; shop ('ʃɔp) [ABD];
shot ('ʃɔt) [ABD]; show ('ʃoːw) [AB]; sjaal ('ʃaːl) [ABCD]; sjeik ('ʃɛik) [ACD];
sketch ('skɛtʃ) [A]; ski ('skiː) [A]; slum ('slʉm) [ABCD]; snack ('snɛk) [AB];
sneer ('sneːr) [ABCD]; snob ('snɔp) [ABCD]; sol ('sɔl) [ABCD]; sonate (soː'naːtə)
[D]; sonde ('sɔndə) [BCD]; song ('sɔŋ) [ABCD]; sound ('sɑunt) [ABCD]; souvenir (suːvə'niːr) [ABCD]; sovjet ('sɔvjɛt) [A]; sowjet ('sɔwjɛt) [A]; speech
('spiːtʃ) [ACD]; spike ('spɑjk) [AB]; spoetnik ('spuːtnɪk) [ABC]; spot ('spɔt)
[ABCD]; spray ('spreː) [AB]; sprint ('sprɪnt) [ABCD]; start ('stɑrt) [ABCD]; station (stɑ'tʃɔn) [A]; steak ('steːk) [AB]; stern ('stɛrn) [ABCD]; stick ('stɪk) [AB];
stock ('stɔk) [AB]; stunt ('stʉnt) [ABCD]; suisse ('swiːs) [ABC]; taboe (taː'buː)
[CD]; take ('teːk) [AB]; tampon (tɑm'pɔn) [A]; tank ('tɛŋk) [ABC]; tape ('teːp)
[AB]; tapir ('taːpiːr) [A]; team ('tiːm) [AB]; thesis ('teːzɪs) [ABCD]; tic ('tɪk)
[AB]; tirade (tiː'raːdə) [BC]; toekan ('tuːkɑn) [B]; tomahawk ('toːmaːhɒːk)
[ABCD]; tonic ('tɔnɪk) [ABC]; touche ('tuːʃ) [A]; tour ('tuːr) [ABC]; track ('trɛk)
[AB]; tram ('trɑm) [ABCD]; tramp ('trɛmp) [ABC]; trance ('trɑns) [ABCD];
trapeze (traː'peːzə) [BC]; trend ('trɛnt) [ABCD]; trick ('trɪk) [AB]; trip ('trɪp)
[ABCD]; troubadour (truːbaː'duːr) [ABCD]; truck ('trʉk) [AB]; trust ('trʉst)
[ABCD]; vampier ('vɑmpiːr) [A]; voile ('vwaːjə) [CD]; vue ('vyː) [AB]; wagon
(waː'ɣɔn) [AB]; yank ('jɛŋk) [AB]; yard ('jɑrt) [ABCD]; yen ('jɛn) [ABC]
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Other non-canonical roots
ai ('ɑj) [A]; b ('beː) [A]; c ('seː) [A]; d ('deː) [AB]; e ('eː) [AB]; ford ('fɔrt)
[ABCD]; g ('xeː) [AB]; heil ('hɛil) [ABCD]; i ('iː) [A]; ik ('ɪk) [ABCD]; joule
('ʒuːl) [AB]; kenau ('keːnɑu) [A]; l ('ɛl) [AB]; p ('peː) [AB]; r ('ɛr) [AB]; sol ('sɔl)
[ABCD]; stop ('stɔp) [ABCD]; t ('teː) [A]; v ('veː) [A]; van ('vɑn) [ABCD]; volt
('vɔlt) [ABCD]; voor ('voːr) [ABCD]; watt ('wɑt) [ABCD]; y ('ɛi) [AB]; zeven
('zeːvə) [B]

Errors on –en plurals
Original Dutch words
aarde ('aːrdə) [ABD]; arend ('aːrənt) [D]; bede ('beːdə) [AD]; bokking ('bɔkɪŋ)
[ACD]; boodschap ('boːtsxɑp) [CD]; bult ('bʉlt) [CD]; deern ('deːrn) [A]; deerne
('deːrnə) [ABCD]; druk ('drʉk) [B]; drup ('drʉp) [BC]; einde ('ɛində) [ABCD];
ellende (ɛ'lɛndə) [ABD]; haring ('haːrɪŋ) [A]; hegge ('hɛɣə) [ACD]; heiden
('hɛidə) [ACD]; honderd ('hɔndərt) [BCD]; kapel (kɑ'pɛl) [A]; klep ('klɛp) [B];
koning ('koːnɪŋ) [A]; kribbe ('krɪbə) [ABCD]; kuch ('kʉx) [CD]; lade ('laːdə)
[AD]; leeuwerik ('leːwərɪk) [B]; lende ('lɛndə) [ABD]; lende ('lɛndə) [ABD];
lichaam ('lɪxaːm) [BC]; linde ('lɪndə) [A]; made ('maːdə) [A]; mare ('maːrə)
[AB]; middel ('mɪdəl) [ABCD]; ochtend ('ɔxtənt) [BCD]; paling ('paːlɪŋ) [A]; pee
('peː) [B]; ree ('reː) [B]; roede ('ruːdə) [ABD]; scha ('sxaː) [AD]; schade ('sxaːdə)
[ABC]; schare ('sxaːrə) [ABCD]; schrede ('sxreːdə) [ABD]; slede ('sleːdə)
[ABCD]; snede ('sneːdə) [ABCD]; spa ('spaː) [AD]; spade ('spaːdə) [A]; sprong
('sprɔŋ) [B]; stoep ('stuːp) [B]; stok ('stɔk) [B]; stuw ('styːw) [D]; toestel
('tuːstɛl) [ABCD]; tor ('tɔr) [C]; trede ('treːdə) [ABD]; veder ('veːdər) [ABCD];
vijand ('vɛijɑnt) [BD]; vlo ('vloː) [AD]; vodde ('vɔdə) [ABCD]; vreugde
('vrøːɣdə) [ABCD]; waarde ('waːrdə) [A]; web ('wɛp) [B]; webbe ('wɛbə) [ABD];
wedde ('wɛdə) [AD]; weide ('wɛidə) [AC]; wenk ('wɛŋk) [B]; wereld ('weːrəlt)
[D]; wigge ('wɪɣə) [AB]; wisent ('wiːsɛnt) [C]; wonde ('wɔndə) [A]; wonder
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('wɔndər) [ABCD]; zee ('zeː) [B]; zijde ('zɛidə) [ACD]; zode ('zoːdə) [ABC];
zonde ('zɔndə) [ABCD]
Early borrowings
almanak ('ɑlmaːnɑk) [BC]; altaar ('ɑltaːr) [BCD]; amandel (aː'mɑndəl) [ABCD];
arabeske (aːraː'bɛskə) [ABD]; arterie (ɑr'teːriː) [ABCD]; augur ('ɑuɣʉr) [ABCD];
bek ('bɛk) [B]; bete ('beːtə) [ABD]; blazoen (blaː'zuːn) [B]; blijde ('blɛidə)
[ACD]; boei ('buːj) [B]; bolus ('boːlʉs) [B]; ceremonie (seːrəmoː'niː) [A]; crypt
('krɪpt) [CD]; discipel (diː'siːpəl) [ABCD]; dregge ('drɛɣə) [ABCD]; dubbel
('dʉbəl) [ABCD]; engel ('ɛŋəl) [ABCD]; exempel (ɛk'sɛmpəl) [ABCD]; exemplaar
(ɛksəm'plaːr) [C]; fort ('fɔrt) [B]; fout ('fɑut) [C]; garnizoen (xɑrniː'zuːn) [B];
gentiaan (xɛntsiː'jaːn) [B]; giraﬀe (xiː'rɑfə) [ABCD]; glosse ('xlɔsə) [ABCD];
griﬃoen (xrɪ$ː'juːn) [B]; heide ('hɛidə) [A]; jaloezie (jaːluː'ziː) [AB]; kade
('kaːdə) [ABC]; kampioen (kɑmpiː'juːn) [B]; karwei (kɑr'wɛi) [B]; kassei (kɑ'sɛi)
[B]; katoen (kaː'tuːn) [B]; keep ('keːp) [B]; klaroen (klaː'ruːn) [B]; klasse
('klɑsə) [ACD]; koe ('kuː) [AB]; kolom (koː'lɔm) [ABCD]; kop ('kɔp) [B]; kopie
(koː'piː) [A]; kwabbe ('kwɑbə) [ABCD]; lakei (laː'kɛi) [D]; larve ('lɑrvə)
[ABCD]; legioen (leːɣiː'juːn) [B]; lemmet ('lɛmət) [D]; libel (liː'bɛl) [A]; linze
('lɪnzə) [A]; lynx ('lɪŋks) [D]; madam (maː'dɑm) [ABCD]; model (moː'dɛl) [D];
muze ('myːzə) [ABCD]; natuur (naː'tyːr) [B]; pensioen (pɛn'ʃuːn) [BD]; perikel
(peː'riːkəl) [ABCD]; plagge ('plɑɣə) [AB]; plezier (plə'ziːr) [B]; rantsoen
(rɑnt'suːn) [BCD]; sardien (sɑr'diːn) [BCD]; schorpioen (sxɔrpiː'juːn) [B]; sermoen (sɛr'muːn) [BD]; structuur (strʉk'tyːr) [B]; tamarinde (taːmaː'rɪndə) [AD];
theorie (teːjoː'riː) [A]; tiran (tiː'rɑn) [CD]; triljoen (trɪl'juːn) [BCD]; vazal
(vaː'zɑl) [A]; wade ('waːdə) [A]
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Late borrowings
agave (aː'ɣaːvə) [AC]; alcohol ('ɑlkoːhɔl) [ABCD]; alge ('ɑlɣə) [ABCD]; alt ('ɑlt)
[C]; amoebe (aː'møːbə) [ABCD]; ante ('ɑntə) [ABCD]; antilope (ɑntiː'loːpə)
[ABCD]; are ('aːrə) [ABCD]; bacterie (bɑk'teːriː) [ABCD]; base ('baːzə) [ABCD];
bivak ('biːvɑk) [C]; bolide (boː'liːdə) [ABCD]; bonze ('bɔnzə) [AD]; calorie
(kaːloː'riː) [A]; contact (kɔn'tɑkt) [CD]; coryfee (koːriː'feː) [AB]; cothurne
(koː'tʉrnə) [ABD]; coulisse (kuː'lɪsə) [ABD]; douane (duː'waːnə) [A]; druide
(dryː'wiːdə) [ABCD]; energie (eːnɛr'ʒiː) [AB]; fee ('feː) [B]; forel (foː'rɛl) [A];
gazelle (xaː'zɛlə) [ABCD]; gnome ('xnoːmə) [ABCD]; gnoom ('xnoːm) [BD]; icon
('iːkɔn) [ABD]; individu (ɪndiːviː'dyː) [ABC]; jat ('jɑt) [C]; kakkerlak ('kɑkərlɑk)
[B]; katapult ('kɑtaːpʉlt) [C]; katern (kaː'tɛrn) [CD]; koeskoes ('kuːskuːs) [BC];
kopeke (koː'peːkə) [AB]; lamel (laː'mɛl) [A]; lamelle (laː'mɛlə) [AD]; liane
(liː'jaːnə) [ABC]; likeur (liː'køːr) [B]; logaritme (loːɣaː'rɪtmə) [AD]; miasme
(miː'jɑsmə) [ACD]; miljard (məl'jɑrt) [D]; mirabel (miːraː'bɛl) [A]; molecule
(moːlə'kyːl) [BCD]; nomade (noː'maːdə) [A]; orchidee (ɔrxiː'deː) [AB]; parodie
(paːroː'diː) [A]; parool (paː'roːl) [D]; pias ('piːjɑs) [B]; pion (piː'jɔn) [ABC];
porie ('poːriː) [ABCD]; reling ('reːlɪŋ) [A]; ritme ('rɪtmə) [AD]; rune ('ryːnə)
[ABCD]; scalp ('skɑlp) [B]; scarabee (skaːraː'beː) [AB]; schorseneer (sxɔrsə'neːr)
[B]; seconde (sə'kɔndə) [AD]; sestertie (sɛs'tɛrtsiː) [ABCD]; sjablone (ʃaː'bloːnə)
[ABCD]; sjees ('ʃeːs) [B]; spion (spiː'jɔn) [ABC]; spore ('spoːrə) [ABCD]; steppe
('stɛpə) [ABCD]; strofe ('stroːfə) [A]; systeem (siːs'teːm) [B]; temperatuur (tɛmpəraː'tyːr) [B]; tenor (tə'noːr) [BCD]; these ('teːzə) [ABCD]; tsaar ('tsaːr) [B];
vector ('vɛktɔr) [ABCD]; witz ('wiːts) [D]
Other non-canonical roots
drie ('driː) [BC]; duizend ('dœyzənt) [CD]; jan ('jɑn) [C]; japon (jaː'pɔn)
[ABCD]; kalkoen (kɑl'kuːn) [BCD]; rontgen ('rʉntxə) [ACD]; s ('ɛs) [CD]; twee
('tweː) [B]
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APPENDIX C
Pseudo-words Used in Chapter 2 – Studies 2 & 3

Each pseudo-word’s phonological transcription is followed by its Dutch and English spelling variants (in brackets).

Default –en items
'fruːf (froef,froof)

tiː-'tuːf (titoef,teatoof)

'klɛnt (klend,clent)

biː-'viːn (bievien,beavene)

'priːp (priep,preap)

'dɪŋk (dink,dinc)

nɛ-'kiːt (nekkiet,neckete)

'triːm (triem,tream)

$ː-'piːt (fiepiet,fepeat)

'kwiːp (kwiep,queep)

'kriːt (kriet,creat)

'nuːf (noef,knoof)

$ː-'duːt (fiedoet,feadute)

buː-'lɪk (boellik,boulick)

'hiːn (hien,hean)

'kliːm (cliem,cleam)

buː-'niːt (boeniet,bounete)

'muːp (moeb,moop)

miː-'tiːn (mietien,meatine)

'pliːk (pliek,pleak)

'priː (prie,pree)

liː-'$ːt (liefied,lefeat)

'bruːp (broep,broop)

ruː-'luːt (roeloet,roulute)

'ziːp (ziep,zeap)

liː-'wiːn (liewien,leaween)

kuː-'ziːn (koezien,coosine)

'viːt (viet,veat)

siː-'tiːn (sietien,seatine)

'buːp (boep,boop)

miː-'niːt (mieniet,meanete)

'nuːp (noep,knoop)

'nuːt (noet,knoot)

'kuː-dɪt (coedit,coodit)

'bluːp (bloep,bloop)

huː-'ziːn (hoezien,hoosine)

'tiː-tənt (tietend,teatant)

ʃiː-'biːn (shibien,shebean)

'suː-lɪk (soellik,soulick)

'riː-rɪt (rierid,wreerit)

'pliːp (pliep,pleap)

'wiːm (wiem,wheme)

sɪn-'biːl (cynbiel,cinbeal)

priːf (prief,preaf)

'$ː-tɛst (fietest,feetest)

'riː-viː (rievie,reavea)

'biː-kəl (biekel,beacoll)

'siː-kəl (siekkel,seecoll)

'riːk-pəl (riekpel,reakpel)

'wiː-viː (wievi,weavea)

'vɪn-kəl (vingkel,vincoll)

'ʃiː-$ː (shifie,shefee)

bə-'buː (beboe,baboo)

'riː-zəl (riezel,reasul)

Default –s items
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'sɪ-kiː (sikkie,sickea)

'nɪ-kiː (nikkie,nickea)

'miː-truː (mitroe,meatrew)

'miːt-pəl (mietpel,meatpel)

'biː-zəl (biezel,beasul)

'riː-buː (rieboe,reaboo)

'liːl-təm (lieltem,lealtom)

'riː-stiː (riestie,reastee)

'tiː-diː (tiedie,teadee)

'pɛ-stiː (pestie,pestea)

'miːt-səm
(mietsem,meatsom)

'tiː-stiː (tiestie,teastee)

huː-təŋ (hoeteng,hooteng)

'biː-viː (bievie,beavea)

'biː-muː (bimoe,beamoo)

'diː-səm (diesem,deasom)

'wiː-stiː (wiestie,weastee)

'wiː-kəl (wiekel,weacoll)

'krɪ-$ː (kriﬃe,crefee)

'wiː-tiː (wieti,weatea)

kə-'buː (keboe,caboo)

'miː-viː (mievie,meavea)

'miː-muː (mimoe,meamoo)

'wɪ-səm (wissem,whissom)

'riː-piː (riepie,reapea)

'kuː-təŋ (koeteng,couteng)

'kuː-stiː (koestie,coustee)

'miː-buː (mieboe,meaboo)

'diːl-təm (dieltem,dealtom)

'miːl-tən (mielton,mealton)

'sə-bruː (sebroe,subrew)

'biː-duː (bidoe,beadou)

'riːt-səm (rietsem,reatsom)

'wiː-diː (wietdie,weadea)

'ruː-təŋ (roeteng,rooteng)

'siːk-pəl (siekpel,seakpel)

'suː-lɪŋ (soeling,souling)

'luːl (loel,lool)

'siː-ʃə (siche,seasha)

'sluːn (sloen,sloon)

'$ː-tɪŋ (fieting,feeting)

'$ː-pɪŋ (fieping,feaping)

'rɛd-wɛl (redwel,redwell)

$ː-'tuːm (fitoem,featoom)

'muːm (moem,moom)

'fuːm (foem,foom)

'$ː-kɪŋ (fieking,feaking)

'wiːŋ-kɪn (wienkin,weankin)

Borderline items

'wɛt-fuːn (wetvoen,wetfoon) 'nɛt-fuːn (netvoen,netfoon)

'fuːn (foen,phoon)

'kluːl (kloel,clool)

'riː-mɛŋ (riemeng,reameng)

'biː-ʃə (biche,beasha)

'biː-kɪŋ (bieking,beaking)

'diː-lɛl (dielel,dealel)

'kruːm (kroem,crume)

wɪ-'nuːn (winnoen,whinoon) 'wɪn-lə (winle,whinla)

'wiː-tɪŋ (wieting,weating)

wiː-'wuːn
(wiewoen,weawoon)

'riː-lɛl (rielel,realel)

'bruːl (broel,brool)

'tiː-fɪŋ (tiefing,teafing)

riː-'puːn (riepoen,reapoon)

'ruː-kɪŋ (roeking,rooking)

'ruː-kuːn (roekoen,rucoon)

'tiː-tɪŋ (tieting,teating)

miː-'tuːm
(mitoem,meatoom)

riː-'nuːn (rienoen,reanoon)

wiː-'suːn (wiesoen,weasoon) 'liː-nɪn (linin,leanin)

'nuːl (noel,noole)

'truːm (troem,trume)

'liː-lɪm (lielim,lealim)

'miː-mɛŋ
(miemeng,meameng)

'snuːl (snoel,snool)

'stuːn (stoen,stoon)

'miː-pɪŋ (mieping,meaping)

'miːk-tə (miekte,meactah)

'miː-tə (miette,meattah)
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Not –s items
'klɪns (klins,clince)

'triːs (tries,trease)

'suː-nɪs (soenis,sunice)

'riː-sɛps (riceps,reaceps)

'diː-kəs (diekes,deacus)

'$ː-təns (fietens,fitence)

'priːs (pries,prece)

'riː-piːs (riepies,reapese)

'diː-sɛs (dieces,deasess)

'wɛd-nɪs (wednis,wedness)

'krɛns (crens,crence)

'wɪs-lɪs (wislis,whislis)

'wɛd-luːs (wedloes,wedluse) 'ɛ-niːs (ennies,eneass)

'wiː-kəs (wiekes,weacus)

'ruː-bɛs (roebes,rubess)

'biːt-sɪs (bietsis,beetsis)

'hiːs (hies,heace)

'miː-vɪs (mievis,meavis)

'frɛns (frens,frence)

'sɪ-kəs (sikkes,secus)

'tuː-nɪs (toenis,tunice)

'riːt-sɪs (rietsis,reatsis)

'ruː-prɛs (roepres,rupress)

'siːt-sɪs (sietsis,seatsis)

'swɪns (swins,swince)

'biː-dəs (biedes,beadus)

'miː-pəs (miepes,meapus)

'kuː-nɪs (koenis,counace)

'blɪns (blins,blince)

'miː-piːs (miepies,meapese)

'liː-nɛts (lienets,leanets)

'liː-piːs (lipies,leapese)

'nɪ-kəs (nikkes,necus)

'riː-nɛts (rienets,reanets)

'riː-kəs (riekes,reacus)

'miː-təs (mietis,meatus)

'tuːs (toes,tooss)

'tiː-nɛts (tienets,teanets)

'muː-vɪs (moevis,movis)

'riːs (ries,reass)

'kruː-sɛs (kroeses,crucess)

'kiː-təs (kietis,keetus)

'siː-sɛps (ciceps,seeceps)

'liː-ləs (lielis,leallus)
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Taal wordt vaak beschreven als een interactie tussen grammaticale regels en een
lexicaal geheugen. In het domein van de flectie uit die interactie zich in het onderscheid tussen regelmatige en onregelmatige flectie. Regelmatige vormen worden doorgaans beschreven als de output van een regel, onregelmatige vormen
als uitzonderingen. Zo wordt de productie van een regelmatige O.V. T. vorm
(bv. 65-<–65-<50) beschouwd als de output van een regel, terwijl de productie
van een onregelmatige vorm (bv. 6=947S>–6=9400>) gezien wordt als ophaling
(retrieval) uit het geheugen. Bij de productie van nieuwe flectievormen wordt dit
onderscheid ook aangehouden. Er wordt dan verondersteld dat nieuwe regelmatige vormen (bv. 3.-<–3.-<50) het resultaat zijn van een regelgebaseerd proces,
terwijl nieuwe onregelmatige vormen (bv. /47S>–/400>) het resultaat zijn van associatieve of analogische processen. In dit proefschrift wordt getracht om de productie van nieuwe flectievormen, regelmatig of onregelmatig, volledig te karakteriseren als analogisch proces door gebruik te maken van de principes van
geheugenbaseerd leren (memory-based learning, MBL). Deze visie wordt gecontrasteerd met de dual mechanism benadering van inflectionele morfologie waarin
het onderscheid tussen grammaticale en lexicale processen strikt wordt aangehouden en waarin gesteld wordt dat flectie fundamenteel een grammaticaal
proces is dat kan beschreven worden als een symbolische regel die los van vormkenmerken werkt (de default). Het defaultproces dat voor regelmatige flectie
zorgt kan echter geblokkeerd worden door het lexicaal geheugen, hetzij wanneer
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een onregelmatige vorm wordt opgehaald, hetzij wanneer een nieuwe vorm geproduceerd wordt naar analogie met bestaande onregelmatige vormen.
Twee beweringen die als fundamentele ondersteuning voor de dual mechanism
benadering gelden werden in dit proefschrift nader onderzocht. De eerste bewering is dat er in uiteenlopende omstandigheden een voorkeur merkbaar is voor
een default flectiepatroon, onafhankelijk van de fonologische kenmerken van de
basisvorm. De tweede bewering is dat nieuwe flectievormen die geattribueerd
worden aan het symbolische systeem altijd aanvaardbaar zijn terwijl de aanvaardbaarheid van nieuwe flectievormen die geattribueerd worden aan het associatieve systeem verbonden is aan de ondersteuning door gelijkaardige vormen
in het lexicon. Dit proefschrift stelt deze beweringen in vraag door single mechanism memory-based learning modellen voor te stellen die een natuurlijke verklaring voor deze fenomenen bieden in de domeinen van het Nederlandse meervoud en de Engelse simple past.
Zoals connectionistische modellen en andere single-mechanism benaderingen
gaat MBL ervan uit dat de creatieve component van taal steunt op generalisatie
door analogie in plaats van op symbolische manipulatie. In tegenstelling tot connectionistische modellen werkt MBL niet op basis van kennis die impliciet opgeslagen ligt in een netwerk van connecties, maar worden analogieën gevormd
door een directe vergelijking van een doelvorm (doelexemplaar) met de vormen
(exemplaren) in het geheugen. Een ander verschil met connectionistische modellen is dat MBL een formeel onderscheid maakt tussen generalisatie (de productie
van nieuwe vormen) en retrieval (ophaling van gekende vormen). Connectionistische modellen hebben een leerfase waarin gewichten worden aangepast zodat
ze in staat zijn om de correcte flectie voor gekende vormen te produceren en gebruiken dezelfde gewichten voor de productie van nieuwe vormen. MBL modellen hebben geen leerfase en veronderstellen dat gekende vormen geproduceerd
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worden door retrieval en dat de flectie van nieuwe vormen bepaald wordt op
basis van gelijkenis met bestaande vormen.
In hoofdstuk # wordt flectie in atypische omstandigheden onderzocht. Aan de
hand van flectiesystemen zoals het Engelse meervoud en de Engelse simple past
wordt vaak geobserveerd dat onregelmatige vormen die buiten hun normale context gebruikt worden, geregulariseerd worden. Typische voorbeelden (zie
Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, &''* voor een volledig overzicht)
zijn de flectie van namen (de family >::5 wordt 590 >::56 genoemd i.p.v. 590
>005) en leenwoorden (het meervoud van 5-.76@-8 is 5-.76@-86, hoewel van
>740@-8 het meervoud >740@08 is). Het feit dat deze systematische regularisatie
niet strookt met single mechanism modellen die enkel met fonologie rekening
houden, is één van de fundamenten van Steven Pinkers populaire boek Words
and Rules (Pinker, &'''). In de dual mechanism visie wordt dit fenomeen verklaard door de veronderstelling dat de geheugencomponent in specifieke omstandigheden ontoegankelijk is en dat, omdat het geheugensysteem geen output
produceert, flectie door middel van het defaultproces gebeurt. Deze visie geeft
met andere woorden een eenduidige verklaring voor regularisatie in deze heterogene groep omstandigheden: geheugenstoring (memory failure). In dit proefschrift wordt geargumenteerd dat de uniformiteit van deze omstandigheden
(door hun gemeenschappelijk referentie naar één enkel flectiepatroon) een artefact is van de relatief arme flectiesystemen die door de voorstanders van de dual
mechanism theorie meestal bestudeerd worden en dat ze zich niet voordoet in
meer complexe (maar relatief nog steeds eenvoudige) flectiesystemen zoals het
Nederlandse of Duitse meervoud. Als alternatief wordt een single mechanism
benadering voorgesteld waarin niet-fonologische informatiebronnen samen met
fonologische informatie een verklaring bieden voor de productie van flectievormen in atypische omstandigheden. Meervoudsflectie in het Nederlands is een interessant gebied om deze benadering te toetsen omdat dit domein volgens de criteria van de dual mechanism theorie geen eenduidig default flectiepatroon heeft.
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In plaats daarvan zijn er twee reguliere productieve suﬃxen, –en en –s, die in
complementaire fonologische distributie staan. De keuze tussen deze twee
suﬃxen is grotendeels onafhankelijk van niet-fonologische contextuele factoren,
met één belangrijke uitzondering. Leenwoorden neigen relatief onafhankelijk
van hun fonologische kenmerken naar een –s meervoud. Deze situatie stelt de
dual mechanism benadering voor een dilemma. Zelfs indien aanvaard wordt dat
er voor het Nederlandse meervoud een dubbele default bestaat (Pinker, &'''),
kunnen de omstandigheden waarin defaultflectie verwacht wordt niet onder één
enkel flectiepatroon gegroepeerd worden. Een single mechanism model daarentegen, kan deze situatie op een natuurlijk manier verklaren door te tonen dat in
de meeste gevallen meervoudsflectie op fonologische analogie berust, terwijl
voor leenwoorden andere informatiebronnen het analogisch proces beïnvloeden.
In dit opzicht is het interessant dat het Nederlands een systematische niet-fonologische informatiebron bezit die met leenwoorden geassocieerd kan worden.
Omdat leenwoorden het spellingspatroon van hun taal van oorsprong houden,
kan hun atypische spelling door een MBL model gebruikt worden als een correlaat van de informatie waarmee taalgebruikers een leenwoord identificeren en
flecteren.
In een lexicale reconstructiestudie (het voorspellen van de flectie van een aantal
bestaande vormen aan de hand van de andere vormen in het lexicon), vergeleken we een model dat gebruik maakte van morfofonologische regels en drie MBL
modellen met incrementeel verschillende niveaus van niet-fonologische informatie. Deze studie bevestigde de sterke fonologische regelmaat van het Nederlandse
meervoud, wat ook bleek uit de erg gelijkende accuraatheid van het regelmodel
en een MBL model dat enkel gebruikmaakte van fonologische informatie. Daarenboven toonde de studie ook aan dat het meervoud van leenwoorden fonologisch onvoorspelbaar is. Simulaties met MBL modellen die gebruik maken van
orthografische informatie gaf een opmerkelijke stijging in het aantal correct
voorspelde meervoudsvormen voor leenwoorden. In een uitgebreid experiment
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werd ook aangetoond dat orthografie op eenzelfde manier de keuze voor het
meervoudssuﬃx kan beïnvloeden. Wanneer deelnemers gevraagd werd om
meervoudsvormen te produceren voor auditief aangeboden pseudowoorden die
vergezeld werden van een typisch Nederlandse of Engelse spelling van dat pseudowoord, produceerden ze significant meer –s meervouden in de Engelse spellingsconditie dan in een controleconditie waarin geen geschreven vorm werd
aangeboden. Het aantal –s meervouden in de Nederlandse spellingsconditie verschilde echter niet in belangrijke mate van de controleconditie. In een simulatiestudie werd ook aangetoond dat een MBL model met toegang tot orthografische
en fonologische informatie en de correspondentie tussen deze twee informatiebronnen in staat was om deze gegevens te repliceren.
In hoofdstuk ) wordt Nederlandse meervoudsflectie als uitgangspunt genomen
voor een bredere studie van MBL als model van inflectionele morfologie. De accuraatheid van MBL op drie taken wordt onderzocht: een lexicale reconstructietaak met meer dan &% $$$ Nederlandse nomina, de simulatie van een experiment
van Baayen, Schreuder, De Jong, en Krott (#$$#), en de simulatie van het experiment in hoofdstuk #1. De lexicale reconstructietaak heeft als doel om accuraatheid te meten op het voorspellen van het meervoud van bestaande Nederlandse
nomina. De simulatie van de twee experimentele taken heeft als doel om accuraatheid te meten op het voorspellen van het meervoud van nieuwe vormen. Er
wordt in dit hoofdstuk een overzicht gegeven van de interacties tussen de basisparameters van het MBL algoritme, de representatie van exemplaren, en de klassen (flectiepatronen) die nodig zijn om nieuwe vormen te classificeren. In verschillende van deze domeinen worden nieuwe technieken voorgesteld. Zo wordt
getoond hoe een generisch algoritme om transformaties te detecteren MBL modellen toelaat om de volledige diversiteit van inflectionele processen in een

1

Zonder de conditie waarin de pseudowoorden met Engelse spelling werden
aangeboden.
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domein te behandelen. Voor het Nederlandse meervoud laat deze methode ons
toe om klankalternanties te voorspellen, wat bij de modellen die in hoofdstuk #
ontwikkeld werden nog ontbrak. Verder worden nog enkele verfijningen voorgesteld met betrekking tot de fonologische segmentatie voor de representatie van
exemplaren.
Op basis van een groot aantal simulaties worden aanbevelingen gemaakt over de
verschillende aspecten van de implementatie van een MBL model. Tegelijk worden de resultaten in een breder theoretisch kader geplaatst en wordt onderzocht
of aan de parameters van een MBL model een psycholinguïstische relevantie gegeven kan worden. Er wordt specifiek ingegaan op de optimale waarde van de
parameter k, die het aantal gelijkende exemplaren bepaalt die meetellen in de
beslissing van het flectiepatroon voor een doelvorm. Uit de simulaties in dit
hoofdstuk blijkt dat de optimale waarde voor k in een lexicale reconstructietaak
verschillend is van zijn optimale waarde in de simulatie van een generalisatieexperiment.
In hoofdstuk ) wordt ook een methodologisch probleem aangekaart bij het maken van inferenties op basis van resultaten uit simulaties met modellen met een
groot aantal vrijheidsgraden. Er wordt gesuggereerd dat simulatiestudies voor
zover mogelijk het resultaat van alle uitgevoerde simulaties moeten rapporteren.
Daar waar het rapporteren van slechts één simulatie ons vertelt dat er waarschijnlijk verschillende pogingen ondernomen werden om goede resultaten te behalen, laat het rapporteren van een volledige reeks van simulaties ons toe om te
zien hoe waarschijnlijk een goed resultaat is gegeven de andere pogingen. Bovendien is het om de werking van een model te begrijpen vaak even informatief
om te de omstandigheden te kennen waarin het model slecht werkt als die waarin het wel goed werkt.
In hoofdstuk + wordt dieper ingegaan op flectie in de Engelse simple past, het
domein dat geldt als de lakmoesproef voor modellen van inflectionele morfolo196
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gie. Om te beginnen worden de fenomenen van regelmatige allomorfie en onregelmatige productiviteit onderzocht. Hoe kunnen deze fenomenen verklaard
worden gegeven een ordening van het lexicon op basis van gelijkenis met een
doelvorm? Door de distributie van verschillende inflectionele patronen over het
geordende lexicon te visualiseren gegeven een doelvorm (productiviteitsprofielen) wordt een bevredigend antwoord op deze vraag ontwikkeld en worden twee
mogelijke strategieën voorgesteld voor MBL modellen. De eerste strategie neemt
een vaste waarde voor k binnen een beperkte reeks van plausibele waarden (een
traditioneel nearest neighbors model). De tweede strategie vermijdt een arbitraire
waarde voor k door het gebruik van een decay functie in combinatie met het gehele lexicon.
Hierna worden de resultaten van twee belangrijke studies over inflectionele productiviteit in de Engelse simple past opnieuw bekeken. De eerste studie betreft
experimenteel onderzoek van Prasada en Pinker (&'')) waarin aan deelnemers
werd gevraagd om de waarschijnlijkheid van regelmatige en onregelmatige past
tense vormen van nieuwe Engelse werkwoorden te beoordelen. In de dual mechanism benadering is de productiviteit van regelmatige inflectionele patronen
afhankelijk van het symbolische systeem, terwijl de productiviteit van onregelmatige patronen afhankelijk is van het lexicaal-associatieve systeem. Daarom
was de hypothese van Prasada en Pinker dat beoordelingen van nieuwe regelmatige flectievormen onafhankelijk zouden zijn van gelijkenis met bestaande regelmatige of onregelmatige vormen, terwijl beoordelingen van nieuwe onregelmatige flectievormen afhankelijk zouden zijn van gelijkenis met bestaande
onregelmatige vormen. Hoewel de voornoemde auteurs argumenteerden dat de
resultaten van hun experimenten niet verklaard konden worden door een single
mechanism benadering, wordt aangetoond dat MBL modellen de resultaten van
de experimenten wel kunnen verklaren. Cruciaal hierbij is dat aangetoond wordt
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dat de generalisatie van zowel regelmatige als onregelmatige inflectionele patronen naar nieuwe vormen gevat kan worden door analogische processen.
Hoofdstuk + besluit met een vergelijking van MBL met minimal generalization
learning (MGL), een model dat in een andere belangrijke studie (Albright &
Hayes, #$$)) naar voren werd gebracht. MGL is een recent single mechanism
model dat gebaseerd is op probabilistische regels. Een centrale bewering van de
ontwikkelaars is dat hun model, in tegenstelling tot exemplaargebaseerde analogische modellen zoals MBL, in staat is om door een structurele benadering van
gelijkenis eilanden van betrouwbaarheid (islands of reliability) voor flectiepatronen te ontdekken. Op basis van de uiteenlopende (variegated) benadering van
gelijkenis die analogische modellen gebruiken, zou dit onmogelijk zijn. Deze bewering wordt onderzocht vanuit methodologisch, empirisch en theoretisch perspectief. Om te beginnen worden de resultaten van een empirisch/computationele studie (Albright & Hayes, #$$)), waarin MGL vergeleken werd met het
Generalized Context Model (GCM, een exemplaargebaseerd analogisch model)
herbekeken. Er wordt aangetoond dat sommige van de resultaten die aan typische kenmerken van het MGL model werden toegeschreven een artefact zijn van
de procedure die gebruikt werd om de beoordeling van het model te schalen
naar de beoordeling van de deelnemers. Na correctie van deze procedure zijn de
resultaten minder gunstig voor MGL en blijkt het model in bepaalde gevallen net
zo min als het GCM in staat om islands of reliability te ontdekken. Simulaties van
de resultaten met MBL modellen tonen dat deze laatste modellen vaak wel goed
in staat zijn om islands of reliability te detecteren. Ten slotte worden in een theoretische analyse fundamentele zwaktes blootgelegd met betrekking tot de beslissingsstrategie die MGL gebruikt en wordt ook getoond dat, los van deze strategie, MGL geformuleerd kan worden als een implementatievariant van MBL.
In hoofdstuk * worden de belangrijkste bevindingen uit dit proefschrift in een
breder kader geplaatst. Eerst wordt het single vs. dual mechanism debat op-
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nieuw bekeken. Vervolgens wordt besproken wat, gegeven de verschillende simulatiestudies, de psycholinguïstische relevantie van MBL is. Ten slotte worden de
theoretische en empirische bevindingen over de vergelijking tussen MBL en MGL
samengevat.
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